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Abstract 
Uncertainty  about  the  future  significantly  impacts  on  the  planning  capacities  of 
organisations. Scenario planning provides such organisations with an opportunity to 
be  aware  of  the  consequences  of  their  future  plans.  By  developing  plausible 
scenarios,  scenario  planning  methodologies  assist  decision-makers  to  make 
systematic  and  effective  decisions  for  the  future.  This  research  aims  to  review 
existing scenario planning methodologies and develop a new framework to overcome 
the  shortcomings  of previous methodologies.  The new framework has  two major 
phases: a „scenario generation phase‟ and an „intelligent robust optimisation phase‟. 
The scenario generation phase creates future scenarios by applying fuzzy logic and 
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) concepts. With these concepts, it is possible to deal 
with  qualitative  data  and  also  learn  from  expert  data.  The  intelligent  robust 
optimisation phase identifies the best strategic option which is suitable for working 
with the most probable scenarios. This second phase includes fuzzy programming 
and robust optimisation methods to deal with uncertain and qualitative data which 
usually  exists  in  generated  scenarios.  The  case  study  for  this  thesis  focuses  on 
Western  Australia‟s  power  capacity  expansion  needs  and  demonstrates  the 
application of this new methodology in managing the uncertainties associated with 
future electricity demand. Scenarios which are generated based on different future 
population trends and industrial growth are used as the basis of determining the best 
strategic  option  for  the  expansion  in  WA‟s  electricity  industry.  Furthermore, 
transition  to  renewable  energy  and  technological  constraints  for  WA‟s  electricity 
industry are considered in the proposed framework. The result of this case study is an 
investment  plan  that  satisfies  WA‟s  electricity  demand  growth  and  responds  to 
technological  and  environmental  constraints.  The  new  intelligent  robust  scenario 
planning  framework  has  the  potential  to  deal  with  uncertainties  in  business 
environments  and  provides  a  strategic  option  that  has  the  ability  to  work  with 
plausible scenarios for the future. 
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1  Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
Key Points: 
-  Reviewing the scenario planning background 
-  Introducing research objectives 
-  The thesis structure 
 
1.1  Background 
Strategic management can be defined as the art and science of making cross-functional 
decisions that enable an organisation to achieve its business objectives (David, 2007). 
By using this kind of management, organisations think strategically about the future 
and  formulate  a  combination  of  activities  to  achieve  their  long-term  objectives 
efficiently.  This  set  of  activities  is  called  a  strategy  that  is  selected  to  take  the 
advantage  of  future  opportunities  and  overcome  environmental  threats  and  gain 
awareness of the strengths and weaknesses of organisation. By selecting a strategy, 
organisations focus on doing activities differently compared with what their rivals are 
doing (Porter, 1996). Therefore, strategy is deemed successful when they exhibit two 
essential characteristics: creativity and innovation in doing business activities. 
   
The strategy is characterised by a process called a strategic management process 
that  includes  three  main  stages:  formulation,  implementation,  and  evaluation.  The 
formulation  stage  consists  of  defining  a  vision  and  mission,  determining  external 
opportunities  and  threats,  explaining  internal  strengths  and  weaknesses,  generating 
alternative strategies and selecting the best strategy among other strategies. The main Introduction    Chapter 1 
2 
 
activities in the implementation stage are to devise the annual objectives and policies, 
and allocate resources to the formulated strategy. In the evaluation stage, organisations 
reflect on the implemented strategy by reviewing external and internal factors, and 
measuring performance. Figure  ‎ 1.1 depicts the stages of the strategic management 
process (David, 2007).  
 
 
Figure ‎ 1.1 - The stages of the strategic management process  
 
Uncertainty, a state of having limited knowledge about the future, significantly 
impacts on the result of finding the best strategy in the formulation stage. Without 
uncertainty, organisations  are in  the same position and strategic thinking does  not 
make  sense.  To  achieve  success  in  business,  organisations  need  to  manage  the 
uncertainty by considering external uncertainties such as market trends or oil prices as 
much as considering the internal issues (Van Der Heijden, 2005).  Scenario planning 
is  used  to  analyse  possible  future  events  and  find  more  flexible  strategies  in  the 
formulation  stage  of  strategic  management.  Moreover,  Scenario  planning  is  an 
effective  methodology  to  avoid  the  pitfalls  of  more  traditional  methods  such  as 
forecasting techniques (Goodwin and Wright, 2001). Forecasting methods focus on 
previous data while scenario planning develops  different  scenarios which may not 
follow the previous trends. Different scenario planning methodologies, which generate 
scenarios with various methods, will be compared through the following criteria in 
this research: 
 
1-  Working with uncertain data: How does the methodology deal with uncertain 
data in scenario planning?  
 
2-  Using  specific  tools  and  software:  Are  there  any  specific  and  customised 
software and tools for developing scenarios and managing uncertain variables? 
 
3-  Defining the most probable scenarios: How does the methodology evaluate the 
occurrence probability of developed scenarios?  
Stage 1: 
Formulation  
Stage 2: 
Implementation  
Stage 3: 
Evaluation  Introduction    Chapter 1 
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4-  Developing  a  model  to  manage  the  uncertainty:  Is  there  any  model  for 
managing uncertainty existing in a scenario planning problem? 
 
5-  Find the best strategic options for generated scenarios: Is there any step in the 
methodology for finding the best strategic options after generating scenarios? 
 
6-  Ability  to  work  with  incomplete  and  qualitative  data:  How  does  the 
methodology deal with incomplete and qualitative data
2 which may exist in a 
scenario planning problem?   
 
Each  methodology  has  different  approaches  in  dealing  with  the se  criteria. 
Therefore, the aim of the proposed research is to review the existing scenario planning 
methodologies and  develop a new scenario planning framework  to overcome the 
shortcomings of previous scenario planning methodologies. The applicability of the 
proposed framework will be evaluated through a case study related to power system 
capacity expansion in Western Australia (WA). The rest of this chapter will describe 
the scope of the study and the structure of thesis.  
  
1.2   Scope of the Study 
The  aim  of  this  research  is  to  develop  an  intelligent  robust  scenario  planning 
framework for industrial systems. This is articulated through the following objectives: 
 
1-  Review and categorise the existing scenario planning methodologies. 
2-  Identify  the  strengths  and  weaknesses  of  existing  scenario  planning           
methodologies. 
3-  Identify  the  current  trends  and  technologies  that  are  applied  in  scenario 
planning methodologies. 
4-  Develop a new scenario planning framework to overcome the shortcomings of 
previous scenario planning methodologies. 
5-  Evaluate the application of proposed scenario planning framework through a 
case study and suggest opportunities for future research. 
 
                                                           
2 Data may be qualitative or incomplete as they are related to future.  Introduction    Chapter 1 
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1.3   Structure of the Thesis 
Chapter 2 reviews the concept of scenario planning and categorises the methodologies 
into:  qualitative  and  quantitative.  It  also  introduces  a  case  study  showing  the 
differences  between  these  two  categories.  The  chapter  concludes  with  the  main 
shortcomings  of  previous  methodologies  that  are  the  basis  of  the  new  scenario 
planning framework.  
 
  Chapter  3  explains  the  research  design  and  the  proposed  scenario  planning 
framework. This chapter outlines the main steps of new scenario planning framework 
and discusses the advantages of this method compared to previous methodologies. The 
main case study and research procedure are then explained. 
 
  Chapter  4  describes  the  details  of  Adaptive  Neuro-Fuzzy  Inference  System 
(ANFIS). Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and fuzzy logic techniques applied by 
ANFIS  are  also  described.  Scenario  planning  methodologies  using  these  two 
techniques are then illustrated. The chapter concludes with the main advantages of 
using ANFIS in scenario planning. 
 
  Chapter 5 discusses of different optimisation methods dealing with uncertainty. 
These  methods  are  grouped  into  four  categories:  stochastic  programming,  robust 
optimisation,  fuzzy  programming  and  dynamic  programming.  Based  on  the  main 
scenario  planning  characteristics,  the  chapter  concludes  that  two  optimisation 
methods, fuzzy programming and robust optimisation, have the potential to find the 
best strategic options for the most probable scenarios. 
 
  Chapter 6 and 7 describe the details of the new robust intelligent scenario planning 
framework. Chapter 6 focuses on how to generate the scenarios by using ANFIS and 
Chapter 7 describes how to find the best strategic option for generated scenarios.  
 
  Chapter 8 applies the proposed framework to power capacity expansion for South 
West Interconnected System (SWIS) in Western Australia (WA). This is the main case 
study of this research. The goal of this case study is to find the best investment plan 
for WA‟s power capacity expansion based on different scenarios.  Introduction    Chapter 1 
5 
 
  Finally, Chapter 9 summarises the result and suggests future opportunities. Figure 
‎ 1.2 depicts the thesis structure.       
 
 
Figure ‎ 1.2 - Structure of the thesis 
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2  Chapter 2: Principles of Scenario Planning 
 
Key points: 
-  Reviewing the scenario planning literature 
-  Comparing qualitative and quantitative scenario planning 
methodologies 
-  Defining extended points and weaknesses of previous scenario 
planning methodologies for developing future methodologies 
 
2.1  Introduction 
The aim of this chapter is to review the background and methodologies of scenario planning. 
These methodologies are divided into two distinct categories: qualitative and quantitative. A 
case study will be explained to highlight the advantages and disadvantages of each category. 
This chapter concludes with the main shortcomings and extended points for developing a 
new methodology in scenario planning framework. 
 
Sections 2.2 and 2.3 give a review of the definition and history of scenario planning. 
Since scenario planning deals with uncertainty in the environment, Section 2.4 explains the 
effects  of  uncertainty  in  the  business  environment.  Then,  the  focus  of  chapter  shifts  to 
compare scenario planning and forecasting methods. In Section 2.6, well-known scenario 
planning  methodologies  are  discussed.  Next,  Section  2.7  explains  the  recent  published 
research in scenario planning area, followed by Section 2.8 which compares qualitative and 
quantitative categories. A case study is introduced in Section 2.9 and finally, the results are 
discussed in next section with conclusion given in Section 2.11.         Literature Review             Chapter 2 
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2.2  Definition of Scenario Planning  
Scenario planning has been defined as “a process of positioning several informed, plausible 
and imaginative alternative future environments in which decisions about the future may be 
played  out  for  the  purpose  of  changing  current  thinking,  improving  decision  making, 
enhancing human and organisational learning and improving performance” (Chermack and 
Lynham, 2002). 
 
The concepts of „scenario planning‟ and „scenario analysis‟ which have been used in the 
scenario planning literature have similar meanings. Scenario Analysis traditionally has been 
used for the evaluation and selection of strategies and future possibilities (Postma and Lieb, 
2005).  It  also  helps  organisations  manage  environmental  uncertainties  and  expand  their 
mental model to improve organisational learning (Chermack, 2004). Scenario planning also 
has been defined as follows:  
 
“Michael Porter (1985) defined scenario as “an internally consistent view of what the 
future  might  turn  out  to  be-not  a  forecast,  but  one  possible  future  outcome”. 
Schwartz (1991) introduced scenario as “a tool for ordering one’s perceptions about 
alternative  future  environments  in  which  one’s  decisions  might  be  played  out”. 
Ringland  (1998)  identified  scenario  planning  as  “that  part  of  strategic  planning 
which relates to the tools and technologies for managing the uncertainties of the 
future”.  Schoemaker  (1995)  offers  “a  disciplined  methodology  for  imagining 
possible futures in which organisational decisions may be played out” as a definition 
for scenario planning” (Chermack et al., 2001). 
 
2.3  History of Scenario Planning   
Kahn is often referred to as the father of modern-day scenario planning introduced a method 
called „future-now technique‟ in the 1940s (Bradfield et al., 2005; Chermack et al., 2001). 
He wrote a report combining imagination with detailed analysis about future. Kahn also 
founded  the  Hudson  institute  which  specialised  in  writing  scenarios  about  the  future 
(Chermack et al., 2001). He later named „Scenario‟ from the term „Screenplay‟ in mid-
1960s (Chermack et al., 2001). Around the same time, the Stanford Research Institute (SRI) 
was established to offer facilities for long-term planning in business companies as well as 
science and military consulting (Ringland, 1998). The „US education office in year 2000‟ is 
one of the first projects carried out by SRI.   Literature Review             Chapter 2 
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Hudson institute proposed companies such as Shell, Corning, IBM and General Motors 
(GM) to think about the future by using scenario planning (Chermack et al., 2001). In the 
1970‟s, business leaders started to develop scenario planning models for their companies. 
For example, General Electric (GE) and Shell used scenario planning to solve the business 
problems such as the crisis in oil prices and future investments in international markets. 
Shell‟s managing director Andre Benard commented: “Experience has taught us that the 
scenario [planning] techniques are much more conductive to forcing people to think about 
the future than  the forecasting techniques we formerly used” (Van  Der  Heijden, 2005). 
Shell‟s  success  with  scenario  planning  processes  has  encouraged  numerous  other 
organisations  to  begin  thinking  about  the  future  (Chermack  et  al.,  2001).  Next,  Michel 
Godet (2000) developed mainly mathematical and computer-based probabilistic approaches 
to scenario planning. The details of this methodology will be described later in this chapter. 
In the 1980s, the use of scenario planning was  in decline because of the recession and 
corporate staffing reductions however many companies started to adopt scenario planning 
and its methodologies from 1990s when the financial climate had improved (Chermack et 
al., 2001). Some new methodologies were developed by using these techniques such as 
fuzzy logic and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) will be explained in Chapter 4. Before 
describing  scenario  planning  methodologies,  the  concept  of  uncertainty  in  business 
environment and differences between „scenario planning‟ and „forecasting‟ will be discussed 
in Section 2.4 and 2.5, respectively.   
 
2.4  The Uncertainty in the Business Environment 
Organisations need to manage uncertainty to achieve success in business. The aim of this 
section is to describe the relationship between scenario planning and available uncertainties 
in  organisations.  This  section  starts  with  defining  the  role  of  uncertainty  in  scenario 
planning. Five areas for environmental analysis are then explained followed by describing 
different methods for ranking uncertainty in a business environment.  
Each  scenario  consists  of  some  certain  (predetermined)  and  uncertain  variables. 
Uncertainties translate into multiple interpretations to represent different future scenarios. 
Therefore, scenarios are the same in the certain variables and what causes a major difference 
in  scenarios  is  the  interpretation  of  uncertain  variables.  Figure  ‎ 2.1  illustrates  the  main 
differences among scenarios in the process of scenario planning. Literature Review             Chapter 2 
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Figure ‎ 2.1- The principle of scenario planning (Van Der Heijden, 2005) 
 
Uncertainties  are  to  be  understood  in  order  to  define  different  interpretations  in 
scenarios. This ensures that decisions are not made on isolated events. Consequently, it is 
critical to analyse the environment to find the trends and potential opportunities and threats. 
Five areas are usually considered in environmental analysis as follows (Aaker, 1998):  
 
1.  Technology:  Technology  trends  representing  opportunities  and  threats  for 
organisations  have  the  ability  to  impact  strategies.  New  technology  can  affect 
markets  or  industry  structure  and  it  is  critical  that  organisations  improve  their 
capabilities to manage the effects of new technology. 
 
2.  Government: Government has the ability to change legislation and regulations which 
may pose threats or create opportunities. It is important that organisations manage 
these changes by having a flexible strategy.  
 
3.  Economics: Economic variables such as inflation, unemployment rate and economic 
growth  may  influence  on  the  organisational  strategies.  It  is  more  critical  if  the 
organisations  belong  to  capital-intensive  industry.  These  organisations  may  need 
more time for gaining profit from their investments. This issue is also important for 
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international  companies  because  they  face  multi-national  markets  with  different 
economic situations.  
 
4.  Culture: Cultural trends can offer many essential changes for organisations and it is 
critical to consider these trends and change their strategy based on that. Different 
cultures in multi-national markets can cause many problems for active organisations. 
 
5.  Demographics:  A  powerful  underlying  force  in  a  market  may  be  related  to 
demographic  variables  such  as  age,  income,  education,  and  geographic  location. 
Organisational strategies may be changed based on these variables and it is critical 
for organisation to follow the trend of demographic variables.  
 
There are a lot of uncertainties in environment and it is important that organisations 
manage these by grouping them into logical clusters or themes. Other uncertainties which 
may be generated by external customers or employees are also considered (porter, 1996). 
Strategic  uncertainty  (Uncertainty  that  has  strategic  implications)  is  a  key  construct  in 
environmental analysis (Aaker, 1998). Ranking and managing strategic uncertainties is the 
most important objective in environmental analysis which will be described in the next two 
sub-sections.  
2.4.1  Categorising Environmental Uncertainties (Aaker’s method) 
This method defines strategic uncertainties based on their impact and immediacy in each 
Strategic Business Unit (SBU)
3. The impact of a strategic uncertain  variable is related to 
(Aaker, 1998): 
  The extent to  which it  involves  trends  or  events  that will impact  existing or 
potential SBUs. 
  The importance of the involved SBUs. 
  The number of involved SBUs. 
The degree of immediacy of strategic uncertainties which is defined as the occurrence 
probability of strategic uncertain variables is based on (Aaker, 1998): 
  The events occurrence probability. 
  The events time frame. 
                                                           
3 Strategic Business Unit or SBU is understood as a business unit within the overall corporate identity which is 
distinguishable  from  other  business  because  it  serves  a  defined  external  market  where  management  can 
conduct strategic planning in relation to products and markets (Porter, 1996). Literature Review             Chapter 2 
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  The reaction time. 
If the immediacy and impact are low, then a low level of monitoring may suffice (Aaker, 
1998). If the immediacy is low and impact is high, the SBU may merit monitoring and 
analysing.  If  the  immediacy  is  low  and  the  impact  is  high,  then  the  SBU  may  require 
monitoring and analysing in some more depth, and contingent strategies may be considered 
but not necessarily developed and implemented. When both immediacy and impact are high, 
then an in-depth analysis followed by development of reaction strategies will be appropriate. 
Scenario planning usually is used in analysing and developing the strategies, therefore, it 
may be useful in areas where impact is high.  Figure ‎ 2.2 shows Aaker‟s strategic uncertainty 
categories. 
 
Figure ‎ 2.2 - Aaker‟s (1998) strategic uncertainty categories  
2.4.2   Categorising Environmental Uncertainties (Van Der Heijden’s method) 
There are some differences among uncertainties pertaining to future occurrence probability. 
In this context, three categorises of uncertainties are identified as follows (Van Der Heijden, 
2005): 
 
1.  Risk: This assesses a potential impact of future event on some characteristics of 
variables  and  is  usually  called  measurable  uncertainty.  When  there  is  enough 
historical data for an event, it is possible to estimate the occurrence probabilities of 
outcomes. Scenario planning is not useful in this regard and forecasting methods are 
the preferred planning mode.  
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2.  Structural uncertainties: When an event is sufficiently unique to deny a perception 
of  likelihood,  the  occurrence  possibilities  of  events  may  be  presented  by  a 
cause/effect  chain  of  reasoning  (Van  Der  Heijden,  2005).  Therefore,  scenario 
planning  can  be  very  useful,  in  this  circumstance,  there  may  be  no  evidence  or 
historical data for judging how likely it could be.  
 
3.  Unknowables: In this case, it is not possible to imagine events and finding the cause 
of events is not obvious. Scenarios can help when there are unknowable variables by 
creating  some  stories  regarding  the  future.  There  are  some  arguments  that  this 
presents the most important use of scenario planning (Chermack et al., 2001; Van 
Der Heijden, 2005). 
 
When there exists low level of uncertainties in the environment, quantitative approaches 
such as probability distribution and forecasting techniques are very useful for managing risk 
and uncertainty. If the level of uncertainty is high, qualitative approaches such as scenario 
planning  may  be  useful  (Alessandri  et  al.,  2004).  As  organisations  usually  encounter 
unexpected  changes  in  their  businesses,  it  is  hard  to  forecast  ambiguous  trends  in  the 
environment.  Scenario  planning  is  not  aimed  at  obtaining  forecasts  but  advocates  the 
creation  of  alternative  images  of  the  future  development  of  the  external  environment 
(Postma  and  Lieb,  2005).  Owing  to  this  attribute,  scenario  planning  is  an  effective 
methodology in dealing with medium and high levels of uncertainty. By using a scenario 
planning  method,  managers  are  able  to  have  much  better  positioning  with  respect  to 
unexpected  events.  Scenario  planning  attempts  to  capture  the  richness  and  range  of 
possibilities,  and  consider  changes  that  decision-makers  would  otherwise  ignore 
(Schoemaker, 1995). 
 
Based on Van Der Heijden, “the ultimate purpose of the scenario planner is to create a 
more  adaptive  organisation,  which  recognises  change  and  uncertainty  and  uses  it  to  its 
advantage” (Van Der Heijden, 2005). The level of predictability goes down gradually and 
the level of uncertainty goes up according to the time horizon. When there is a low level of 
uncertainty and a high level of predictability, forecasting methods are very useful for the 
prediction of predetermined variables in short-term. Scenario planning is more suitable to 
deal with uncertainty when there is a medium level of uncertainty and predictability (Postma Literature Review             Chapter 2 
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and Lieb, 2005). In the very long-term, everything is uncertain and hope
4 may be helpful if 
uncertainties are surpassed (Van Der Heijden, 2005). In Figure ‎ 2.3, the difference between 
these concepts has been shown based on the level of predictability and uncertainty. In the 
next  section,  the  differences  between  „scenario  planning‟  and  „forecasting‟  will  be 
discussed. 
 
Figure ‎ 2.3 - The balance of predictability and uncertainty in the business environment 
(Postma and Lieb, 2005; Van Der Heijden, 2005) 
 
2.5  Scenario Planning and Forecasting 
There  are  substantial  differences  between  scenario  planning  and  forecasting  methods. 
Forecasting methods are used when there is a low level of uncertainty and the time horizon 
of planning is short term. On the other hand, scenario planning is suitable for medium and 
long term of planning with medium and high levels of uncertainty.  
 
Forecasting methods help managers predict the uncertain nature of trends in business to 
make better decisions. This involves the study of historical data and their manipulation to 
search for future trends (Hanke and Wichern, 2005). The objective of forecasting is to assist 
managers  to  plan  future  requirements  for  marketing  efforts,  materials,  personnel, 
productions, services, capital acquisition and finance (Jarrett, 1987). Organisation may need 
different  levels  of  forecasting.  For  example,  top  managers  may  need  to  focus  on  sale 
forecasting of the entire company but sale persons would tend to forecast their own sales 
volumes. 
 
                                                           
4 Hope is a feeling that something desired may happen in future. 
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Simple or complex forecasting techniques are applied to generate numerical estimations. 
Moving averages and exponential smoothing are amongst the simple techniques. Moving 
averages  use  extrapolation  techniques  based  on  the  mean  of  past  observations  and 
exponential smoothing is the weighted combination of past observed and forecasted values 
with more weights given to the most recent data. Complex techniques in forecasting include 
regression  analysis  and  Box-Jenkins.  Regression  analysis  assumes  association  between 
variables to estimate linear, polynomial or multiple linear relationships. In the Box-Jenkins 
technique, no pattern for the data is assumed and a possible model is identified by using an 
iterative  approach  using  a  general  class  of  models.  Generally,  all  formal  forecasting 
processes involve extending the past experience into future and have the following main 
steps (shown in Figure ‎ 2.4 ) (Hanke and Wichern, 2005): 
 
 
Figure ‎ 2.4 - General forecasting steps 
 
1.  Problem formulation and data collection 
A problem will be formulated in this step and the required data will be collected based 
on the definition of the problem. 
 
2.  Data manipulation and cleaning 
In the data collection phase, some data may not be relevant to the problem or have 
missing values to be estimated. In this step, all data will be reviewed and cleaned for 
later use (Hanke and Wichern, 2005). 
 
3.  Model building and evaluation 
A model will be developed to minimise the forecasting error in this step. It is important 
to select the simplest model to gain acceptance from managers (Hanke and Wichern, 
2005). Although the sophisticated approaches give slightly better and more accurate 
answers,  decision-makers  usually  use  the  simple  approaches  which  are  more 
understandable for other employees in an organisation.  
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4.  Model implementation 
Once the appropriate data have been collected and possibly reduced and a model has 
been chosen, the selected model will be implemented (Hanke and Wichern, 2005). The 
forecasting error will be recorded in this step.  
 
5.  Forecasting evaluation 
This step compares the actual data with the forecasting data. Measuring forecasting 
errors will be useful for the subsequent forecasting period. The forecasting model may 
need  some  changes  if  there  is  an  increasing  trend  in  forecasting  errors  in  different 
periods of forecasting. Figure ‎ 2.4 shows the general steps of forecasting.  
 
There is a fundamental assumption in forecasting methods that the conditions which 
generated the past data are indistinguishable for the conditions of the future (Hanke and 
Wichern, 2005). Scenario planning disagrees  with this assumption and creates scenarios 
which are different to what happened in the past. Another fundamental difference between 
forecasting and scenario planning is referred to the level of uncertainty. When there are 
certain variables and low-level of uncertainty, forecasting methods predict the future trends 
based on the past events. Scenario planning is used when the level of uncertainty is medium 
or high which means that future events may be completely different from past ones. Finally, 
in  forecasting  methods,  decision-makers  select  the  relevant  variables  to  find  an  optimal 
solution. For example, they may focus on only sale trends in different seasons in markets to 
predict future sales trends for a specific product. Alternatively, scenario planning considers 
more variables in decision making process. For example, decision-makers may consider 
different variables such as demand growth, government rules, competitor‟s new product and 
services  to  define  a  new  trend  for  a  product.  Therefore,  scenario  planning  deals  with 
numerous uncertain variables and is completely different to forecasting techniques.  
 
The previous two sections described the concept of uncertainty in business environments 
and the difference between forecasting techniques and scenario planning. The next section 
focuses  on  different  scenario  planning  methodologies  and  describes  how  these 
methodologies develop scenarios. 
 Literature Review             Chapter 2 
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2.6  Scenario Planning Methodologies 
Various scenario planning approaches from recent literature were reviewed. There exists no 
standardised process and generally, all  methods have a common structure in developing 
scenarios (Postma and Lieb, 2005). The existing methodologies that use scenario planning 
will be explained based on two major categories: qualitative and quantitative approaches.  
 
2.6.1  Qualitative Methodologies for Scenario Planning  
Qualitative  methodologies  develop  scenarios  as  a  series  of  alternative  stories  about  the 
future. The aim of these methodologies is to help managers think about the future more 
creatively and innovatively. By using these approaches, they would make a decision beyond 
the present trends and possibilities. Stanford Research Institute (SRI), Future Group, Global 
Business  Network,  Schoemaker  and  Decision  Scenario  Learning  Process  (DSLP)  are 
discussed in this section as follows:  
2.6.1.1   Stanford Research Institute (SRI) Methodology 
SRI developed a scenario planning methodology for Royal Dutch Shell in the 1960s. This 
methodology  was  revised  in  the  1970s  and  has  the  following  characteristics  (Ringland, 
1998): 
 
  It is highly flexible. 
  It relies on the identification of the issues and their drivers, and  
  The participants have a sense of ownership. 
 
This methodology is depicted in Figure ‎ 2.5. Strategic decision areas and key decision 
factors  (strategic  and  operational  levels)  are  identified  in  the  first  two  steps.  Then, 
environmental forces which have more impacts on the business in the future will be selected 
in Step 3. The most important step is the fourth step called scenario logics which identifies 
alternative future developments through the drivers that can be predicted or characterised by 
uncertainty. Subsequently, the developed scenarios are described based on the alternative 
future development in Step 5. They will usually consist of a narrative explanation and its 
tabular quantitative description of key factors (Ringland, 1998). Finally, the implication of 
scenarios is the last step in defining the potential outcomes of scenarios and relating them to 
the business.  Literature Review             Chapter 2 
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Figure ‎ 2.5 - SRI scenario planning methodology (Ringland, 1998) 
2.6.1.2   The Future Group 
The Future Group is a research company for the development of international strategies 
and policies. They have introduced a methodology using trend-impact analysis as a scenario 
planning process. Figure ‎ 2.6 shows the three major steps in this methodology: preparation, 
development of the scenario, report and utilisation. The preparation step includes defining a 
focus, issue or problem and also charting the driving forces (Chermack et al., 2001). The 
second step then constructs possible scenarios and eliminates illogical and non-plausible 
ones. Moreover, the detail of each scenario and the relationships with driving forces are 
explained in this step.  In the last step, scenarios are presented by graphical and textual 
methods for better communication and implementation.  
 
Figure ‎ 2.6 - Future Group methodology 
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2.6.1.3  Global Business Network 
 Global Business Network was born out of Shell‟s application of scenario technology 
(Chermack et al., 2001). In the proposed conceptual framework, key factors in the internal 
environment  are  identified.  The  driving  forces  in  the  external  environment  are  then 
determined through a brainstorming approach. In Step 3, key factors and driving forces are 
ranked based on two criteria: (a) the degree of importance for success, and (b) the degree of 
uncertainty surrounding the driving forces.  According  to  the ranking of factors,  general 
scenarios are developed in Step 4. The next three steps flesh out the scenarios and examine 
their implications of the developed scenarios. Selecting the leading indicators to identify the 
actual events related to a scenario is carried out in Step 8. Figure ‎ 2.7 presents the steps of 
Global Business Network in scenario planning. 
 
Figure ‎ 2.7 - Global Business Network methodology 
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2.6.1.4   Schoemaker Methodology 
This methodology has some points in common with Global Business Network methodology 
while trying to overcome some of its weaknesses. Setting the time frame and also the scope 
of analysis is the first step of scenario planning. The second step is identifying the major 
stakeholders  such  as  customers,  competitors,  suppliers,  employees,  shareholders,  and 
governments. Step 3 is related to defining the basic trends and describing how and why 
trends affect the present strategy. Next, the major uncertainties with the most effects are 
defined in Step 4. Step 5 is to construct initial scenario themes based on the trends and 
uncertainties  by  using  different  techniques  such  as  putting  all  positive  elements  in  one 
scenario and all negatives in another one or selecting the top two scenarios. Step 6 checks 
the  scenarios  for  consistency  and  plausibility  with  at  least  three  tests  of  1)  internal 
consistency, 2) dealing with the trends and the outcome combinations, and 3) the reactions 
of major stakeholders (Schoemaker, 1995). Developing learning scenarios is in Step 7 where 
some general themes should emerge based on constructing simple scenarios and checking 
them  for  consistency  (Schoemaker,  1995).  By  developing  the  learning  scenarios,  some 
issues  will  be  found  requiring  further  research.  Therefore,  the  next  step  identifies  the 
research needs. In Step 9, quantitative models may be developed according to the findings 
from the previous step. These models focus on defining the trends and help managers to 
better understand the issues identified in Step 8. Finally, steps one through eight are retraced 
in the last step to make sure that the learning scenarios address the real issues (Schoemaker, 
1995). Figure ‎ 2.8 shows the steps of Schoemaker‟s methodology. 
 
Figure ‎ 2.8 - Schoemaker‟s methodology for scenario planning 
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2.6.1.5   Dynamic Scenario Learning Process (DSLP) 
Schriefer and Sales (2006) presented a qualitative approach to guide business strategists in 
future  thinking.  DSLP  creates  a  set  of  compelling,  influential  stories  that  mobilise 
widespread support  for  clear and actionable strategies  (Schriefer  and Sales, 2006). This 
methodology  articulates  new  terms  in  the  scenario  planning  literature  such  as  robust 
strategy, or contingent strategy.  Robust strategy is the strategy that has the ability to work 
with all scenarios and contingent scenarios works with the limited number of scenarios.  
Schriefer and Sales (2006) selected these scenarios based on experts‟ viewpoints and did not 
present any specific procedure.  Although DSLP represents an integration framework for 
scenario  planning  in  organisations,  it  does  not  recommend  any  specific  quantitative 
approach. The DSLP shown in Figure ‎ 2.9 consists of four interrelated steps (Schriefer and 
Sales, 2006): 
1. Analysis step: The organisational context is examined to identify and articulate a 
decision issue around which DSLP will be focused. 
 
2. Scenarios  step:  Data  are  gathered  and  assessed  to  identify  critical  uncertainties, 
define relevant trends over time and then examine the causal relationships between 
these key variables. 
 
3. Dynamic Scenario Generator (DSG) step: Causal relationships are integrated into a 
DSG. This generator is used to identify key leverage points and generate scenario 
logics for plausibility and consistency and understand clearly the dynamic impact of 
proposed actions by the organisation and its competitors. 
 
4. Strategies step:  Possible strategic actions  within the context  of the scenarios are 
articulated and tested to have the greatest potential for shaping a desired future and 
robustness in a wide range of future conditions. 
 
The result of applying this methodology in the financial service industry shows that 
DSLP processes create bonds within organisations as everyone from senior leaders to line 
employees share a common language to communicate their insights into future possibilities 
(Schriefer and Sales, 2006).    Literature Review             Chapter 2 
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Figure ‎ 2.9 - DSLP methodology for scenario planning (Schriefer and Sales, 2006) 
2.6.2  Quantitative Methodologies for Scenario Planning  
Quantitative  methodologies  try  to  quantify  uncertain  variables  in  a  scenario  planning 
problem.  These  methodologies  are  more  formulated  compared  with  qualitative 
methodologies  and  present  the  future  events  which  are  the  combination  of  uncertain 
variables  in  each  scenario.  The  aim  of  quantitative  methodologies  is  to  provide  these 
quantified scenarios for decision-makers to select better strategic options for the future. This 
Analysis step: 
Evaluation of the current situation is conducted to determine critical threats and opportunities at the outset of the 
process. The results of the process and the impact of the strategic interventions upon completion are also 
evaluated. 
Decision Issue is formulated based on the evaluation to focus the scenario development phase. Determine the 
timeframe under consideration for the scenarios. 
 
 
Scenario step: 
-  Events  are  generated  to  represent  the  full 
range that might plausibly occur which would 
have  a  significant  impact  on  the  decision 
issue. 
-  Trends are sketched that depict patterns of 
behaviour  of  the  most  critical  and  most 
uncertain variables. 
-  Cause & effect diagram is drawn to depict 
the relationship between key variables. 
-  Scenario themes are suggested by the cause 
and effect relationships. 
-  Scenario  logics  are  developed  by  tracing 
each  scenario‟s  themes  through  the  DSG  to 
determine how each variable reacts. Scenario 
frames  amplify  the  themes  by  documenting 
the direction of each variable.  
-  Scenario narratives are created by weaving 
the  variables  in  the  scenario  frames  into 
compelling,  logical  and  consistent  stories. 
Each one should have a short, descriptive and 
memorable name. 
Strategy step: 
-  Proposed  strategies  are  developed  for 
each scenario in separate teams. These are 
traced through DSG to see how they would 
play  out.  Those  that  work  will  become 
scenario strategies. 
-  Stress tests evaluate each scenario strategy 
across  all  the  other  scenarios.  Use  the 
DSG,  to  trace  the  interaction  of  the 
variables for each strategy. 
-  Robust strategies are those that work well 
in all scenarios. 
-  Contingent strategies can be identified as 
those that work well in some scenarios but 
not all. 
-  Monitor  events  as  they  unfold  to 
determine if a contingent strategy would be 
more  appropriate.  Since  these  have  been 
reached  in  advance,  they  can  be 
implemented rapidly to create competitive 
advantage.  
 
Dynamic Scenario Generator step: 
A Dynamic Scenario Generator (DSG) is constructed by linking variables that are common to more than one 
cause and effect diagram to show complex relationships. This is used to test the integrity of the scenarios, identify 
leverage points and model the impact of proposed strategies.    
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section  will  describe  two  quantitative  methodologies  as  follows:  Probabilistic  modified 
trends methodologies and Godet‟s methodology.  
2.6.2.1   Probabilistic Modified Trends Methodologies  
Trend Impact Analysis (TIA) and Cross-Impact Analysis (CIA) are explained in this section. 
The TIA model was developed in the early 1970s and is most often associated with the 
Future  Group  company  (Bradfield  et  al.,  2005).  TIA  considers  historical  data  with  the 
effects of unprecedented future events. TIA comprises four steps (Bradfield et al., 2005): 
 
  Historical data related to the issue under examination is collected; 
  An algorithm is used to select specific curve-fitting historical data and extrapolate 
this to generate „surprise-free‟ future trends; 
  A  list  of  unprecedented  future  events  which  could  cause  deviations  from  the 
extrapolated trend is developed; and  
  Expert judgements are then used to identify the probability of occurrence of these 
unprecedented events as a function of time and their expected impacts, to produce 
adjusted extrapolations. 
 
Moreover, Gordon and Helmer (1968) developed another method called CIA which 
generates scenarios by combining historical data with judgements about future events. Many 
researchers presented different methodologies for CIA (Asan and Asan, 2005; Asan et al., 
2004; Enzer, 1971; Godet, 1994; Helmer, 1981; Kane, 1972; Turoff, 1972). Generally, CIA 
and TIA have similar steps but CIA considers conditional and proportional probabilities for 
future events (Gordon, 1994). These methods only calculate the occurrence probability of 
future events but do not present a complete framework for scenario planning which means 
that they do not have any process for designing the future events. Therefore, CIA and TIA 
determine the occurrence probability of scenarios which are generated by other scenario 
planning methodologies.  
 
2.6.2.2  Godet’s Methodology 
Godet  (2000)  presented  an  integrated  approach  with  the  aim  of  suggesting  a  strategic 
solution for organisations based on different scenarios. Analysing the problem and defining 
the scope of problem are the first step of Godet‟s framework. Step 2 is based on a complete 
X-ray of the firm, from know-how to product lines, represented by the competence tree Literature Review             Chapter 2 
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(Godet, 2001). Then, the key variables of the organisation and its environment are identified 
in  Step  3.  The  next  step  seeks  to  understand  the  dynamics  of  the  organisation‟s  past 
performance  in  its  environment,  past  developments,  strengths,  and  weaknesses  (Godet, 
2000). Attempting to reduce uncertainties by enquiry from experts to highlight trends and 
drawing out the environmental scenarios are the key elements of Step 5. Coherent visions 
and projects are highlighted in the next step and Step 7 assesses strategic options by using 
different experts. Major strategic choices and their priorities are defined in Step 8. The focus 
of the final step is on implementing the plan of action. This involves contracts of objectives, 
setting up a system of coordination, follow-up and the development of a strategic watch-dog 
(Godet, 2001). Figure ‎ 2.10 shows the process of Godet‟s integrated approach in scenario 
planning. As can be seen, there is no linear progression among the processes. Based on the 
result of Step 7, it may include several possible feedback loops, in particular, from Step 7 to 
Step  2  (Godet,  2006).  Godet  also  developed  5  separate  software  programs  for  scenario 
planning  as  represented  in  Figure  ‎ 2.10.  The  details  of  these  software  programs  will  be 
explained in the Section 2.10. 
 
Before comparing qualitative and quantitative methodologies, recent developments in 
the scenario planning area will be discussed in the next section. Section 2.8 then compares 
qualitative and quantitative scenario planning methodologies.  Literature Review             Chapter 2 
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Figure ‎ 2.10 - Godet (2006)‟s methodology and software programs for scenario planning 
 
2.7  Recent Developments in the Scenario Planning Area 
Researchers added some valuable knowledge to the existing scenario planning literature in 
recent years which will be explained in this section. These are not complete methodologies 
for designing scenario planning but they added some useful terms as follows:   
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Courtney (2003) defined the „decision-driven scenarios‟ term to link up the long-term 
and  short-term  objectives.  These  scenarios  are  used  to  inform  a  well-specified  strategic 
choice where the best option is unclear due to uncertainty over the impact of the choice 
(Courtney, 2003). For example, the decision-driven scenarios are able to help organisations 
define whether to launch new products given uncertain consumer demand or to build new 
plants given uncertainty over the capacity expansion plans of their competitors. Mason and 
Herman  (2003)  discussed  customer-oriented  approach  in  scenario  planning.  They 
recommended  organisations  have  diverse  scenarios  for  different  clients.  By  using  this 
approach, organisations shorten the time to strategic decision making while still retaining 
the benefits of traditional approaches (Mason and Herman, 2003). 
  
  Moreover,  Fahey  (2003)  used  the  concept  of  scenario  planning  in  competitor 
assessment.  Competitor  scenarios  enable  managers  to  construct  and  assess  a  variety  of 
potential strategies that rival might adopt (Fahey, 2003). Ringland (2005) also presented the 
advantage  of  scenario  planning  for  multi-national  issues.  Using  scenarios  to  create 
alternative options allowed different views of desirable and acceptable futures to be set in 
context  (Ringland,  2005).  Chermack  et  al.  (2007)  worked  on  measuring  the  effects  of 
scenario planning on organisational performance. The limitations of their study prevent any 
concrete conclusions or generalisations and they recommend more future research on the 
effectiveness  of  scenario  planning  in  organisations.  Furthermore,  there  are  some  other 
studies applying some techniques such as Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and fuzzy logic 
in scenario planning which will be discussed in Chapter 4. Table ‎ 2.1 outlines the new terms 
in the area of scenario planning discussed in this section. In the next section, the qualitative 
and quantitative methodologies in scenario planning will be compared. 
 
Table ‎ 2.1 - New terms in the area of scenario planning 
Author(s)  Description 
Courtney (2003)  Developing decision-driven scenario 
Mason and Herman (2003)  Customer oriented approach for scenario planning 
Fahy (2003)  Using scenario planning  for competitor assessment 
Ringland (2005)  Developing scenario planning for multi-national issues 
Chermack (2007)  Measuring the effectiveness of scenario planning methods Literature Review             Chapter 2 
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2.8  Comparison of the Existing Methodologies 
Qualitative  methodologies  develop  possible  future  scenarios  to  take  advantage  of 
unexpected opportunities (Schoemaker, 1995). In these methodologies, each scenario is a 
consistent  and  plausible  story  describing  interactions  between  uncertain  variables  and 
reducing the huge amount of data into a limited number of possible states. Furthermore, the 
organisational learning process is considered to be more important than the end product 
(scenarios). The role of external experts is periodic to create new ideas and all scenarios 
must be equally probable and there is no specific step to identify the occurrence probability 
of each scenario. The number of generated scenarios is generally between two and four 
(Schoemaker, 1997). These methodologies have the flexibility to solve many problems such 
as making sense of a particular situation, adaptive organisational learning, anticipation and 
developing strategy (Van Der Heijden, 2005). Because of this broad scope, it is not possible 
to  prepare  any  general  solution.  Moreover,  the  time  frame  considered  in  these 
methodologies would be about five to ten years. The most common tools used are basically 
generic  and  include  individual  and  group  brainstorming  and  contextual  environment 
analysis. 
 
     On  the  other  hand,  quantitative  methodologies  develop  scenarios  for  particular 
phenomena and set key variables for a specific subject (Schoemaker, 1995). The experts‟ 
rules in quantitative methodologies are dominant and they judge the occurrence probability 
of  each  scenario.  These  methodologies  work  with  the  conditional  probability  of  each 
occurrence considered for different sets of environmental and organisational variables. The 
number of generated scenarios is multiple and depends on the case but it is often advisable 
to limit the scenarios to several key hypotheses, usually four to six scenarios (Godet, 2000). 
There have also been specific tools and softwares developed in quantitative methodologies. 
For example, Godet developed 5 software programs: Micmac, Mactor, Morphol, Smic-Prob 
expert, and Multipol to develop scenarios according to the steps of his methodology. As 
these software apply the complex and sophisticated models, they are utilised by external 
experts  or  consulting  organisations  (Bradfield  et  al.,  2005).  Table  ‎ 2.2  shows  the  main 
features of qualitative and quantitative scenario planning methodologies. 
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Table ‎ 2.2 - The main features of qualitative, quantitative scenario planning methodologies 
            Methodology 
Feature 
Qualitative methodologies  Quantitative methodologies 
Scope of problem  Broad  Specific 
Role of external expert  Periodic use of experts as 
catalysts of new ideas 
Dominant for analysing and 
judgment to determine scenario 
probabilities 
Probability attached to 
scenarios 
No, all scenarios must be 
equally probable 
Yes, scenarios may have 
different occurrence probability 
Number of scenarios 
generated 
Generally 2 to 4  Multiple 
Tools  Generic: 
Brainstorming, 
environmental analysis such 
as STEEP analysis 
Proprietary: 
Godet‟s software 
Time horizon  5-10 years  5-10 years 
 
  This  section  explained  the  general  attributes  of  scenario  planning  qualitative  and 
quantitative methodologies. A case study will be developed to clarify the main differences 
of these categories in Section 2.9. Then, Section 2.10 will explain the main weaknesses and 
shortcomings of each category.      
     
2.9  Case Study 
Sections 2.10.1 and 2.10.2 compare some aspects of these two scenario planning categories 
by  implementing  one  selected  methodology  for  each  category.  To  attain  this  goal, 
Schoemaker and Godet‟s methodologies have been selected. Schoemaker‟s methodology is 
selected because it gathers different steps of the other qualitative methodologies such as 
Future  Group  and  Global  Business  Network  methodologies  into  one  methodology. 
Alternatively Godet‟s methodology is the only quantitative methodology covering the whole 
process  of  scenario  planning.  This  section  starts  with  an  introduction  about  a  chemical 
processing network, then, the application of the two selected methodologies is described.    
 
  The case study involves a chemical processing network developed based on a system 
presented in Bok et al. (1998). Figure ‎ 2.11 shows the details of the processing network and 
the  external  forces.  External  forces  are  derived  from  Porter‟s(1985)  model  which  is Literature Review             Chapter 2 
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presented  to  evaluate  an  organisation‟s  position  in  market.  This  model  considers  five 
external forces  which have the potential to affect on organisation‟s profits in a specific 
market share. The first force is suppliers who provide components, services or raw materials 
for organisations. They may have the power to refuse working with a specific organisation. 
Customers,  are  perceived  as  the  second  force,  as  they  may  have  the  ability  to  put  an 
organisation under pressure. Therefore, they may be the subject of changing the market 
position of an organisation. The third force is competitors who may present new services 
and products or prices which affect the present other organisation‟s markets. Consequently, 
an organisation should be vigilant of their rivals in order to retain their current market. The 
last force is related to substitute products which may affect the customer‟s behaviours. For a 
better  explanation  of  the  details  of  selected  methodologies,  two  forces  (customers  and 
suppliers) are considered in this case study. Chemical 1 is the raw material which can be 
provided by the suppliers. Chemical  2 can be purchased from suppliers or produced by 
Process1. Chemical 3 is the result of Process 2 and Chemical 4 is the final product. 
 
 
Figure ‎ 2.11 - The chemical processing network and external forces 
2.9.1   Schoemaker’s Scenario Planning Methodology 
The scope of analysis which is the first step of Schoemaker‟s methodology is limited to the 
chemical  processing  network  (shown  in  Figure  ‎ 2.11).  Step  2  identifies  the  major 
Chemical 3  Chemical 2 
New Entrance 
Customer  Supplier 
Substitute product  Competitor 
Suppliers 
Process 1  Process 2 
Chemical 1 
Process 3 
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stakeholders
5 consisting of shareholders
6, employees, customers and suppliers. Basic trends 
are identified in Step 3 in which it is assumed that the organisation has a smooth upward 
trend with some fluctuations in market demand and the price of raw material  is doubled 
during the one year period under study. The assumed trends are shown in Figure ‎ 2.12.  
 
Figure ‎ 2.12 - The assumed trends of Chemical 4 market demand and price of buying 
                             Chemical 2 from suppliers 
 
Step  4  identifies  the  key  uncertainties  which  are  market  demand  (for  Chemical  4), 
transportation costs, relationships with distributors, relationships with suppliers, price of raw 
materials  (Chemical  1  and  2),  the  labour  force  and  information  and  telecommunication 
technology  investment.  Table  ‎ 2.3  presents  the  key  uncertainties  and  their  assumed 
interrelationships.  If  the  occurrence  of  one  uncertainty  has  a  positive  effect  on  the 
occurrence possibility of another uncertainty, the correlation between them is positive (+). 
                                                           
5 “Stakeholder is an organisation, group or person who affects or can be affected by an organisation‟s actions” 
(Merriam-Webster, 2009). 
6 “Stockholder is an individual or organisation that legally owns one or more shares of stock in a joint stock 
company” (Merriam-Webster, 2009). 
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The  correlation  between  two  uncertainties  is  negative  (-),  when  the  occurrence  of  an 
uncertainty has a negative impact on the other one. If there is no relationship between the 
two uncertainties, the correlation between them is zero (0). The correlation is indeterminate 
(?) when there is no evidence to clarify the relationship between the two uncertainties.  
 
Table ‎ 2.3 - Seven key uncertainties in the chemical processing network case 
Part A: Uncertain variables 
V1: Market demand (Chemical 4) 
V2: Transportation cost 
V3: Relationship with distributors 
V4: Relationship with suppliers 
V5: Raw material price (Chemical 1 and 2) 
V6: Labour force 
V7: Information and telecommunication technology  
 
Part B: Correlation Matrix 
  V1  V2  V3  V4  V5  V6  V7 
V1  X  0  0  0  +  0  + 
V2  X  X  -  0  -  0  0 
V3  X  X  X  0  0  0  + 
V4  X  X  X  X  -  0  + 
V5  X  X  X  X  X  0  0 
V6  X  X  X  X  X  X  ? 
V7  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
X: These entries were already estimated via their mirror image above the diagonal. 
 
The  initial  scenarios  are  constructed  in  the  next  step  where  Scenario1  contains  all 
positive elements and the other one (Scenario 2) has all negative elements: 
 
Scenario 1: Market demand for Chemical 4 will dramatically increase. Transportation 
costs  will  also  decrease  and  the  company  can  rely  on  the  relationships  between 
distributors and suppliers. Prices of chemicals in the market will be stable and also the 
required labour force will be available. In this scenario it is assumed that the utilisation 
of information and telecommunication technology will help the organisation to achieve 
its goals.  
 
Scenario 2: Market demand for Chemical 4 will decrease and transportation costs will 
increase due to the oil price. Also, the organisation cannot rely on the relationship of Literature Review             Chapter 2 
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distributors and suppliers. Prices of chemicals in the market will decrease or increase 
and the organisation is not able to estimate the trend. The required labour force will be 
very competitive. In this scenario it is assumed that the utilisation of information and 
telecommunication technology can not help the organisation any more.  
 
  In  Step  6,  the  consistency  and  plausibility  of  scenarios  are  checked  and  all 
inconsistencies and implausibilities are listed.  For instance, experts may not agree with 
these two positive-negative scenarios and suggest a combination of negative and positive 
elements in new scenarios. Therefore, learning scenarios are developed in Step 7 to identify 
themes  that  are  strategically  relevant  and  possible  outcomes  and  trends  are  organised 
(Schoemaker,  1995).  Scenario  3  can  be  a  learning  scenario  with  a  medium  occurrence 
probability where Scenarios 1 and 2 have the highest and lowest occurrence probabilities, 
respectively. These scenarios, shown in Figure ‎ 2.13, are based on the assumed occurrence 
probability of each uncertainty.  
 
 
Figure ‎ 2.13 - Learning scenarios based on the occurrence probability of each uncertainty 
 
Identifying the research needs is the next step. In this case, research needs may be 
defined as follows: 
 
  Is it better to supply Chemical 2 or produce it through Process 1? 
  How can information technology impact on company market demand? 
  Can the existing market be expanded based on the previous trend? 
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Step 9 assesses  whether certain  interactions  should be formalised via a quantitative 
model based on the results of Step 8. For example, Royal Dutch/Shell has developed a 
model that keeps oil prices, inflation, taxes, oil inventories, interest rates, and so forth in 
plausible balance (Schoemaker, 1995). Developing a quantitative model which can estimate 
the price trend to compare it with the supplier‟s price trend is helpful. The final step states 
that  scenario  planning  is  an  iterative  process  which  may  address  the  real  issues  in 
organisations and build new scenarios. 
 
Scenarios are developed based on the key uncertainties but there are not any specific 
quantitative methods in this methodology (e.g., ranking the uncertainties, defining indicators 
for each scenario). Furthermore, there is no step to define the relationship between scenarios 
and the organisational strategies and it is not clear what organisations should do when a 
scenario  occures.  The  next  section  will  develop  scenarios  for  this  case  study  by  using 
Godet‟s methodology as a quantitative methodology. 
2.9.2  Godet’s Scenario Planning Methodology 
Godet  has  developed  a  series  of  software  programs  for  building  scenarios.  These  are 
grouped as follows: 
 
  Micmac  software:    This  software  assesses  the  interactions  between  variables  by 
using the expert knowledge. The results of the study determine the influence and 
dependence degree of each variable.  
  Mactor software: Actors‟ roles are determined and analysed by this software. The 
actors  are  ranked  based  on  their  influence  on  variables  and  ability  to  shape  the 
probable futures.  
  Smic-Prob-Expert  software:  This  software  calculates  occurrence  probabilities  of 
each scenario based on experts‟ viewpoints. It is possible to define the most probable 
scenarios based on the result of this software.  
  Morphol  software:  This  software  simulates  experts‟  imagination  about  the  most 
probable scenarios (Godet, 2001). The analysis enables decision-makers to organise 
their thinking efficiently.  
  Multipol software: This software looks for different actions according to multiple 
criteria and policies. The breadth of analysis helps decision-makers analyse and rank 
each action according to different policies.  Literature Review             Chapter 2 
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2.9.2.1   Micmac Software  
Micmac software uses structural analysis which is a key tool to define the problem and 
system boundaries (Godet, 2006). Identifying variables, the relationship between variables 
and defining key variables are the main objectives of structural analysis. Seven uncertain 
variables  have  been  considered  similar  to  the  Schoemaker‟s  methodology.  The  most 
important variable influencing directly and indirectly is determined through Matrix of Direct 
Influence (MDI) and Matrix of Indirect Influence (MII). MDI and MII are two matrices 
showing the effects of one uncertain variable on the other variables directly and indirectly, 
respectively. The details of these two matrices are explained in Appendix 1.  
 
Based on the assumed input data, the results show that „IT investment‟ and „market 
demand‟  are  the  two  key  variables  which  directly  and  indirectly  affect  other  variables. 
Therefore, it is critical that the organisation considers these variables as key drivers for 
defining future scenarios.  Moreover, the „labour force‟ variable which has an important 
indirect influence on the other variables should be considered as a critical variable. 
2.9.2.2  Mactor Software 
Mactor  (Matrix  of  Alliance  and  Conflicts:  Tactics,  Objectives  and  Recommendation) 
software uses a retrospective methodology analysing actor‟s behaviours and examining the 
balance of power between them. This methodology aims to evaluate the effects of actors‟ 
strategies on their environment (Arcade et al., 1999). This case study considers five actors 
as follows: supplier, customer, shareholder, labour force and distributor. The details of this 
software are explained in Appendix 2. The results show that suppliers have the strongest 
potential alliances among the other actors and the labour force variable is more likely to 
break the actors‟ alliances. 
2.9.2.3  Smic-Prob-Expert Software 
Smic-Prob-Expert  software  helps  experts  identify  the  most  probable  scenarios.  The 
estimated inputs of software consist of the list of hypotheses, the occurrence probability and 
conditional probability of the hypothesis. The conditional probability of the hypothesis is the 
likelihood of that hypothesis happening in future if another hypothesis occurs. In Appendix 
3, the details of the formula to find the probable scenarios are explained. Three scenarios as 
shown in Table ‎ 2.4 have been selected that are based on the three highest probabilities 
calculated by Smic-Prob-Expert software.  Literature Review             Chapter 2 
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2.9.2.4  Morphol Software 
Micmac and Mactor software improve experts‟ knowledge regarding internal and external 
uncertain variables and actors. This knowledge is used implicitly in morphological analysis 
in  Morphol  software.  Morphol  software  stimulates  and  scans  possible  future  events  by 
dividing the system into some components (Godet, 2001). After that, possible solutions are 
articulated by submerging the solution of each component.  In  a  real  case,  the  components 
are usually determined based on the experts‟ viewpoints elicited in workshops.  
 
  In this case study, five major components in industrial companies have been considered 
to  show  the  details  of  morphological  analysis  and  their  dependency  on  the  major 
uncertainties  that  are  market  trends,  IT  developments,  demographic  and  social,  supplier 
issues and the condition of distributors. Table ‎ 2.4 outlines the scenarios for each component. 
Three sample scenarios are shown in Table ‎ 2.4 to present various scenarios that are based on 
different component in each sub-system. In this case study, for each component, the total 
number of probable scenarios can be calculated as the product of 4*2*2*3*3=144. If each 
component is considered as a hypothesis in Smic-Prob-Expert software, it is possible to 
calculate  the  occurrence  probability  of  each  scenario.  For  example,  the  occurrence 
probabilities of 3 sample scenarios are 38%, 27% and 20%, respectively (see Appendix 3). 
Table ‎ 2.4 – The outline of scenarios for each sub-system 
 
Market trends 
IT context 
Demographic & 
society 
Suppliers‟ issues 
The condition of 
distributors 
A1: Increasing 
15% in market 
demand 
A2: Increasing 
5% in market 
demand 
 
B1: IT makes 
competitive 
advantage 
B2: IT is 
available for 
other competitors 
E1: The price of 
distributing is 
increasing 
D1: Suppliers 
increase the price 
C2: Labour force 
is stable 
C1: Labour force 
will be 
competitive 
E2: The price of 
distributing is 
stable 
 
D2: Suppliers 
decrease the price  
A3: Market is 
stable 
 
A4: decreasing 
5% in market 
demand 
 
D3: Suppliers‟ 
price is stable  
E3: The price of 
distributing is 
decreasing 
Scenario 1  Scenario 3  Scenario 2  Literature Review             Chapter 2 
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2.9.2.5  Multipol Software 
Multipol developed by Godet (2006) is the acronym for Multi-criteria and POLicy. Multipol 
is a method which considers uncertainty and tests the results derived from different policies
7 
(Godet, 2001). The simplicity of aggregate criteria (weighted mean) ensures compatibility 
between actions. It is assumed that experts use the result of Smic-Prob-Expert software and 
suggest policies and actions.   
 
Based on the Multipol software definition, the summation  of criterion weight for each 
policy and action should be 100 and 20, respectively.  The list of assumed criteria, policy, 
action and assumed ranks for this case study are shown in Table ‎ 2.5. Hence integration with 
suppliers  (A2)  is  found  to  be  the  best  solution  compared  with  the  other  two  actions
8. 
Multipol software ranks the actions based on different policies, as shown in Figure ‎ 2.14.  
 
Table ‎ 2.5 - List of criteria, policies, actions and assumed ranks 
  Criteria 1: Sales 
Turnover  (C1) 
Criteria 2: Market 
Share (C2) 
Policy  
Market existence (P1)  70  30 
Medium and Long term profitability 
(P2) 
60  40 
Short term profitability (P3)  80  20 
Action  
Development of  new product (A1)  15  5 
Integration with suppliers (A2)  16  4 
Integration with distributors (A3)  12  8 
 
                                                           
7 A policy is a deliberate plan of action to guide decisions and achieve rational outcome(s) (Merriam). 
8 Godet did not present any details of a ranking system, therefore the result of policy ranking is based the 
software outputs. Literature Review             Chapter 2 
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Figure ‎ 2.14 - Ranking according to policies taken from Lipsor-Epita-Multipol 
 
2.10 Discussion  
In this chapter, two major categories of scenario planning methodologies were introduced, 
namely „qualitative‟ and „quantitative‟. A case study has been used to identify the main 
differences between two categories which are summarised as follows:  
 
1.  Working with uncertain variables 
In  Shoemaker‟s  methodology,  each  scenario  is  a  consistent  and  plausible  story 
describing interactions between uncertain variables and reducing the huge amount of 
data into a limited number of possible states which are completely based on experts 
viewpoints without any quantification methods. In general, qualitative methods try to be 
more innovative and creative instead of confining themselves to a limited number of 
uncertain variables. On the other hand, in Godet‟s methodology, there is a quantification 
step which works with limited number of variables
9 because it is impossible and also 
time-consuming to define the quantified matrix such as MDI and MII which are the main 
inputs  of software  programs.    For example, if there are 70 uncertain variables in a 
problem, the dimensions of MDI and MII are 70*70 and experts should fill each cell of 
these matrices.  Therefore, in quantitative methodology, there  are some limitations in 
defining the uncertain variab les in terms of the number of variables and also the 
variables should has the ability to be quantified.   
 
 
 
                                                           
9 It is usually recommended that the problem to be limited to 70 or 80 variables (Godet, 2001). Literature Review             Chapter 2 
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2.  Using specific tools and software 
Godet‟s methodology has developed two specific software programs, namely, Micmac 
and  Mactor  to  identify  and  store  the  key  variables  and  actors,  respectively.  Next, 
Morphol, Smic-Prob-Expert and Multipol software construct the scenarios and define 
policies  and  actions.  In  contrast,  there  is  no  specific  software  in  Schoemaker‟s 
methodology to help organisations design scenarios and retain the expert knowledge. 
3.  Defining the most probable scenarios  
Godet‟s  methodology  considers  different  hypotheses  for  future  events  and  then 
calculates the occurrence probability for each scenario. This will help decision-makers to 
have the ability to compare different scenarios based on their occurrence probability. On 
the  other  hand,  in  Schoemaker‟s  methodology,  experts  discuss  about  scenarios  and 
finally agree on three or four scenarios without any explicit quantification methods.   
 
  Based on literature review, there are also extended points which may be necessary to 
consider in developing a new methodology in the area of scenario planning: 
 
1.  Managing the uncertainty 
Scenario planning  focuses on variables with medium and high levels of uncertainty. 
Each uncertain variable may affect the scenarios which are the basis for decision-makers 
to select the best strategic option for the future. Therefore, there is a need to manage 
these  uncertainties  which  are  not  considered  in  existing  scenario  planning 
methodologies.  When  there  is  a  limited  number  of  uncertain  variables,  experts  may 
prefer  to  change  one  variable  and  see  the  effect  of  this  change  on  the  final  result; 
however, it is impossible to manage a scenario planning problem with multiple uncertain 
variables. Consequently, a model for managing uncertain variables should be considered 
in developing a new scenario planning methodology.   
 
2.  Finding the best strategic options for generated scenarios 
Each scenario states the specific future event and therefore, there are various strategic 
options for an organisation based on these scenarios. Decision-makers are looking for an 
optimum strategic option which can work with more probable scenarios. As there is no 
step for finding the best strategic option in explained methodologies, another extended 
point for a new scenario planning methodology is to design a specific step to find the 
best strategic option for generated scenarios. Literature Review             Chapter 2 
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3.  Ability to work with incomplete and qualitative data 
There  are  incomplete  and  qualitative  data  as  scenario  planning  deals  with  uncertain 
variables  and  expert  expressions  such  as  „good‟  or  „slightly  slow‟.  Methodologies 
described in the case study do not have any step to deal with incomplete and qualitative 
data. Therefore, the future methodology should tackle this issue and have the ability to 
work with these types of data. Table ‎ 2.6 outlines the major distinctions between two 
methodologies and also the extended points in developing new methodologies.  
 
Table ‎ 2.6 - The major differentiations between Godet and Schoemaker‟s methodology and 
                     extended points for future methodologies 
Features  Qualitative methodology 
(Schoemaker‟s methodology) 
Quantitative methodology 
(Godet‟s methodology) 
Differences between Godet and Schoemaker‟s methodologies 
Working with uncertain 
variables 
unlimited  limited 
Using specific tools and 
software 
unspecified  specified 
Defining the most probable 
scenarios  
N/A
10  probabilistic 
Extended points for future methodologies 
managing the uncertainty  N/A  N/A 
Finding the best strategic 
options for generated 
scenarios 
N/A  N/A 
Ability to work with 
incomplete and qualitative 
data 
N/A  N/A 
 
 
 
                                                           
10 Not Applicable (N/A) which means that there is no step in the methodology related to this feature.  Literature Review             Chapter 2 
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2.11 Conclusion 
This chapter presented broadly reviewed scenario planning literature starting with an outline 
of  the  definition  and  history  of  scenario  planning.  The  focus  of  this  chapter  shifted  to 
explain the relationship between scenario planning and the concept of uncertainty in the 
business environment. Next, scenario planning was compared with forecasting methods to 
reveal  the  main  differences  between  these  methods  and  the  existing  scenario  planning 
methodologies were described in this chapter to highlight the strength and weakness of each 
methodology. Finally, a case study was explained for two scenario planning methodologies 
with  a  discussion  regarding  extended  points  for  developing  a  future  scenario  planning 
methodology. Next chapter will focus on the result of this literature review and give an 
overview of the proposed scenario planning methodology to overcome the shortcomings and 
extended points of the previous methodologies discussed in Section 2.10.   Research Design    Chapter 3 
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3  Chapter 3: Research Design 
 
Key points: 
-  Explaining the intelligent robust scenario planning framework, case 
study and research procedure 
  
3.1  Introduction 
The aim of this chapter is to present a new methodology based on the limitations of previous 
scenario planning methodologies, discussed in Chapter 2. The chapter starts with a description 
of the main phases of the new framework. Section 3.3 discusses the case study of this research 
related to power capacity expansion in Western Australia (WA). This case study will be used 
this  framework  to  generate  different  scenarios  for  the  future  of  WA  and  find  the  best 
investment  option  for  WA‟s  electricity  expansion.  The  research  procedure  is  reviewed  in 
Section 3.4, followed by a conclusion in Section 3.5.  
   
3.2  Intelligent Robust Scenario Planning Framework 
Intelligent robust scenario planning framework has two main phases: a „scenario generation 
phase‟  and  an  „intelligent  robust  optimisation  phase‟.  The  first  phase  generates  different 
scenarios based on uncertain variables existing in the scope of the problem.  In the second 
phase, the focus shifts to find the best strategic option that has the ability to work with the most 
generated  scenarios.  Figure  ‎ 3.1  shows  the  intelligent  robust  scenario  planning  framework 
phases.     
 
 Research Design    Chapter 3 
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Figure ‎ 3.1 - Intelligent robust scenario planning framework phases 
 
3.2.1  Scenario Generation Phase 
Chapter 2 discussed one of the limitations of previous methodologies is that experts are usually 
faced with many uncertain variables in a real scenario planning case, making it impossible to 
consider  all  of  these  variables  to  define  the  scenarios.  Moreover,  analysing  all  possible 
scenarios is impractical because experts‟ time is limited and also expensive. To overcome these 
limitations, the first phase of the new scenario planning methodology is to develop a scenario 
generator on the basis of available data. As data may be uncertain, incomplete or qualitative, 
scenario generator will use Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS). 
ANFIS is a hybrid system using Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and fuzzy logic to deal 
better with ill-defined and uncertain systems. ANN resembles and models the human brain and 
learns from the training dataset. Moreover, ANN consists of a number of very simple and 
highly  interconnected  processors,  called  neurons,  which  are  analogous  to  the  biological 
neurons in the brain (Negnevitsky, 2002). There are weighted links among the neurons which 
pass the signals from one neuron to another. Weights which are the long-term memory in ANN 
express the importance of each neuron. ANN is able to learn by the adjustment of these weights 
through a training dataset. This scenario generation tool will create all possible scenarios by 
learning  from  experts.  In  addition  to  learn  from  acquired  data,  expert  may  use  vague  and 
ambiguous terms such as „slightly‟, „quite‟ or „not very‟. To present these terms, fuzzy logic 
will be used in the proposed research. Fuzzy logic is  determined as a set of mathematical 
principles for knowledge representation based on degrees of membership rather than on crisp 
membership of classical binary logic (Negnevitsky, 2002). By using fuzzy logic, it is possible 
to  work  with  qualitative  data  which  is  another  extended  point  for  future  methodologies 
discussed in Chapter 2.  
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3.2.2  Intelligent Robust Optimisation Phase 
The purpose of this phase is to develop an optimisation model to select the best strategic option 
for generated scenarios from the previous step. This model is faced with vast amounts of noisy, 
erroneous and incomplete data. In practical terms, much attention is given to industrial systems 
which deal with many internal and external uncertainties such as market demand, cost of fuel, 
supply chain issues and the limitation in production and capacity. In contrast, the world of 
mathematical programming models is generally assumed to be deterministic (Mulvey et al., 
1995).  To  reconcile  the  contradiction  between  the  real-world  data  and  mathematical 
programming,  an  alternative  approach  called  „intelligent  robust  optimisation‟  is  used.  This 
model  integrates  goal  programming  formulation  with  a  fuzzy  description  of  problem  data. 
Moreover, an intelligent robust optimisation model is capable of solving real-world problems 
with a large number of uncertain parameters. Furthermore, this model has a penalty function 
for dealing with noisy data and is able to tackle the decision-makers‟ favored risk aversion.  
 
Table ‎ 3.1 explains about how the intelligent robust scenario planning framework addresses 
the issues discussed in Chapter 2. The new framework uses different tools to overcome the 
shortcomings of previous methodologies in scenario planning. This framework has the ability 
to  learn  from  the  expert  data  and  work  with  qualitative  data  by  using  ANFIS  in  scenario 
generation phase. Additionally, new scenario planning framework will develop an intelligent 
robust  optimisation  model  to  analyse  the  effects  of  uncertain  variables  on  final  decisions. 
Finding the best solution for generated scenarios is another goal of developing this optimisation 
model.  This  framework  was  applied  to  power  capacity  expansion  for  South  West 
Interconnected System  (SWIS) in  Western Australia  (WA),  which is  described in  the  next 
section.   
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Table ‎ 3.1 - How the intelligent robust scenario planning framework addresses the issues of 
previous scenario planning methodologies 
 
Issue  Question  How the intelligent robust scenario 
planning framework addresses the 
identified issue    
Working with 
uncertain variables 
How  does  the  new 
methodology work with a lot 
of uncertain variables? 
ANFIS  is  applied  to  deal  with  uncertain 
variables  by  learning  from  expert  data. 
Scenarios will be generated based on the 
available data which may be incomplete.   
Using specific 
tools and software 
Are  there  any  specific  tools 
and software? 
Tools  such  as  ANN  and  fuzzy  logic  are 
applied in generating scenarios. Moreover, 
The optimisation model is implemented in 
Matlab 7. 
Defining the most 
probable scenarios  
Does  the  new  methodology 
consider  probability  for 
scenarios? 
The  new  methodology  determines  the 
occurrence probability of each scenario by 
calculating  ANFIS  weights  for  each 
scenario in a multi-layer ANN.  
Managing the 
uncertainty 
Are  there  any  phases in  the 
new methodology to define a 
model  regarding  managing 
uncertainty? 
Intelligent  robust  optimisation  model  is 
applied  to  manage  the  existing 
uncertainties  and  analyse  the  effects  of 
realisation  of  uncertainties  on  final 
decision   
Finding the best 
strategic options 
for generated 
scenarios 
Are there any phases to find 
the  best  strategic  option  for 
generated scenarios? 
Intelligent  robust  optimisation  model 
defines the robust strategic options which 
work with the most probable scenarios.  
Working with 
incomplete and 
qualitative data 
How  does  the  new 
methodology  deal  with 
incomplete  and  qualitative 
data? 
ANFIS is able to deal with qualitative data 
by using fuzzy logic in a multi-layer ANN. 
Moreover,  intelligent  robust  optimisation 
model deals with uncertain and incomplete 
data by considering penalty function in the 
objective  function  and  also  setting 
additional  goals  such  as  minimising  cost 
variation among scenarios. 
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3.3  South West Interconnected System (SWIS) 
The proposed method will be tested and validated through an industrial case study to ensure 
that model will have an ability to solve complex problems in this area. Case study is related to 
future  power  capacity  expansion  for  SWIS  in  Western  Australia  (WA).  SWIS  powerlines 
stretch nearly 88,000 kilometres from Kalbarri in the north to Albany in the south and east to 
Kalgoorlie. Figure ‎ 3.3 highlight the main borders of SWIS. The main resources of generating 
power in SWIS are from coal (35%), natural gas (60%), oil (2%) and renewable energies (3%) 
including solar, biomass, landfill gas and wind (see Appendix 4). The major power plants in 
SWIS are coal and gas fired power station as follows: 
 
  Collie, Kwinana, Muja and Worsley (Four coal-fired power stations) 
  Alcoa Kwinana, Alcoa Pinjarra, Alcoa Wagerup, Kwinana, Mission Energy, Cockburn, 
Mungarra, Parkeston, Pinjar, South West Co-generation Joint Venture and Southern 
Cross Energy (Eleven gas-fired power stations) 
   
The aim of this research is to define an investment plan which has the ability to work with 
future electricity demand scenarios. Moreover, WA government has defined some restrictions 
on expanding any fossil-fuel power plants and advised that there should be an emphasis on 
using renewable energy
11 such as wind, solar, biomass and landfill gas . Therefore, this case 
study works on finding the best investment option which satisfies future electricity demand and 
responds to other constraints. Scenarios will be generated in the scenario generator phase based 
on the WA population and industrial growth factors,  then, the intelligent robust optimisation 
phase will find the best investment option for the future of WA (see Figure ‎ 3.2). The details of 
the case study will be discussed in Chapter 8.  
 
Figure ‎ 3.2 - Intelligent robust scenario planning framework for WA power capacity expansion 
 
                                                           
11 Renewable energy is generated from natural resources such as sunlight, wind, rain, tides and geothermal heat. 
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Figure ‎ 3.3 - South West Interconnected System (SWIS) (ERA, 2009) Research Design    Chapter 3 
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3.4  Research Procedure 
The research procedure began with a literature review of scenario planning and two techniques 
(ANFIS  and  optimisation  methods  under  uncertainty).  Then,  a  new  methodology  was 
developed  based  on  the  weaknesses  and  shortcomings  of  previous  scenario  planning 
methodologies. The new methodology has two main phases: a „scenario generation phase‟ and 
an „intelligent robust optimisation phase‟. Finally, the methodology is evaluated against a case 
study regarding power capacity expansion in SWIS in WA. Figure ‎ 3.4 shows the detail of main 
phases of research procedure.  
 
 
Figure ‎ 3.4 - Research Procedure 
 
 
 
Literature review: 
 Scenario planning (Chapter 2) 
 ANFIS (Chapter 4) 
 Optimisation methods under uncertainty 
(Chapter 5) 
Methodology design: 
 Scenario generation phase (Chapter 6) 
 Intelligent robust optimisation phase 
(Chapter 7) 
Case study: 
 Power capacity expansion for 
SWIS in WA (Chapter 8) Research Design    Chapter 3 
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3.5  Conclusion 
This chapter presented the robust intelligent scenario planning framework and discussed how 
this new framework addresses the shortcomings of previous scenario planning methodologies. 
This framework generates scenarios by using ANFIS and deals with uncertain data to find the 
best  strategic  option  for  generated  scenarios  by  applying  optimisation  methods.  Next  two 
chapters will describe the literature of ANFIS and optimisation methods under uncertainty. 
Then, the details of two main phases of new framework and case study will be explained in the 
following chapters (Chapter 6, 7 and 8, respectively).  Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System                                  Chapter 4 
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4  Chapter 4: Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) 
 
Key points: 
-  Reviewing Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and fuzzy logic literature 
-  Explaining the detail of ANFIS  
-  Evaluating The Application of ANN and fuzzy logic in Scenario 
Planning methodologies 
 
 
4.1  Introduction 
Chapter 3 explained the new scenario planning framework and described its two main phases: a 
„scenario  generator  phase‟  and  an  „intelligent  robust  optimisation  phase‟.  The  first  phase, 
scenario generator which generates new scenarios by applying a neuro-fuzzy system called 
ANFIS. Therefore, the aim of this chapter is to provide the background to ANFIS and describe 
why ANFIS has been selected in the proposed new scenario planning methodology.   
 
Section 4.2 analyses the principles of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and fuzzy logic 
used in ANFIS. Hybrid intelligent systems and neuro-fuzzy systems are introduced in Section 
4.3  and  Section  4.4,  respectively.  Then,  the  details  of  ANFIS  methodology  and  learning 
algorithm are explained in the next section. The focus of chapter shifts in Section 4.6 to analyse 
scenario  planning  methodologies  applying  ANN  and  fuzzy  logic  techniques.  Finally,  the 
application  of  ANFIS  in  the  new  scenario  planning  methodology  will  be  discussed  and 
concluded in Section 4.7 and Section 4.8, respectively.  
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4.2  Principles of ANN and Fuzzy Logic 
4.2.1  Definition of Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
12 
The history of ANN goes back to about a century ago where biologists speculated on exactly 
how neuron systems work (Mehrotra et al., 1997). The first mathematical model was developed 
by Mccullah and Pitts (1943) for a single neuron in the 1940s. Researchers also worked on 
understanding how groups of neurons can work, learn and recognise. A neural network can be 
defined as a model of reasoning based on human brain (Negnevitsky, 2002). A neuron consists 
of a cell body called a „Soma‟ which is connected together by a „Synapse‟. Each neuron also 
has an abundance of fibre called „Dendrites‟ and single fibre, called an „Axon‟. Neurons send 
and  receive  electrochemical  pulses  through  „Dendrites‟  and  „Axon‟.  A  biological  neural 
network is shown in Figure ‎ 4.1 . 
 
 
Figure ‎ 4.1 – A biological neural network (Negnevitsky, 2002) 
 
As mentioned, the idea of an artificial neural network was taken from a biological neural 
network which consists of a number of neurons connected by weighted links that pass signals 
form one neuron to another neuron. Neurons and weighted links in ANN are equivalences of 
soma  and  synapse,  respectively.  The  signals  transfer  through  neurons‟  input  connections 
(corresponding to the biological synapse) and their output connections (corresponding to the 
biological axon). A neural network receives input signals through input layers and also sends 
output signals through output layers. ANN may consider middle layers to have more flexibility 
to normalise data sent from different neurons or respond to specific rules. The architecture of a 
typical ANN and analogy between biological and ANN are presented in Figure ‎ 4.2 and Table 
‎ 4.1, respectively. 
                                                           
12 As this research is multi-disciplinary between business and engineering, the author felt it was important to 
introduce the concept of ANN and fuzzy logic. This section provides background to familiarise the reader with 
these concepts. 
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Figure ‎ 4.2 – The architecture of a typical ANN (Negnevitsky, 2002) 
 
Table ‎ 4.1 - Analogy between biological and ANN (Negnevitsky, 2002) 
Biological neural network  ANN 
Soma  Neuron 
Dendrite  Input 
Axon  Output 
Synapse  Weight 
 
Rosenblatt (1958) presented a learning algorithm for a single layer neural network which 
aimed to classify inputs to some patterns. Figure ‎ 4.3 shows a single–layer neural network with 
two inputs. „X1‟ and „X2‟ are the inputs with different weights („W1‟ and „W2‟).  Each neuron 
can conduct the signal if the input weights of the neuron are more than the Threshold ( ). 
 
 
Figure ‎ 4.3 – A single-layer neural network with two inputs 
 
ANN  needs  a  learning  algorithm  to  be  taught  from  experience  and  sample  data.  For 
instance, perceptron training algorithm proposed by Rosenblatt (1960) for classification (shown 
in Figure ‎ 4.4) is as follows (Negnevitsky, 2002): 
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Figure ‎ 4.4 - Perceptron algorithm 
 
Step 1: Initialisation 
Consider random numbers in the range [-0.5, 0.5] for all weights ( n w w w ..., , , 2 1 ) and threshold 
level ( ). 
 
Step 2: Activation 
Activate the perceptron by applying inputs  ) ( ..., ), ( ), ( 2 1 p x p x p x n and desired output  ) (p Yd
(Negnevitsky, 2002). Calculate the actual output at iteration  1  p  






  

n
i
i i p w p x step P Y
1
) ( ) ( ) (      [4.1] 
where n  is the number of the perceptron inputs, and stepis a step activation function.  
 
Step 3: Weight training 
Update the weights of the perceptron 
 
) ( ) ( ) 1 ( p w p w p w i i i           [4.2] 
 
where  ) (p wi   is the weight correction at iteration or epoch
13 p . The weight correction is 
computed by delta rules: 
) ( * ) ( * ) ( p e p x p w i i         [4.3] 
where:  
          ) ( ) ( ) ( p Y p Y p e d                  [4.4] 
 
Learning rate ( ) is a random constant between [0, 1]. 
                                                           
13 During iterative training of an ANN, an Epoch is a single pass through the entire training set (Merriam-Webster, 
2009). 
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Step 4: Iteration 
Increase iteration p by one, go back to Step 2 and repeat the process until convergence between 
desired output and actual output for each epoch (Negnevitsky, 2002).  
 
Regardless of the activation function, a single layer perceptron can only classify linear 
patterns (Negnevitsky, 2002; Shynk, 1990; Shynk and Bershad, 1992). To cope with this issue, 
a multi layer neural networks consisting of input layers, output layers and at least one middle 
layer is needed. A multi-layer perceptron with two middle layers is shown in Figure ‎ 4.5. 
 
   
Figure ‎ 4.5 – Multi-layer perceptron with two hidden layers 
 
Back-propagation  proposed  by  Bryson  and  Ho  (1969)  is  the  most  popular  learning 
algorithm for multi-layer ANN. This algorithm has 4 steps as follows (Negnevitsky, 2002): 
 
Step 1: Initialisation 
Consider random numbers in the following range for all weights ( n w w w ..., , , 2 1 ) and threshold 
level ( ): 
                
 


 


 
i i F F
4 . 2
,
4 . 2           [4.5] 
 
where  i F  is the total number of inputs of neuroniin the neural network and „2.4‟ is the 
constant measured based on different case studies by Haykin (1994).   
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Step 2: Activation 
Activate the back-propagation neural  network by  applying inputs  ) ( ..., ), ( ), ( 2 p x p x p x n i and 
desired outputs ) ( ..., ), ( ), ( , 2 , 1 , p y p y p y n d d d (Negnevitsky, 2002):  
 
(a) Calculate the actual outputs of the neurons in the hidden layer:  
 






   

n
i
j ij i i p w p x sigmoid p y
1
) ( ) ( ) (       [4.6] 
 
When  sigmoid is a sigmoid activation function
14 and  n  is the number of inputs of neuron 
j in the hidden layer. 
 
(b) Calculate the actual outputs of the neurons in the output layer:  
 
           





   

m
j
k jk jk k p w p x sigmoid p y
1
) ( ) ( ) (         [4.7] 
 
where m  is the number of inputs of neuron k  in the output layer. 
 
Step 3: Weight training  
Update  the  weights  in  the  back-propagation  network  propagating  backward  the  errors 
associated with output neurons (Negnevitsky, 2002): 
 
(a) Calculate the error gradient for the neurons in the output layer: 
 
  ) ( ) ( 1 ) ( ) ( p e p y p y p k k k k              [4.8] 
 
   where  
 
) ( ) ( ) ( , p y p y p e k k d k             [4.9] 
 
                                                           
14 sigmoid function is defined by the formula ? ?  = (1/(1 + ?−?)) (Negnevitskey, 2002). Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System                                  Chapter 4 
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Calculate the weight corrections: 
 
) ( ) ( ) ( p k y p w k j jk                [4.10] 
 
           Update the weights at output neurons: 
) ( ) ( ) 1 ( p w p w p w jk jk jk           [4.11] 
 
(b) Calculate the error gradient for the neurons in middle layers:  
 
  

    
l
k
jk k j j j p w p p y p y p
1
) ( ) ( ) ( 1 ) ( ) (       [4.12] 
 
Calculate the weight corrections: 
 
) ( ) ( ) ( p p x p w j i ij                 [4.13] 
 
       where Learning rate ( ) is a random constant between [0, 1]. 
 
       Update the weights of middle neurons: 
 
) ( ) ( ) 1 ( p w p w p w ij ij ij              [4.14] 
 
 Step 4: Iteration 
Increase iteration  p  by one; go back to Step 2 and repeat the process until the selected error 
criterion is satisfied (Negnevitsky, 2002).  
 
The main property of a neural network is the ability to learn from its environment and 
improve its performance through a learning algorithm (Negnevitsky, 2002). Back propagation 
learning algorithm is a supervised learning algorithm which means that a training set is the 
basis  for  learning.  On  the  other  hand,  there  are  unsupervised  or  self-organised  learning 
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systems and therefore is not discussed in this research
15. The following section provides an 
overview of fuzzy logic concept which is another essential element in ANFIS. 
 
4.2.2  Definition of Fuzzy Logic 
Experts usually express their ideas in common sense for solving a problem and use vague and 
ambiguous terms for a variable such as slightly, low or very high. Professor Zadeh (1965)  
explained fuzzy logic to deal with these qualitative data as follows: “Fuzzy logic is determined 
as  a  set  of  mathematical  principles  for  knowledge  representation  based  on  degrees  of 
membership rather than one crisp membership of classical binary logic”. This understanding 
of multiplicity means that fuzzy logic accepts partly true and partly false rather than merely 
true  and  false.  Therefore,  fuzzy  logic  deals  with  what  is  denoted  as  a  function  called 
„membership function‟ to show the degree of belonging to a specific set.    
 
4.2.2.1  Fuzzy Sets 
A fuzzy set is a fundamental concept in mathematics. Let X be a crisp set and  x  is an element 
that can either belong to X ( x X) or does not belong to X ( x X). The basic idea of fuzzy set 
theory  is  that  an  element  belongs  to  a  fuzzy  set  with  a  certain  degree  of  membership 
(Negnevitsky, 2002).  
Let X be the universe of discourse and its element be denoted as x . In classical set theory, 
crisp set  Aof  x is defined as function  ) (x f A  called the characteristic function of A: 
 
1 , 0 : ) (   X x f A        [4.15] 
 
     where         









A x if
A x if
X fA 0
1
) (
 
 
In  the  fuzzy  theory,  fuzzy  set  A  of  universe  X  is  defined  by  function  ) (x A    called 
membership function of set A (Negnevitsky, 2002). 
 
     ] 1 , 0 [ : ) (   X x A                 [4.16] 
 
      where                    A in totally is x if x A 1 ) (    ; 
                                                           
15 For more information regarding unsupervised learning algorithms, please refer to (Negnevitskey, 2002). Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System                                  Chapter 4 
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    A in not is x if x A 0 ) (   ; 
    A in partly is x if x A 1 ) ( 0     
 
A fuzzy subset can be presented as a set of pairs    ) ( , ( i A i x x   where the membership 
function of element  i x  is  ) ( i A x  in the subset A. The membership function of fuzzy set is 
usually  represented  as  a  continuous  function  such  as  Sigmoid,  Gaussian  or  Pi  function. 
Moreover,  it  is  possible  to  use  the  linear  fit  function  to  reduce  computational  time.  For 
example, the fuzzy set shown in Figure ‎ 4.6 can be represented as a fit-vector: 
 
Figure ‎ 4.6 - Fuzzy sets of a fuzzy variable (Height as an example) 
 
4.2.2.2  Fuzzy Operations 
In  this  section,  the  four  fundamental  operations  discussed  are:  complement,  containment, 
intersection and union. The opposite of a set is the complement of a set which is: 
) ( 1 ) ( x x A A            [4.17] 
 
Containment means that a set can contain other sets. If each element of small subsets exists 
in larger set and has smaller membership then this smaller set is called subset. The elements 
shared by two sets create an intersection between them. However, in fuzzy set, an element may 
have different memberships in each set. Thus, t he lower membership of each element in both 
sets is selected: 
 
X x where x x x x x B A B A B A    ), ( ) ( )] ( ), ( min[ ) (          [4.18] 
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Union is the reverse of intersection and the larger membership among two sets is selected 
as follows: 
 
X x where x x x x x B A B A B A    ), ( ) ( )] ( ), ( max[ ) (         [4.19] 
 
4.2.2.3  Fuzzy Rule 
Fuzzy rule, a primary concept in fuzzy inference was suggested by Zadeh (1973) to capture 
human knowledge. A linguistic variable is a fuzzy variable in fuzzy rules. For example: 
 
If wind is strong          Then waves are good for surfing. 
 
but a classical rule can be as follows:  
 
If speed is >100            Then stopping distance is long 
 
The main difference between fuzzy and classical rules is related to the range of possible 
values which is called the universe of discourse of that variable. For example, the universe of 
discourse of the variable „speed‟ can be either between 0 and 220 km/h in a classical rule or 
very slow, slow, average, fast and very fast in a fuzzy rule.   
 
4.2.2.4  Fuzzy Inference 
As the antecedent (if part) and consequent (then part) can be multiple, a method is required to 
aggregate inputs and outputs of the fuzzy rules. Fuzzy inference can be defined as a process of 
mapping from given inputs to outputs (Negnevitsky, 2002). One of the most popular methods 
used in fuzzy inference is called Mamdani‟s method (Mamdani and Assilian, 1975).  
 
This method consists of four steps: fuzzification of the input variables, rule evaluation, 
aggregation of the rule outputs, and defuzzification. The different steps in a fuzzy inference 
engine are illustrated in the following two-input, one-output problem. The problem is subject to 
three rules: 
 
Rule: 1 
If x is A1 or y is B1 
Then z is C1 Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System                                  Chapter 4 
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Rule: 2 
If x is A2 and y is B2 
Then z is C2 
 
Rule: 3 
If x is A3 
Then risk is C3 
 
where x, y, z are linguistic variables; A1, A2 and A3 are linguistic values determined by 
fuzzy set on universe of discourse X; B1 and B2 are linguistic values determined by fuzzy set 
on universe of discourse Y; C1, C2 and C3 are linguistic values determined by fuzzy sets on 
universe of discourse Z.   
 
Step 1: Fuzzification 
First step takes the crisp inputs and determines fuzzy membership of these inputs in each fuzzy 
set. For example, if x is 35%, the membership values of A1 and A2 are equal to 0.5 and 0.2, 
respectively and if Y is 60%, the membership values of B1 and B2 is 0.1 and 0.7, respectively 
(see Figure ‎ 4.7 ). 
 
Step 2: Rule Evaluation 
The second step is to take the fuzzified inputs and apply them to the antecedent of the fuzzy 
rules. If there are „or‟ and „and‟ between antecedents, maximum and minimum membership 
function  value  will  be  considered  as  the  membership  function  value  of  rule  consequence, 
respectively. Moreover, if there is only one antecedent, the membership function value of that 
antecedent  will  evaluate the consequences of that  rule. Consider the following rules  as  an 
example: 
Rule 1: 
If x is A3 (0.0) 
Or y is B1 (0.1) 
Then z is c1 (0.1) 
1 . 0 ] 1 . 0 , 0 . 0 max[ )] ( ), ( max[ ) ( 1 3 1    y x z B A C     
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Rule 2:   
If x is A2 (0.2) 
And y is B2 (0.7) 
Then z is C2 (0.2) 
2 . 0 ] 7 . 0 , 2 . 0 min[ )] ( ), ( min[ ) ( 2 2 2    y x z B A C     
 
Rule 3: 
If x is A1 (0.5) 
Then z is C3 (0.5) 
 
Step 3: Aggregation of the Rule Outputs 
The process of the unification of the outputs of the rules is called aggregation. It combines the 
different membership values from different rules and presents a single fuzzy set. Figure ‎ 4.7 
shows the process of aggregation.    
 
Step 4: Defuzzification     
The  aggregate  fuzzy  set  taken  from  Step  3  is  the  input  of  defuzzification.  The  output  of 
defuzzification step is a single number which is calculated mathematically through the centre 
of gravity formula as follows:  
 

  b
a c
b
a c
dx x
xdx x
COG
) (
) (


  or  



  b
q x
c
b
q x
c
x
x x
COG
) (
) (


      [4.20] 
 
The COG for the described example was calculated in this manner: 
5 . 0 5 . 0 5 . 0 5 . 0 2 . 0 2 . 0 2 . 0 2 . 0 1 . 0 1 . 0 1 . 0
5 . 0 ) 100 90 80 70 ( 2 . 0 ) 60 50 40 30 ( 1 . 0 ) 20 10 0 (
         
            
 COG =67.4 
The result of defuzzification step is crisp and in this example, it is equal 67.4 which means 
that the risk of realisation of input variables is 67.4%. Figure ‎ 4.7 shows the basic structure of 
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Figure ‎ 4.7 - The basic structure of Mamdani style fuzzy inference 
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Another fuzzy inference called Sugeno-style (Sugeno, 1985) is very similar to the Mamdani 
method. The format of the Sugeno-style fuzzy rule is (Negnevitsky, 2002): 
 
If x is A 
And y is B 
Then z is  ) , ( y x f   
 
where x, y and z are linguistic variables; A and B are fuzzy sets on universe of discourses 
X  and  Y,  respectively;  and  ) , ( y x f  is  a  mathematical  function.  If  the  rule  consequence  is 
constant, the method is called zero-order Sugeno fuzzy model. The first three steps of Sugeno 
fuzzy  inference  model  are  the  same  as  Mamdani  fuzzy  inference  model.  Sugeno  fuzzy 
inference model considers the Weighted Average (WA) in finding the Centre of Gravity (COG) 
in Step 4 as follows: 



  n
x
c
n
x
x c
x
x
WA
1
1
) (
) (

 
  [4.21] 
 
where  x  is the average ? for each rule (1, 2, …, n) and  c   is the membership function 
value  for  each  rule.  For  the  example  solved  by  Mamdani‟s  inference  engine,  it  will  be 
calculated as follows: 
 
5 . 0 2 . 0 1 . 0
80 5 . 0 50 2 . 0 10 1 . 0
 
    
 WA   = 65 
 
In this example, the answer of Sugeno and Mamdani models are 67 and 65, respectively. 
Sugeno  is  acceptable  to  use  when  the  problem  has  more  rules,  variables  and  more 
computational. Mamdani-type fuzzy inference entails a substantial computational burden but 
Sugeno  method  is  computationally  effective  and  works  well  with  optimisation  techniques 
(Negnevitsky, 2002).  
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4.3  Hybrid Intelligent Systems 
ANN has the ability to learn from training data but they cannot deal with linguistic variables. 
On the other hand, fuzzy logic is able to work with linguistic data but does not have learning 
ability. To overcome these shortcomings, it was thought that combining these two intelligent 
techniques  would  bring  the  advantages  of  fuzzy  logic  and  ANN  together.  Zadeh  (1996) 
presented  an  emerging  approach  ,  called  “soft  computing”,  which  is  the  basis  of  hybrid 
intelligent systems: 
 
 “The combination of probabilistic reasoning, fuzzy logic, neural networks and evolutionary 
computation forms  the  core of  „soft computing‟, an  emerging  approach to  building hybrid 
intelligence  systems  capable  of  reasoning  and  learning  in  an  uncertain  and  imprecise 
environment” (Zadeh, 1996). 
 
The  innovation  by  Professor  Zadeh  marked  a  new  phase  where  it  was  considered 
advantageous  to  use  several  computing  techniques  synergistically  rather  than  exclusively, 
resulting in the construction of complementary hybrid intelligent systems (Jang et al., 1997). 
ANN, fuzzy set theory, approximate reasoning, and derivative-free optimisation methods such 
as „Genetic Algorithm
16‟ and „Simulated Annealing
17‟ are the elements of soft computing. In 
Table ‎ 4.2, the strength of each constituent methodology is summarised. Soft computing has the 
ability  to  deal  with  uncertainty  and  imprecision  by  using  fuzzy  logic  and  approximate 
reasoning, thereby learning to adapt to changing environment via artificial neural networks. 
Soft computing also uses derivative-free optimisation method to reduce extensive computation. 
To explain more about the strengths and weaknesses of soft computing concept, one of the 
hybrid intelligent systems applied in this research will be discussed in the next section.  
 
Table ‎ 4.2 - Soft computing constituents (Jang et al., 1997) 
Methodology  Strength 
ANN  Learning and adoption 
Fuzzy set theory  Knowledge representation via fuzzy if-then rules 
Derivation-free optimisation  Systematic random search 
 
                                                           
16 A genetic algorithm (GA) is a search technique used in computing to find exact or approximate solutions to 
optimization and search problems. 
 
17 Simulated annealing (SA) is a generic probabilistic meta-algorithm for the global optimization problem, namely 
locating a good approximation to the global minimum of a given function in a large search space. Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System                                  Chapter 4 
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4.4  Neuro-Fuzzy System 
A neuro-fuzzy system combines the learning ability of ANN with the explanation ability of 
fuzzy logic. In general, the two possible models of Neuro-fuzzy systems are (Fuller, 2000): 
 
1-  A fuzzy interface block provides an input vector to a multi-layer neural network. Neural 
networks can work with membership function of fuzzy variables. Figure ‎ 4.8 presents this 
model of neuro-fuzzy system.  
 
Figure ‎ 4.8 - The first model of fuzzy neural systems 
 
2-  The fuzzy inference mechanism is derived by multi-layered neural networks. Neural 
networks are used to tune membership functions of fuzzy systems that are employed as 
decision-making systems (Fuller, 2000). The second model of neuro-fuzzy system is 
shown in Figure ‎ 4.9.  
 
Figure ‎ 4.9 - The second model of fuzzy neural systems (Fuller, 2000) 
 
The  major  publications  related  to  neuro-fuzzy  systems  are  FALCON
18  (Lin and Lee, 
1991), GARIC
19 (Bherenji and Khedkar, 1992), ANFIS (Jang, 1993), NEFCON
20(Nauck and 
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Kruse,  1997),  FUN
21(Sulzberger  et  al.,  1993),  SONFIN
22  (Juang  and  Lin,  1998) , 
FINEST
23(Tano et al., 1996), EFuNN
24(Kasabov and Song, 1999), dmEFuNN
25(Kasabov and 
Song, 1999). The findings from Abraham‟s research (2001) have shown that ANFIS performs 
better than the other methods in terms of Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
26 and accuracy but 
it is more computationally expensive. Before describing the other reasons of selecting ANFIS 
for the proposed framework, the details of ANFIS methodology and the application of soft 
computing techniques in scenario planning will be explained. 
 
4.5  Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) 
“ANFIS is suggested to deal better with ill-defined and uncertain systems. It  can serve as 
a basis for constructing a set of fuzzy if-then rules with appropriate membership functions to 
generate  the  stipulated  input-output  pairs”  (Jang  et  al.,  1997).  Huang  et  al.  (2007)  also 
explained  about  ANFIS  as  follows:  “ANFIS  provides  a  method  for  the  fuzzy  modelling 
procedure to learn information about a dataset, in order to compute the membership function 
parameters allowing the associated fuzzy inference system to track the given input/output data” 
(Huang et al., 2007). 
 
ANFIS  is  used  in  many  areas  such  as  forecasting  (Aznarte  et  al.,  2007),  classifying 
(Sengur,  2007),  controlling  (Elmas  et  al.,  2007)  and  diagnosing  (Güler  and  Übeyli,  2004; 
Übeyli,  2007).  ANFIS  architecture  is  designed  to  tune  fuzzy  system  parameters  based  on 
input/output pairs of data. The fuzzy inference process is implemented as a generalised neural 
network, which is then tuned by gradient descent techniques (Fuller, 2000). Moreover, it is 
possible to tune antecedent parameters of fuzzy rules as well as consequent parameters. 
 
ANFIS architecture contains a 6-layer forward pass ANN as shown in Figure ‎ 4.10. The 
outputs and inputs of each layer are presented as follows:   
y
k
i = Output of neuron 𝑖 in layer 𝑘 
x
k
i = Input of neuron 𝑖 in layer 𝑘 
                                                           
21 Fuzzy Using Neural Network 
22 Self-constructing Neural Fuzzy Inference Network 
23 Fuzzy Inference Environment Software with Tuning 
24 Evolving Fuzzy Neural Network 
25 Dynamic Evolving Fuzzy Neural Networks 
26 Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) is a frequently-used measure of the differences between values predicted by a 
model or an estimator and the values actually observed from the th ing being modelled or estimated (Merriam -
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Figure ‎ 4.10 - Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) 
 
Layer 1 is the input layer whose neurons transmit external crisp signals directly to the next 
layer as follows: 
 
y
1
i= x
1
i             [4.22] 
 
Layer 2 is the fuzzification layer. Neurons receive a crisp input and identify the degree of 
neurons‟ fuzzy sets. Based on Jang‟s model, the membership function of fuzzification neurons 
is a bell-shaped function which is specified as follows (Jang et al., 1997; Negnevitsky, 2002):  
y
2
i = 
i b
i
i i
c
a x
2 2
1
1
 


 

 

           [4.23] 
i a , i b  and i c  are parameters that control respectively, the centre, width and slope of the bell 
activation function of neuroni. 
 
Layer 3 is the fuzzy rule layer. The inputs of fuzzy rule neuron come from the fuzzification 
neuron. For example, neuron  1 R  receives inputs from neurons  1 A and 1 B . The conjunction of 
the rule antecedents is evaluated by the fuzzy operation intersection and implemented by the 
product operator (Negnevitsky, 2002).  
y
3
i = 

k
j
ji x
1
) 3 ( =  i                      [4.24] 
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) 3 (
ji x  are the inputs and y
3
i  is the output of the rule neuron  i in layer 3.  i   represents the 
firing strength or the truth value of rule i (Jang et al., 1997).   
 
Layer 4 is the normalisation layer. Neurons receive inputs from the fuzzy rule neuron and 
normalised firing strength of a given rule. The output of neuron i in layer 4 is determined as,  
 
y
4
i = 


n
j
ji
ii
x
x
1
=


k
j
j
i
1


= i

                 [4.25] 
 
Layer  5  is  the  defuzzification  layer  whose  neurons  are  connected  to  the  respective 
normalisation neurons, and also receives initial inputs (Negnevitsky, 2002). 
        y
5
i = 
5
i x *  i f = i

 * i f                        [4.26]   
   
i f  comes from ANFIS Sugeno fuzzy rule which will be defined as follows:  
IF  1 x  is  1 A  
AND  2 x  is  2 A  
… 
AND  m x  is  m A  
THEN ( f Y  1 x , 2 x , …, ) m x          [4.27] 
 
where 1 x , 2 x ,  …, m x are  input  variables;  1 A , 2 A ,  …, m A are  fuzzy  sets;  and  Y is  either  a 
constant or a linear function of the input variables (Negnevitsky, 2002).  
 
Layer 6 is a summation neuron which calculates the sum of all defuzzification neurons as 
follows:  
                            y = 

n
i
i x
1
6 =

n
i 1
i

 * i f              [4.28] 
 
In the ANFIS training algorithm, each epoch is composed of a forward and a backward pass 
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and  rule  consequent  parameters  are  determined  by  the  least-squares  estimators.  Linear 
equations can be formed in terms of the consequent parameters for training data as: 
 
                                 ) 1 ( ) 1 ( ... ) 1 ( ) 1 ( ) 1 ( ) 1 ( ) 1 ( 2 2 1 1 n n d f f f y
  
        
        ) 2 ( ) 2 ( ... ) 2 ( ) 2 ( ) 2 ( ) 2 ( ) 2 ( 2 2 1 1 n n d f f f y
  
           [4.29] 
… 
                                  ) ( ) ( ... ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( 2 2 1 1 P f P P f P P f P P y n n d
  
        
 
where  P and  n are the number of input-output training sets and neurons in the rule layer, 
respectively. In matrix notation,  d y  is shown as: 
 
d y =AK           [4.30] 
 
where  d y  is a [ 1  P ] desired output vector, 
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Ais a  ) 1 ( ) ( m n P     matrix where m is the number of input variables: 
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and K is an  1 )) 1 ( (    m n  vector of unknown consequent parameters, 
 
  nm n n n m k k k k k k k k K ... ... ... 2 1 0 1 12 11 10           [4.33] 
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In  the  forward  pass,  a  least  square  estimate  of  K , 
* K ,  minimises  the  squared  error 
2
d y AK    which is done by using the pseudo inverse technique (Negnevitsky, 2002): 
 
d
T T y A A A K
1 * ) (
                [4.34] 
 
 y  
* K A                [4.35] 
 
where 
T A  is the transpose of A, and  
T T A A A
1 ) (
  is the pseudo inverse of  A if  A A
T  is non-
singular. The error vector can be computed by the actual network output vector ( y ).   
 
y y e d                   [4.36] 
 
The backward pass applies the back-propagation algorithm. For instance, a correction of 
parameter a  of the bell activation function is as following:  
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where  E is the instantaneous value of the squared error and   is the learning rate. 
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Similarly, parameters  b and  c can be corrected through this approach.  i a  , i b   and i c   
are the correction parameters that adjust respectively, the centre, width and slope of the new 
bell activation function of neuron ibased on the training data.  
 
4.6  The Application of Soft Computing Techniques in Scenario Planning 
4.6.1  Khoo, Ho and Choa’s Model 
This research addresses a hybrid technique which is the combination of fuzzy Delphi analysis 
and fuzzy reasoning for analysing the scenarios (Khoo et al., 1994). Fuzzy Delphi analysis 
helps  to  achieve  a  general  agreement  among  the  various  experts  and  the  fuzzy  reasoning 
technique  works  on  the  interrelationships  between  events  to  figure  out  the  most  probable 
scenarios. The detail of these analyses will be described as follows:    
 
4.6.1.1  Fuzzy Delphi Analysis 
In this approach, experts declare their opinion based on the Triangular Fuzzy Number (TFN) 
instead  of  the  exact  probability  of  occurrence.  A  TFN  consists  of  the  upper  limit n A ,  the 
maximal presumption  n B  and a lower limit  n C  as: 
 
) , , (
) ( ) ( ) ( i
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i
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i
n C B A                                 n i ,..., 2 , 1                              [4.41] 
 
where  i indicates the index attached to the expert and  n  represents the phase number of 
the iterative process (Khoo et al., 1994).  
 
The mean of TFNs  ) , , (
m
n
m
n
m
n C B A  can be calculated by arithmetic means of  C B A , ,  given 
by experts. Then, it is possible to compute the divergent of each expert as follows: 
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n C C B B A A                            n i ,..., 2 , 1           [4.42] 
 
This  information  is  sent  to  each  expert  who  may  change  his/her  opinion  for  the  next 
iterations. The iterations will continue to achieve a sufficiently stable result which means that 
experts agree on this result as a final result.  
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4.6.1.2  Fuzzy Reasoning 
The Fuzzy reasoning technique focuses on exploring the interrelationship between events in 
terms of series of heuristic if-then rules (Khoo et al., 1994). For instance, a simple fuzzy rule 
“if  A thenB” is considered where  A and  Bare fuzzy subsets defined on universes of discourse 
X  and Y , respectively. The membership function ( ) for each rule (S ) can be described as 
follows: 
 
         )) ( ), ( ( min ) , ( x x y x B A S                       [4.43] 
where  X x  and   Y y  
 
For  multiple  heuristic  rules,  the  membership function  is  calculated  by  a  compositional 
product. For example,R, the combination of ( y x, ), and the input of 
' A (the real value of  A) 
result 
' B (the real value of  B) which is computed by: 
 
     
' B = 
' A   R                   [4.44] 
 
             ))] ( ), ( ( [min max ) , ( ' ' x x y x R A B           [4.45] 
 
where     denotes  the  compositional  product  between  two  fuzzy  subsets  (Khoo  et  al., 
1994). The membership value provided by this  method is  an indicator as  to  how strongly 
experts  feel  about  likelihood  of  the  occurrence  of  the  scenario  in  the  future.  The  system 
developed  by  combining  these  two  techniques  has  the  ability  to  work  with  linguistic  data 
provided  by  experts.  This  approach  works  by  analysing  existing  scenarios  and  also  the 
interaction between scenarios to determine the most probable scenario from the others. 
 
4.6.2  Li, Ang and Gay’s Model 
Li, et al. (1997) developed an Intelligent Scenario Generator (ISG) by using the theory of ANN 
and the theory of Truth Value Flow Inference (TVFI). The architecture of ISG is based on a 
five-layer rule-based neural network which is shown in Figure ‎ 4.11. The first layer is the input 
layer. Possible states of inputs are in the second layer. „If–Then‟ rule will be represented in 
layer three. The possible outcome states are in fourth layer and the last layer is single-output 
layer which expresses the predicted scenario. 
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Figure ‎ 4.11 - ISG architecture with multi-inputs and single-output (Li et al., 1997) 
 
The TVFI works with  R W,  taken from ANN to find output descriptor  p S  as follows:  
h i w w w W ..., , , ... , ] [ 1          [4.46] 
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m
j
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1, for  h i ,..., 2 , 1   and his the number of rules. 
cm c c c h c r r r R w w w W ,..., , ] [ ; ) ,..., , ( max 2 1 2 1        [4.48] 
 
m j cm cj c c c c v v v r r r w R w v ,...., ,..., ,..., ,..., . ] .[ ] [ 1 1        [4.49] 
 
Based on different amount of inputs (U), the scenario generator will generate scenarios (V) 
by applying the TVFI method. The difference between the predicted scenario and the actual 
scenario is fed back to the ISG model to refine the weight in the ANN. By using these two 
theories, the generator has the ability not only to learn but also to correct the experts through a 
learning process (Li et al., 1997). The only problem with this scenario generator is that it needs 
actual data which may not exist at the time of planning.    
 
4.6.3  Li’s Model 
Li collected the strengths of ANN, fuzzy logic and expert systems for developing a marketing 
strategy. Consequently, the hybrid system has the following goals (Li, 2000b): to provide a 
R 
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logical process for strategic analysis, support group assessment of strategic marketing factors, 
help the coupling of strategic analysis, help managers deal with uncertainty and fuzziness, and 
produce intelligent advice on setting a marketing strategy. Figure ‎ 4.12 shows Li‟s framework 
consisted  of  three  modules  (ANN  module,  individual  and  group  assessment  module  and 
fuzzification module) which will be described in this section. 
 
 
Figure ‎ 4.12 - The architecture of Li‟s hybrid intelligent system 
 
4.6.3.1  ANN Forecasting Module 
This module helps managers to develop more accurate estimates of market growth and market 
share. A back propagation learning algorithm is used to estimate the market growth and share 
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according to the data from previous years. The results of this module are saved to use as an 
input data for the next module. The topology of the ANN model is as follows (Li, 2000b): 
 
Input neurons:  ) 3 ( ), 2 ( ), 1 ( , 1     t I t I t I t  
Hidden neurons: four hidden neurons 
Output neuron:  ) (t O  
 
where t= Period of predicted growth rate or share,  ) (x I = growth rate or share at period x , 
) (t O = predicted growth rate or share at period t. 
 
4.6.3.2  The Group Assessment Support Module 
This module ranks the manager‟s viewpoints with regards to market attractiveness and business 
strength.    For  instance,  the  principle  for  the  group  assessment  support  to  compute  market 
attractiveness is stated as follows (Li, 2000b): 
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n ,  k   are  the  number  of  strategic  factors  and  managers  in an  assessment  group, 
respectively.  ij S  is the score of manageri‟s score for factor j with the scale of 1 to 10,  ij w is the 
manageri‟s  weighting  for  factor j .  j S

,  ij W

  are the average score for factor j   which  are 
computed by Eq. [4.50] and Eq. [4.51]. The market attractiveness score  A is obtained by using 
Eq. [4.52] and ranges from 1 to 10. 
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4.6.3.3  Fuzzification Component Module 
Marketing strategy factors and some strategic analysis models can be fuzzified by converting 
them into membership functions (Li, 2000b). Directional Policy Matrices (DPM) used in this 
module is shown in Figure ‎ 4.13. DPM is a matrix which determines strategic option based on 
the level of organisation in two variables: market attractiveness and business strength. In DPM, 
strategic options gradually change with certain confidence due to a change in either criterion of 
market attractiveness or business strength (Li, 2000b). Therefore, strategic options may vary 
depending on the membership functions of market attractiveness and business strength. Li also 
developed a software program called Marstra (Li, 2000a) and also a web-enabled approach (Li, 
2005) using this architecture. The application of this approach in different case studies shows 
that Li‟s hybrid approach is more effective than using a single expert system in developing 
business marketing strategy (Li et al., 2002). The details of this model will be discussed in a 
case study in chapter 6. 
 
 
Figure ‎ 4.13 - DPM with membership functions 
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4.6.4  Royes and Royes Model 
This model uses a methodology that adequately represents the imprecise nature of strategic 
options (Royes and Royes, 2004). The methodology is based on a hybrid architecture which 
has three main modules (shown in Figure ‎ 4.14) as follows: 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure ‎ 4.14 - The modules of Royes and Royes‟s methodology 
 
4.6.4.1  Fuzzy Module 
All the possible scenarios are assessed based on the fuzzy variables. Fuzzy sets are used to 
represent  all  the  linguistic  information  provided  to  express  the  subjective  weight  of  each 
uncertain variable (Royes and Royes, 2004). Different combinations of these fuzzy uncertain 
variables compose the scenarios that are used in the next modules.  
 
4.6.4.2  Multi-Criteria Module 
A  fuzzy  multicriteria  mechanism  is  applied  to  rank  the  strategies  with  multiple  criteria 
according to the described scenarios (Royes and Royes, 2004). Fuzzy multicriteria approach 
assesses  strategies  with  analysis  factors  (multiple-criteria)  by  using  fuzzy  TOPSIS  multi-
criteria  assessment  (Chen,  2000).  All  the  fuzzy  values  of  factor  scales  and  weight  are 
transformed on LR fuzzy intervals as follows (Royes and Royes, 2004): 
 
LR m m M ) , , , (
~
 

            [4.54] 
 
where 
 m is the centre left of the original membership function, 

m  is the centre right, and  
 ,  respectively, the left and right spread of the original function.    
After transforming the fuzzy scales to LR fuzzy interval, a weighted decision matrix ( ij v
~
) is 
calculated by: 
ij ij ij w x v
~ ~ ~
*               [4.55] 
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where   ij x
~
 and  ij w
~
 are decision variables and weights for decision variables, respectively. i 
is the number of scenarios and  j  is  the number of factors (multiple criteria). 
 
The distance of each scenario with the worst and best possible scenarios is determined 
(Royes and Royes, 2004): 
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where k is the number of strategic scenarios to be compared with the ideal scenarios and n  
is the number of analysis factors. 

j a
~
 is the ideal negative scenario which represents the worst 
possible scenario and 
* ~
j a  is the ideal positive scenario. Finally, the performance index ( i P ) is 
computed by Eq. [4.58]. All scenarios are ranked according to this performance index.  
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p *                       [4.58] 
 
4.6.4.3  Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) Module 
This  module  simulates  new  scenarios  by  using  past  similar  situations.  CBR  mechanism 
searches  for  a  similar  situation  which  can  bring  some  useful  information  about  applied 
strategies.  This  leads  to  a better exploration of new strategic scenarios  (Royes  and Royes, 
2004). 
 
4.7  Discussion 
Khoo et al.(1994) developed a fuzzy model to analyse scenarios and reach consensus among 
experts in generated scenarios. However, this model works with qualitative data and it is unable 
to deal with incomplete and noisy data. In contrast, Li et al. (1997) developed a model to apply 
ANN  to  learn  from  data  if  there  are  incomplete  and  noisy  data.  This  model  learns  from 
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qualitative data. Additionally, the model needs data from actual scenarios which may not exist 
in some case studies. Li‟s (2000b) model uses fuzzy logic to deal with qualitative data and also 
ANN as a forecasting technique to estimate future trends. Royes and Royes (2004) developed a 
fuzzy multi-criteria model which has the ability to work with only qualitative data rather than 
incomplete and noisy data which usually exist in real case studies. A fuzzy multi-criteria model 
is applied for ranking strategies related to scenarios. Table ‎ 4.3 shows the application of fuzzy 
logic and ANN in scenario planning methodologies. 
 
Table ‎ 4.3 - The application of fuzzy logic and ANN in scenario planning methodologies 
Model  Fuzzy Logic  ANN 
Khoo et al.(1994) 
Reaching consensus among 
experts in generating 
scenarios 
N/A
27 
Li et al. (1997)  Working with qualitative data 
Learning from comparing 
predicted and actual scenarios 
Li (2000b)  Working with qualitative data  Forecasting the future trends 
Royes and Royes (2004) 
Developing a fuzzy multi-
criteria model for ranking 
strategies related to scenarios 
N/A 
 
To overcome the shortcomings of previous methodologies, ANFIS applies in the proposed 
methodology for scenario planning because of the following reasons: 
 
1- ANFIS has an ability to tune membership function and work with small amounts of 
data, while other approaches work with standard formats of membership function and need 
actual  data.  Data  may  be  unavailable  in  some  circumstances  but  ANFIS  can  tune  the 
membership function based on data availability. 
 
2-  Chapter  2  discussed  that  scenario  planning  is  more  innovative  than  forecasting 
techniques and experts may not follow the past trends. Li et al. (1997) and Li (2000b) 
applied  ANN  as  a  Learning  tool  for  comparing  predicted  and  actual  scenarios  and  a 
method  for  Forecasting  the  future  trends,  respectively.  ANFIS  applies  Sugeno  fuzzy 
inference in multi-layer ANN to work with linguistic expression and also learn from expert 
                                                           
27 Not Applicable (N/A) which means that this feature does not apply in the model.  
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data.  Therefore,  ANFIS  generate  future  scenarios  based  on  expert  data  not  just  the 
forecasting trends.  
 
3-  In  the  most  scenario  planning  problems,  there  is  qualitative  and  quantitative  data 
regarding  future  events.  ANFIS  applications  have  revealed  that  this  system  has  the 
potential  to  work  with  these  data  simultaneously  by  applying  fuzzification  and 
defuzzification layers in an ANN. Therefore, ANFIS assists decision-makers to deal with 
qualitative and quantitative data in an integrated framework.  
 
4.8  Conclusion 
This chapter presented the background to ANFIS to asses its potential as a tool for generating 
scenarios. Then, chapter described the application of soft computing techniques in scenario 
planning and discussed the benefits of using ANFIS in scenario planning compared with other 
approaches. There are distinct benefits in using ANFIS to generate scenarios as it works with 
expert qualitative data and also learns from these data. The following chapter will describe 
optimisation methods in dealing with uncertainty. These optimisation methods help decision-
makers ascertain the best strategic option for generated scenarios by ANFIS.  Optimisation Methods under Uncertainty     Chapter 5 
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5  Chapter 5: Optimisation Methods Under Uncertainty 
 
Key points: 
-  Introducing optimisation methods 
-  Explaining optimisation methods under uncertainty 
 
5.1  Introduction  
Chapter 4 discussed that an Adaptive Neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) has the ability to 
be  applied  in  generating  future  scenarios.  The  objective  of  this  chapter  is  to  explain 
optimisation  methods  where  there  are  uncertain  variables  to  find  the  best  solution  in  the 
proposed scenario planning methodology.  
 
This  chapter  starts  with  an  introduction  of  optimisation  methods.  Next,  optimisation 
methods dealing with uncertainty are explained. These methods are divided into four major 
categories:  stochastic, robust optimisation, dynamic and fuzzy programming. Then, chapter 
analyses  the  benefits  of  applying  robust  optimisation  and  fuzzy  programming  in  the  new 
methodology.  
 
5.2  An Introduction to Optimisation Methods
28 
This  section  presents  an  introduction  to  techniques  and  approaches  to  solve  real  decision-
making  problems  in  many  areas  such  as  production  planning,  scheduling,  transportation, 
financial planning, and chemical and physical systems. For example, given the scenario where 
                                                           
28 As this research is multi disciplinary between business and engineering, the author felt that it is important to 
introduce the optimisation concept. This section provides background to familiarise readers with this concept. Optimisation Methods under Uncertainty     Chapter 5 
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an oil and gas company wants to buy crude-oil and convert it into different products and sell 
them to customers. The following questions may arise for this company: 
 
1-  How much crude-oil should they buy? 
2-  Where should they ship the purchased crude-oil to if they have different refineries? 
3-  What products should they convert crude-oil to? 
4-  Where should they sell these products? 
 
All of the techniques that have been developed over the years to solve these questions can 
be  put  under  the  label  of  „optimisation‟  (Pedregal,  2000).  Different  optimisation  methods 
usually have the following steps (shown in Figure ‎ 5.1): 
 
 
Figure ‎ 5.1 - Optimisation methods processes 
 
1- Analysing a real world problem 
This  step  is  related  to  define  the  border  of  problem  under  examination  and  the  main 
variables  of  the  problem  and  then,  find  the  parametric  information  regarding  these 
variables. 
 
2- Modelling the problem 
The  main  objectives  and  constraints  are  defined  in  this  stage.  A  basic  model  for  an 
optimisation problem is as follows:  
 
x c Max
T
x           [5.1.a] 
b ax t s  . .           [5.1.b] 
 
  where  x   is  a  decision  variable  and  c   is  the  objective  function  coefficient.  ?,?  are 
constraint coefficients. As an example, consider a factory has two final products (?1 ?𝑛? ?2) 
and is going to increase the profit from selling these products. Table ‎ 5.1 shows the benefit and 
raw material usage coefficients for each final product.   
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Table ‎ 5.1 - The benefit and raw material usage coefficients for each product 
 
If the total available raw material is equal 200, the model related to this example is:  
2 1 3 4 x x Max
x          [5.2.a] 
200 4 5 . . 2 1   x x t s       [5.2.b] 
 
3- Solving the problem  
There are different techniques solving an optimal model which was developed in Step 2. 
Each  model  has  some  limitations  in  solving  different  models.  For  example,  some 
techniques  can  only  solve  a  model  with  linear  objective  function  and  constraints. 
Categorising all optimisation methods is not the goal of this research.  
 
If one of the coefficients in the optimisation model is unknown or fuzzy, it is not possible 
to solve the problem by using simple techniques. As scenario planning problem usually has 
these variables, the rest of the chapter focuses on optimisation methods designed to deal with 
uncertainty.     
 
5.3  Optimisation Methods under Uncertainty 
To deal with uncertainty, there are four different optimisation methods which are categorised in 
this section. These methods are: stochastic programming, robust optimisation, dynamic and 
fuzzy programming.  
 
5.3.1  Stochastic Programming 
The  two-stage  stochastic  programming  solves  the  problem  with  uncertain  variables  in  two 
stages (Sahinidis, 2004). The first stage solves the problem before the actual realisation of 
uncertain variables, and the second stage or recourse stage, considers the random variables and 
minimises  the  total  cost  of  two  stages.  Birge  and  Louveaux  (1997)  and  Kall  and  Wallace 
(1994) presented a standard formulation for stochastic linear programming as follows:  
 
  ?1  ?2 
Profit (per unit)   4  3 
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where ? and ? are decision variables for the first and second stage, respectively. 𝑄 is the 
function of ? and ?; ? and ? are the functions of ?,? ?𝑛? ?. Problem [5.3.a] is related to first 
stage  in  stochastic  programming  without  any  realisation  of  the  uncertain  parameters  (?). 
Problem  [5.3.b]  comprises  the  second  stage  by  considering  different  values  for  uncertain 
variables. It is possible to expand a two-stage formulation into a multi-stage formulation if the 
problem contains many uncertain variables (Sahinidis, 2004). Generally, the first stage finds a 
feasible solution without considering uncertain variables. The second stage uses the result of 
the first stage to find the optimum solution. Therefore, it may be computationally expensive in 
large-scale problems. 
 
There are some approaches applying stochastic programming in integer programming
29 
which is called Stochastic Integer Programming  (SIP). Birge and Louveaux  (1997) and Kall 
and Wallace (1994) presented a standard SLP formulation based on two -stage programming. 
The formulation of SIP is similar to SLP but the Y set (second sta ge variables) has the integer 
restriction  in  SIP.  Laporte  and  Louveaux  (1993)  presented  an  approach  based  on 
decomposition strategies if the SIP first stage variables are pure binary. Bahri (1995) presented 
a new approach for mixed-SIP consisted of solving a joint optimization-flexibility problem that 
could be solved using an iterative procedure.  This approach was validated  through chemical 
processing case studies. Caroe and Tind  (Caroe and Tind, 1997, 1998)   deconstructed  the 
problem to sub-problems, each corresponding to the outcomes of the uncertain variables. This 
approach is recommended for mixed-SIP
30 but it is computationally expensive.  
 
To provide a solution for a pure -integer problem, Schultz et. al. (1998) presented a new 
approach  with  discrete  distribution  if  the  second-stage  variables  were  pure-integer.  This 
approach is computationally expensive as it needs a second-stage integer sub-problem for each 
finite set which is in the space of first-stage variables. Then, Ahmed (Ahmed et al., 2004) 
developed a method based on a less computational branch and bound scheme and successfully 
                                                           
29 Integer programming is a kind of programming where all decision variables are restricted to take values of 
either 0 or 1 (Merriam-Webster, 2009). 
30 If only some of the unknown variables are required to be integers, then the problem is called a mixed-SIP 
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tested the model  on small projects.  Recently, Sherali  (2006)  proposed  a new  approach for 
problems  having  mixed-integer  first  and  second  stage  variables  but  it  needs  an  alternative 
algorithmic strategies for solving sub problems. Stochastic programming problem may have 
non-linearity in the objective function and constraints.  Most of the algorithms developed for 
stochastic linear programming carry over to the non-linear case with non-convexities and local 
optima (Bastin, 2001; Sahinidis, 2004)
31.    
 
This  section  presents  the  abstract  introduction  of  stochastic  programming  which  is 
applicable in many areas. Table ‎ 5.2 shows some applications of stochastic programming in 
different areas.    
 
Table ‎ 5.2 - Some applications of stochastic programming in different areas 
Area  Authors 
Production planning  (Lenstra et al., 1983), (Bitran et al., 1986), (Escudero et al., 1993) 
Scheduling  (Dempster, 1982), (Tayur et al., 1995), (Birge and Dempster, 1996) 
Routing  (Spaccamela et al., 1984), (Laporte et al., 1989), (Laporte et al., 1992), 
(Laporte et al., 1994) 
Capacity expansion  (Sherali et al., 1984), (Davis et al., 1987), (Bienstock and Shapiro, 1988), 
, (Eppen et al., 1989), (Berman et al., 1994), (Ahmed et al., 2003) 
Energy investment and 
electricity production 
 (Louveaux, 1980), (Pereira and Pinto, 1991), (Morton, 1996), (Caroe et 
al., 1997)  
Environmental 
management and control 
 (King et al., 1988), (Norkin et al., 1998), (Watanabe and Ellis, 1993), 
(Wagner et al., 1994), (Birge and Rosa, 1996)  
Water management and 
Agriculture 
(Dupacova et al., 1991), (Shukla and Gupta, 1989), (Helgason and 
Wallace, 1991) 
Telecommunication  (Laguna, 1998), (Tomasgard et al., 1998) 
Chemical processing 
optimisation 
(Bahri, 1995), (Bahri et al., 1996), (Liu and Sahinidis, 1996), (Clay and 
Grossmann, 1997), (Bahri et al., 1997), (Acevedo and Pistikopoulos, 
1998), (Gupta and Maranas, 2000),  
Finance  (Kallberg et al., 1982), (Carino and Ziemba, 1998), (Kouwenberg, 2001) 
                                                           
31 As this approach is not in the context of this research, readers are referred to Bastin (2001). Optimisation Methods under Uncertainty     Chapter 5 
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5.3.2  Robust Optimisation 
The goal of designing a Robust Optimisation (RO) model is to find out a solution which is 
feasible,  near  optimum  and  less  vulnerable  to  uncertainty.  There  are  different  RO  models 
proposed described as follows:  
 
Soyster (1973) presented a worst-case linear optimisation model by considering worst 
case and extreme values. Soyster‟s robust formulation is as follows: 
 
x c Min
T
x
         [5.4.a] 



J j
J ij b x a t s
_
. .         [5.4.b] 
u x l           [5.4.c] 
where  ij a
_
  is the maximum value for coefficient. This approach is   proven to be  very 
conservative and also expensive because it assume s the highest possible slack for uncertain 
parameters. Ben-Tal and Nemirovski (1999; 2000) presented a less conservative approach by 
using ellipsoidal uncertainties compared to Soyster‟s models. However, an important drawback 
of this approach is that the resulting models are non-linear and computationally expensive, 
especially in dealing with large-scale problems (Marla, 2007).  
 
Charnes and Cooper (1963) proposed another approach to RO, called Chance Constraint 
Programming (CCP). This approach considers random data variation and also the specified 
probability limit for constraints. The general CCP model is as follows: 
 
x c Min
T
x              [5.5.a] 
   ) ( . . b Ax p t s        [5.5.b] 
0  x              [5.5.c] 
 
where  p  means the probability and     1  is the maximum degree of violation for each 
constraint.  This  model  also  applies  to  integer  and  linear  programming  without  need  for 
probability  distributions  of  the  uncertain  variables  but  it  requires  approximate  probability 
distributions for each constraint.  
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 Mulvey  et  al.  (1995)  presented  a  robust  optimisation  model  integrating  the  goal 
programming  formulation  with  a  scenario-based  description  of  problem  data.  This  general 
framework  has  been  validated  through  several  case  studies  (Mulvey  et  al.,  1995;  Mulvey, 
2000). The model is as follows (Mulvey et al., 1995): 
 
) ,..., , ( 1 , s
s
s s y x y y x p Min     + ) ,..., ( 1 s z z                  [5.6.a] 
b Ax t s  : .            [5.6.b] 
s s s s s e z y C x B            s all for   [5.6.c] 
0 , 0   s y x     s
T
s
T
s y d x c and           s all for  
 
where  } ..., , , { 2 1 s y y y and } ..., , , { 2 1 s z z z are  control  variables  and  error  vectors  for  each 
scenario (   S ), respectively. The objective function contains the summation of fixed and 
operational costs (
s
s s p  ), the cost variation ( ) ..., , , ( 1 s y y x  ) and feasibility penalty function 
( ) ,..., ( 1 s z z  ). Eq. [5.6.b] denotes the structural constraints that are fixed and free of noise 
constraints  and    Eq.  [5.6.c]  denotes  the  control  constraints  including  incomplete  data  with 
  s s s s e C B d , , ,  coefficient set (Mulvey et al., 1995). Two sets of variables are introduced as 
follows: 
“
1 n x   , denotes the vector of decision variables that depend only on the fixed, structural 
constraints. These are the design variables whose optimal values are independent of any 
realization of the uncertain parameters. 
2 n y   , denotes the vector of control decision variables that could be adjusted once the 
uncertain parameters are observed. Their optimal values depend both on the realization of 
uncertain parameters, and on the value of the design variables” (Mulvey et al., 1995). 
 
This section presents the abstract introduction of robust optimisation which is applicable in 
many areas. Table ‎ 5.3 shows some applications of robust optimisation in different areas.    
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Table ‎ 5.3  - Some applications of robust optimisation in different areas 
Area  Authors 
Planning and scheduling  (Leung and Wu, 2004), (Kang and Clarke, 2002), 
(lan et al., 2006) 
Capacity expansion  (Mulvey et al., 1995), (Malcolm and Zenios, 
1994), (Paraskevopoulos et al., 1991) 
Finance  (Bai et al., 1998), (Mulvey, 1996) 
Design and control of chemical processing   (Smets et al., 2004), (Nagy and Braatz, 2004), 
(Christofides et al., 2008) 
Telecommunication  (Laguna and Glover, 1993) 
 
5.3.3  Dynamic Programming (DP) 
Bellman  (1957)  developed  Dynamic  Programming  for  dealing  with  multi-stage  decision 
making process. A discrete-time system with N-time period is considered in this optimisation 
method. For each period of time, the state of the system ( k x ), a control action ( k u ) and a 
random parameter ( k w ) are applied.  
 
N k w u x f x k k k k k ,..., 1 ), , , ( 1 1 1 1              [5.7] 
 
While  k u  is a set of allowable control actions: 
 
) ( k k k x U u   
 
And uncertainty ( k w ) follows a distribution based on the current state and action: 
 
) , ( k k wk u x P  
 
DP minimises the following function which is called additive cost for the N-time series: 
 








   
1
0 1 ,..., 0 ), (
) , , ( ) ( min
N
k
k k k N N w
N k x U u
w u x g x g E
k k k
    [5.8] 
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where ? is the function of state, random and control parameters. Stochastic programming 
approaches may be applied to solve DP. It is computationally expensive as the number of state 
and control  variables  grow. Dynamic programming is  applicable in  many  areas.  Table  ‎ 5.4 
shows some applications of dynamic programming in different areas.    
 
Table ‎ 5.4 - Some applications of dynamic programming in different areas 
Area  Authors 
Economics and finance  (Tsitsiklis and Van Roy, 1999), (Van Roy and 
Tsitsiklis,  2001),  (Zimmerman  and  Carter, 
2003) 
Biological and agriculture sciences  (Kirby et al., 2000),  
Production planning  (Cheng et al., 2003), (Bertsekas and Castanon, 
1999), (Mo et al., 2001), (Shen and Leachman, 
2003) 
Airline management  (Chen et al., 2003) 
Environmental management   (Danielsson, 2002) 
Workforce management   (Anderson, 2001) 
Chemical processing  (Dadebo and Mcauley, 1995), (Cervantes and 
Biegler, 2000) 
 
5.3.4  Fuzzy Programming (FP) 
Fuzzy Programming is the optimisation of a precise objective function subject to constraints 
with fuzzy coefficients (Liu et al., 2003). The method of uncertainty modelling is different 
between stochastic programming and FP approach. In stochastic programming, uncertainty is 
modelled through a multi-stage formulation but FP considers fuzzy sets for uncertain variables 
in a linear or non-linear programming. A fuzzy decision is a fuzzy set obtained from the fuzzy 
objectives and constraints as follows: 
 
)] ( ); ( [ ) ( ) ( ) ( x x Min x x x c z c z s                 [5.9] 
 
where  ) (x z   and  ) (x c   represent the membership functions for all fuzzy objectives and 
constraints, respectively.  
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)]] ( ); ( [ [ ) ( *) ( x x Min Max x Max x c z z s x s      

       [5.10] 
 
Eq. [5.10] presents an optimum element means selecting that element ( * x ) which has the 
highest degree of membership value to the fuzzy decision set.  
 
Zimmerman (1977) presented Fuzzy Programming (FP) as follows: 
 
0
. . 0



x
b Bx t s
Cx Z Min
x
                [5.11] 
 
where  Z  denotes the set of (𝑘) fuzzy objectives;  0 b Bx   represents the set of constraints 
and  x  is the set of the decision variables. 
 
Minimising the single worst deviation of  Z from 
* Z is the final goal. It can be solved by 
simply maximising the minimum membership function as stated in Eq. [5.10]. Specifically, the 
FP problem may be presented by the conventional linear programming in Eq. [5.11] (Yang and 
Ignizio,  1991).  A  single  new  variable  ()  is  added  to  defuzzify  FP  and  to  minimise  the 
deviation among the fuzzy objectives.  
 
0
,
,..., 1 0 ) ( . .
0


  
x
b Bx
k k for z f t s
Max
k k
x


                      [5.12] 
 
Zimmerman (1977) considered fuzzy sets only in the objective function and crisp sets in 
constraint. Negoita et al. (1976) presented an approach to defuzzify a FP problem with fuzzy 
constraints. The fuzzy linear problem is based on the following formulation (Kickert, 1978): 
 
n j x
K x k x k x k
cx Max
j
n n
x
,..., 1 0
... 2 2 1 1
 
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where  c  is a vector of coefficients, while  1 k to  n k  and  K  are fuzzy sets. This problem is 
reduced to a LP problem with set coefficient by using the concept of alpha cuts. An alpha level 
set of a fuzzy number is as follows: 
 
} ) ( { ) (       x X x A R A           [5.14] 
 
where  A is a fuzzy set with membership function ( ) (x A  ). 
 
Level sets have the following properties (Kickert, 1978): 
 
) ( ) ( '
' A R A R then if                 [5.15] 
 
) ( ) ( B R A R if B A        ] 1 , 0 [         [5.16] 
 
where  and 
'   are different alpha cuts for a fuzzy set.  
Moreover, a fuzzy set can be composed of alpha cut sets: 
 
) (
] 1 , 0 [ A R A   
               [5.17] 
 
It is evident that (Kickert, 1978): 
 
      ) ( 1 x if A R            [5.18] 
                       = 0              ) (x if A    
Or: 
       ) (x if A R            [5.19] 
                           = 0                ) (x if A  
Thus: 
) ( ] [ max )) ( ( max ) (
) ( ] 1 , 0 [ ] 1 , 0 [ x A R A R A x a
   
         
          [5.20] 
 
Based on the last property, it is possible to reformulate the  Fuzzy Linear Programming 
(FLP) problem ([5.13]) as following:  Optimisation Methods under Uncertainty     Chapter 5 
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n j x
K R k R x k R x k R x k R x
cx Max
j
n n j j
,..., 1 0
) ( ) ( ... ) ( ... ) ( ) ( 2 2 1 1
 
             [5.21] 
 
If  K k k k n, ..., , , 2 1  have  p membership function values: 
 
1 ... 0
} ,..., , {
2 1
2 1
    

p
p k
with   
   
            [5.22] 
 
Then the Fuzzy Linear Programming (FLP) problem is decomposed to finite sets of Linear 
Programming (LP) problems (Eq. [5.21]) as follows:  
 
p i n j x
k R k R x k R x k R x k R x
cx Max
j
i n i n j i j i i
, ,... 1 , ,... 1 0
) ( ) ( ... ) ( ... ) ( ) ( 2 2 1 1
  
             [5.23] 
 
By  using  this  optimisation  approach,  decision-makers  do  not  need  to  state  the  exact 
amount  of  coefficients.  Moreover,  this  approach  can  be  converted  into  a  conventional 
mathematical  programming  that  could  be  solved  using  conventional  linear  programming 
techniques. Table ‎ 5.5 shows some applications of fuzzy programming in different areas.    
 
Table ‎ 5.5 - Some applications of fuzzy programming in different areas 
Area  Authors 
Production planning  (Miller et al., 1997), (Inuiguchi et al., 1994) 
Transportation problem  (Bit et al., 1993a), (Bit et al., 1993b), 
(Chalam, 1994), (Chanas and Kuchta, 1998) 
Water management  (Li and Lai, 2000), (Sakawa et al., 2002) 
Forest management   (Pickenss and Hof, 1991),  
Capacity expansion  (Liu and Sahinidis, 1996), (Liu and Sahinidis, 
1997) 
Finance   (Lai and Hwang, 1993a), (Lai and Hwang, 
1993b) 
Environment management  (Chang et al., 1997), (Huang et al., 2002) Optimisation Methods under Uncertainty     Chapter 5 
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5.4  Discussion  
The  aim  of  this  section  is  to  explain  why  two  methods  (fuzzy  programming  and  robust 
optimisation)  are  selected  in  this  research  to  find  the  best  strategic  option  for  generated 
scenarios. This selection is based on two following criteria:  
 
1-  Working with qualitative data 
The generated scenario by ANIFIS may include some fuzzy data therefore, two fuzzy 
programming methods (Zimmerman (1977) and Negoita (1976)) are applied to defuzzify 
fuzzy coefficients in the model. Zimmerman‟s approach defuzzifies the objective function 
and adds a constraint to the existing model. Negoita‟s approach works on defuzzifying the 
fuzzy constraints by applying different alpha-cuts.  
 
2-  Dealing with uncertain data among generated scenarios 
Stochastic programming considers random parameters which have specified probability 
distributions. Moreover, it tries to find a solution which is feasible for all (or almost all) of 
scenarios. Therefore, it is computationally expensive for large-scale problems. Another 
classical  approach,  Dynamic  Programming  (DP),  considers  random  variables  with 
uncertain probability distributions but it is also not recommended for large-scale problems 
as the solution time will grow exponentially. Robust optimisation‟s goal is to finds out the 
robust feasible solution, not necessarily the optimum solution, which is less sensitive to 
environmental changes and may be not an optimum solution. It reduces the computational 
time compared with stochastic and dynamic programming (Mulvey, 1995). In addition, it 
is possible to deal with uncertain variables without probability distributions by defining 
new control variables and boundaries for these variables. 
    
Mulvey‟s approach (see Section 5.3.2) was considered from amongst the other robust 
optimisation approaches to deal with uncertain data. This approach has the ability to work 
with uncertain variables without any probability distributions. Moreover, this approach is 
the non-linear approach which has applications in real large-scale problems. The solution 
may be not an optimum solution but it is robust and less sensitive to different scenarios.  
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5.5  Conclusion 
Four optimisation methods with their applications in dealing with uncertainties were discussed. 
Fuzzy programming and robust optimisation are applied to 1) work with qualitative data and 2) 
deal with uncertain data among generated scenarios in scenario planning problems. Therefore, 
there is a need for a hybrid optimisation method combining fuzzy programming and robust 
optimisation that will be explained in following chapters. Chapters 6 and 7 will explain the 
process  of  applying  ANFIS  and  optimisation  methods  in  the  intelligent  robust  scenario 
planning framework. 
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6  Chapter 6: Development of an Intelligent Scenario Generator 
Using ANFIS   
 
Key points: 
-  Introducing the  intelligent scenario generator 
-  Evaluating the  intelligent scenario generator through two case studies 
 
6.1  Introduction 
Chapter  3  introduced  the  main  phases  of  the  proposed  scenario  planning  methodology 
including 1) a scenario generator and 2) an intelligent robust optimisation model. This chapter 
outlines  the  details  of  the  scenario  generation  phase.  To  develop  the  intelligent  scenario 
generator, an Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) will be applied to work with 
qualitative data and also learn from expert data (see Section 4.7).   
 
The  chapter  starts  with  an  explanation  of  the  scenario  generator.  Then,  the  scenario 
generator will be tested against two case studies. Finally, the chapter evaluates the advantages 
of applying the proposed scenario generator for these case studies.  
 
6.2  ANFIS Methodology for Scenario Generation 
This  section  presents  a  design of an intelligent methodology  for  generating scenarios. The 
methodology includes four steps:  
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Step 1: Defining the scope and internal and external variables 
The  first  step  defines  the  problem  and  the  boundaries  of  the  system  under  examination. 
Identifying variables, the relationships between variables and defining key variables are the 
other  main  objectives  of  this  step.  Godet‟s  method  (2001)  is  used  for  defining  the  key 
variables. 
 
Step2: Determining rules from experts 
In this step, the knowledge of an expert is gathered and summarised in the form of if-then rules. 
 
Step 3: Preparing ANFIS system 
A hybrid system is proposed to generate scenarios by using Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference 
System (ANFIS). ANFIS has a 6-layer forward pass ANN as shown in Figure ‎ 6.1. Layer 1 is 
the input layer including the main variables defined in Step 1. Layer 2 considers fuzzy numbers 
for each main variable which will be tuned by the ANFIS learning algorithm. Layer 3 is related 
to  rules  acquired by  expert data.  Layers 4 and 5  normalise  and defuzzify the  expert data, 
respectively. Finally, layer 6 summarises the output of ANFIS for specific inputs. The details 
of ANFIS with equations and also the learning algorithm were discussed in Section 4.5.        
 
 
Figure ‎ 6.1- Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) layers for generating scenarios 
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Step 4: Sensitivity analysis 
Sensitivity analysis pertains to the effects of the variation of inputs on outputs and the effects of 
changes in the amount of training data and occurrence probabilities of rules is measured. As 
input variables are uncertain, sensitivity analysis helps to determine which variables have more 
effects on the output.  
 
Figure  ‎ 6.2  shows  the  flowchart  of  the  scenario  generation  framework  using  ANFIS 
methodology. In this flowchart, Step 3 is divided into three sub-steps: loading training data, 
setting initial membership functions and learning from the training algorithm. The following 
section explains the details of two case studies demonstrating the applicability of the proposed 
methodology for the proposed hybrid intelligent scenario generator.  
 
Figure ‎ 6.2 - The flowchart of the scenario generation framework using ANFIS methodology 
 
6.3  Case Study  
In this section, two different case studies are used to test the applicability of  the proposed 
methodology. Case study I uses a hybrid intelligent scenario generator to determine a strategic 
option based on two uncertain variables. Case study II shows the practical use of the proposed 
framework in developing a marketing strategy.    
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6.3.1  Case study I 
A  virtual  case  study  is  used  to  show  the  details  of  the  proposed  scenario  generation 
methodology. It is assumed that a company needs to select a strategic option in responding to 
two uncertain variables: market share (X1) and relationship with suppliers (X2). Table ‎ 6.1 
shows the basic rules and the assumed ANFIS weight of each rule given by experts to show the 
significance of a rule compared to other rules. For example, it is considered that if X1 is „good‟ 
and X2 is „bad‟ then experts recommend „D1‟ strategy with 0.7 ANFIS weight.      
 
Table ‎ 6.1 - Fuzzy rules of ANFIS 
Market share 
(X1) 
Relationship with 
suppliers 
(X2) 
Strategic options 
(D) 
ANFIS weight 
 
Good  Bad  D1  0.7 
Average  D2  0.6 
Good  D3  0.9 
Average  Bad  D4  0.65 
Average  D5  0.3 
Good  D6  0.8 
Bad  Bad  D7  0.8 
Average  D8  0.6 
Good  D9  0.8 
 
In this case study, the ANFIS weight for a specific strategy is considered as an objective 
function, designated asY . If Y is not a function of input variables then the zero-order Sugeno 
fuzzy inference system should be used (Negnevitsky, 2002). This results in no forward pass for 
ANFIS training algorithm because  A A
T  is singular and it is not possible to account for the 
pseudo inverse of A.  Table  ‎ 6.2  presents  the  training  and  checking  data  based  on  expert 
knowledge. It contains the information about the strategic option and assumed ANFIS weight 
for a specific X1 and X2. 
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Table ‎ 6.2 - Training and checking data 
Training Data 
Row  Market share 
(X1) 
Relationship 
with suppliers 
(X2) 
Strategic 
option 
ANFIS 
weight 
T1  -1  20  D9  0.2 
T2  0.6  28  D1  0.25 
T3  0.4  22  D8  0.4 
T4  0.5  27  D4  0.55 
Checking Data 
C1  -0.9  20  D9  0.3 
C2  0.6  27  D4  0.35 
C3  0.4  23  D8  0.5 
C4  0.4  27  D5  0.65 
 
There  are  9  fuzzy  rules  and  the  number  of  epochs
32  is 300. The learning rate
33  and 
acceptance error are set to 0.02 and 0.005
34, respectively. At the end of 300 training periods, 
the network error convergence curve can be derived as shown in  Figure ‎ 6.3.  Figure ‎ 6.4 and 
Figure ‎ 6.5 illustrate the initial and final membership function of input data (X1 and X2).     
 
 
 
Figure ‎ 6.3 - The curve of network error convergence 
                                                           
32 An epoch is a single pass through the entire training set during iterative training in an ANN (Merriam-Webster, 
2009).  
33 An algorithmic parameter used by learning algorithm by controlling the magnitude of weight updates in an 
ANN (Merriam-Webster, 2009). 
34 Acceptance error and learning rate are the constant positive variables which are less than unity.  
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Figure ‎ 6.4 - Membership function of the supplier relationship 
 
Figure ‎ 6.5 - Membership function of the market share 
 
After learning from the training algorithm, the system has the ability to identify a strategic 
option for specific input data according to the final membership function. For example, if the 
estimated  X1  and  X2  are  23.5%  (for  market  share)  and  -0.1  (for  supplier  relationship), 
respectively, D4 strategic option is recommended.  
 
The result of sensitivity analysis shows that training data plays a critical role in this case 
study. For instance, if the ANFIS weight for the first training data (T1) is increased by 6%, D1 
strategic option will be suggested instead of D4 strategic option. Table ‎ 6.3 shows the changes 
in the recommended strategic options and ANFIS weight when uncertainties are introduced 
into the training data. As can be seen in Table ‎ 6.3, this particular input data are sensitive to the 
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first training data (T1) and the changes in the ANFIS weight of training data leads to changes 
in the strategic options. It also affects the final membership function for other training data (T2 
to T4). Another sensitivity analysis test can be performed by introducing uncertainty into X1 or 
X2 of each training data. If the X1 in T1 is shifted from 20 to 20.5, the new strategic option 
will be selected to be D1 instead of D4. Furthermore, it modifies the final membership function 
of X2 especially the „Bad‟ curve because it is more sensitive to training data compared to other 
membership functions data. Figure ‎ 6.6 shows the supplier relationship membership functions. 
The extent of modification is based on the correction vector ( i a  , i b   and i c  ), as described 
in Section 6.2. 
 
Table ‎ 6.3 - The result of sensitivity analysis on ANFIS weight of training data 
Training 
data 
ANFIS weight  Strategic 
option 
New ANFIS 
weight 
New strategic 
option 
T1  0.2  D4  0.26  D1 
T1  0.2  D4  0.14  D4 
T2  0.25  D4  0.3  D4 
T2  0.25  D4  0.2  D4 
T3  0.4  D4  0.45  D4 
T3  0.4  D4  0.35  D4 
T4  0.55  D4  0.5  D4 
T4  0.55  D4  0.6  D4 
 
Figure ‎ 6.6 - Membership function of the supplier relationship 
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6.3.2  Case Study II 
This case study is based on Li‟s work in the development of a hybrid intelligent system to 
define  an  appropriate  market  strategy.  This  kind  of  strategy  is  the  means  by  which  the 
marketing objectives will be achieved (Li, 2000b; McDonald, 1996). There are some intelligent 
systems to help decision-makers develop a marketing strategy (e.g., (Arinze, 1990; Belardo et 
al., 1994; Li et al., 1997; Little, 1979; Moormann and Lochte-Holtgreven, 1993; Wilson and 
McDonald, 1994.)). Li‟s hybrid intelligent system has been developed to attain the following 
objectives (Li, 2000b): to help strategic analysis; to couple strategic analysis with managers‟ 
judgements;  to  integrate  the  strengths  of  diverse  support  techniques  and  technologies;  to 
combine the benefits of different strategic analysis models; and to help strategic thinking. In 
this case study, another module will be added into Li‟s framework to enable the tuning of the 
membership function related to the uncertain inputs. Figure ‎ 6.7 (a) and (b) show the steps of 
Li‟s and the proposed framework, respectively.      
 
Figure ‎ 6.7 - Li‟s framework (a) and proposed framework (b) for developing marketing strategy 
 
Module 1: The neural network forecasting module 
This module facilitates managers with a better estimation about the market growth and share by 
using the back propagation learning algorithm based on the previous trends. The results of this 
module will be saved to use as an input data for the next module.  The topology of the Artificial 
                            (a)  (b) 
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Neural Network (ANN) model with a lead time (for example, it can be one year) is as follows 
(Li, 2000b): 
Input neurons:  ) 3 ( ), 2 ( ), 1 ( , 1     t I t I t I t  
Hidden neurons: four hidden neurons 
Output neuron:  ) (t O  
where t= year of predicted growth rate or share,  ) (t I = growth rate or share at 
yeart,  ) (t O = predicted growth rate or share at yeart. 
 
Module 2: The group assessment support module 
This module is one of the salient features for developing a marketing strategy by ranking the 
manager‟s viewpoints on the market attractiveness and business strengths.  For instance, the 
principle for the group assessment support to compute market attractiveness is stated as follows 
(Li, 2000b): 
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n and k  are the number of strategic factors and managers in the assessment group and  ij S  
is the score of manageri for factor j  with the scale of 1 to 10,  ij w is the manageri‟s weighting 
for factor j .  j S

and  ij W

 are the average score for factor  j  which are computed by Eq. [6.1] 
and [6.2]. The market attractiveness score A is obtained using Eq. [6.3] where the score  A 
ranges from 1 to 10. 
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               [6.3] 
 
Module 3: Fuzzification component module 
Marketing  strategy  factors  and  some  strategic  analysis  models  can  be  fuzzified  through 
converting them into membership functions (Li, 2000b). The Directional Policy Matrix (DPM) 
is used in this module with adding the fuzzified market attractiveness and business strengths as 
shown in Figure ‎ 6.8. In the fuzzified DPM matrix, strategic options gradually change with 
certain  confidence  due  to  a  change  in  either  criterion  of  market  attractiveness  or  business 
strengths  (Li,  2000b).  Based  on  this  architecture,  Li  has  also  developed  a  software  called 
Marstra (Li, 2000a) as well as a web-enabled approach (Li, 2005). This software gets the data 
from users and estimate the market attractiveness and business strength based on the formulas 
that  were  explained  in  Module  2.  Then,  the  software  suggests  the  best  strategic  option  to 
decision-makers based on the degree of market attractiveness and business strengths.  
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Figure ‎ 6.8 - DPM with membership functions 
 
Li„s framework uses fuzzy numbers for the market attractiveness and business strengths 
without any  adjustment of initial  membership  function. This  research  develops  a rule-base 
ANN within a fuzzy inference system which tunes the membership function of the marketing 
strategy based on training data. Training data may be based on the specific data taken from 
experts and is generally focused on the border lines where it is difficult to select which strategic 
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option  should  be  selected.  Figure  ‎ 6.9  (a)  and  (b)  present  two  different  fuzzy  numbers  for 
business strengths to clarify the importance of tuning membership functions and their effects 
on  the  selected  strategic  option.  Based  on  the  membership  function  in  Figure  ‎ 6.9  (a),  the 
strategic option is „protect and refocus‟ but if the membership function is changed to Figure ‎ 6.9 
(b) then the strategic option is changed to „manage for earnings‟. Because of the necessity of 
tuning of the membership function, another module is added to modify the initial membership 
function according to experts‟ viewpoints about a specific organisation.  
 
 
Figure ‎ 6.9 - The comparison of two different DPM membership functions 
 
Module 4: Hybrid intelligent scenario generator 
Based  on  the  fuzzy  states  of  business  strengths  (low,  medium  and  high)  and  market 
attractiveness (low, medium and high), 9 fuzzy rules were considered. Each of these fuzzy 
states has a specific strategic option and an ANFIS weight given from experts. Table ‎ 6.4 shows 
the fuzzy rules with the assumed ANFIS weights
35 for DPM. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                           
35 It is assumed that experts gave these weights to fuzzy rules. 
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Table ‎ 6.4 - Fuzzy rules of ANFIS 
Business 
strength 
(X1) 
Relationship 
with suppliers 
(X2) 
Strategic options 
(D) 
ANFIS 
weight 
Strong  Low  Protect and refocus  0.7 
Medium  Selectivity build  0.6 
High  Protect position  0.9 
Medium  Low  Manage for earning  0.9 
Medium  Selectivity/manage for earning  0.8 
High  Invest to build  0.75 
Weak  Low  Divest  0.8 
Medium  Limited expansion  0.6 
High  Build selectivity  0.8 
 
Moreover,  Table  ‎ 6.5  presents  the  training  and  checking  data  taken  from  experts.  This 
training data is used in the ANFIS learning algorithm to tune new membership functions for the 
market attractiveness and business strengths. Figure ‎ 6.10 and Figure ‎ 6.11 present the initial and 
final membership functions for the market attractiveness and business strengths, respectively.     
 
Table ‎ 6.5 - Training and checking data 
Training data 
 
Row  Business 
strength  
(X1) 
Market 
attractiveness 
(X2) 
Strategic option  ANFIS weight 
T1  2  3  Divest  0.8 
T2  5  7  Invest to build  0.6 
T3  7.5  4.5  Selectivity build  0.4 
T4  2  5  Limited expansion or harvest  0.7 
Checking data 
C1  6  4  Selectivity/ manage for earnings  0.65 
C2  6  5  Selectivity / manage for earnings  0.7 
C3  7  9  Protect position  0.6 
C4  4  6  Manage for earnings  0.25 
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Figure ‎ 6.10 - Initial and final membership functions of the business strength 
 
 
Figure ‎ 6.11 - Initial and final membership functions of the market attractiveness 
 
In the sensitivity  analysis step, initial and final strategic options with different ANFIS 
weights are calculated for different input variables (see Table ‎ 6.6). For example, if the business 
strengths  and  market  attractiveness  are  considered  to  be  6  and  3.5,  respectively,  then  the 
strategic option is changed from „manage for building‟ with 25.43 ANFIS weight to „selectivity 
build‟ with 5.65 ANFIS weight. This sensitivity analysis shows the importance of tuning for 
membership functions to choose the appropriate strategic option which will be discussed in the 
following section.  
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Table ‎ 6.6 - Sensitivity analysis based on the initial and final membership function 
Business 
strength 
Market 
attractiveness 
Initial strategy 
option 
Initial ANFIS 
weight (%) 
Final strategy 
option 
Final ANFIS 
weight (%) 
6  3.5  Manage for earnings  25.43  Selectivity Build  5.65 
4  6.5  Invest to build  21.19  Selectivity/ manage 
for earnings 
6.01 
3.5  5  Selectivity / manage 
for earnings 
22.84  Selectivity / manage 
for earnings 
28.12 
6  7  Invest to build  25.59  Protect position  14.32 
4  3  Divest  17.34  Manage for earnings  24.67 
7  6  Protect your position  30.14  Protect your position  13.67 
6  5  Selectivity build  18.78  Selectivity/ manage 
for earning 
28.69 
 
6.4  Discussion 
In  case  study  I,  the  membership  functions  associated  with  market  share  and  supplier 
relationship indicate the experts‟ views about the future event. The hybrid scenario generator 
tuned  the  membership  function  of  the  two  uncertain  inputs.  For  the  supplier  relationship 
membership function, the „bad‟ curve is much wider and the „good‟ curve approaches to a crisp 
shape in the final membership function. For market share membership function, all three curves 
(bad, average and good) are close to crisp shape in the final membership function. In sensitivity 
analysis, some of the training data were arbitrarily varied to show the importance of sensitivity 
analysis and the effects of uncertainties after selecting a strategic option. It can be inferred that 
the strategic option is changed if the ANFIS weight of one rule changes by only 6% or the 
market share modified by 0.5%. This explicitly shows that the organisation should not rely on 
only one strategic option. There is a need for organisations to have some alternatives for a 
chosen strategic option because of the high level of uncertainty in the future.  
 
In case study II, the hybrid intelligent scenario generator changed the initial membership 
function based on the training data. As the membership function is tuned based on the expert‟s 
viewpoints, DPM is found to be more useful in developing a marketing strategy. The result of 
sensitivity analysis indicates that the strategic options are sensitive especially when the market 
attractiveness and business strengths are very close to the border lines. For example, if the 
market attractiveness and business strengths are considered to be 6 and 7, respectively, the 
initial strategic option will be changed from „invest to build‟ to „protect position‟ with the 
ANFIS weight changing from 25.59% to 14.32% if membership functions were tuned by the Development of an Intelligent Scenario Generator Using ANFIS        Chapter 6 
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hybrid intelligent scenario generator. It is possible that there is a change only in the ANFIS 
weight for example, initial and final strategic options are „selectivity/ manage for earnings‟ if 
the market attractiveness and business strengths are 3.5 and 5, respectively.  The result of this 
sensitivity analysis shows that the strategic option and its ANFIS weight may be changed by 
the final membership functions. Therefore, it is recommended that organisations also consider 
other strategic options which are close to the selected strategic option in DPM. 
 
6.5  Conclusion 
The hybrid architecture is the central point of the proposed methodology which permits to work 
simultaneously with fuzzy rules and an ANN learning algorithm. ANN brings out the ability to 
learn  from  experts  and  fuzzy  logic  gives  a  consensus  to  express  the  ambiguity  in  human 
thinking and is able to mimic the human reasoning process. The developed methodology thus is 
able  to  learn  and  correct  experts  and  also  translate  the  linguistic  experts‟  rules.  ANFIS 
combines the classical back propagation method with the minimum least square method to 
modify the fuzzy numbers for uncertain variables. The two case studies are also presented to 
demonstrate the applicability of the hybrid intelligence scenario generator. The results show 
that  the  inputs  greatly  affect  the  selected  strategic  option  and  highlight  the  need  for  an 
optimisation method to find the best strategic option for generated scenarios. Next chapter will 
explain how an optimisation method, called intelligent robust optimisation method, works with 
the scenario generator. 
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7  Chapter 7: A Methodology for Robust Intelligent Scenario 
Planning  
 
Key points: 
-  Introducing the intelligent robust scenario planning  framework  
-  Evaluating the framework through the power capacity planning case 
study 
 
 
7.1  Introduction 
This  chapter  presents  the  development  and  application  of  an  intelligent  robust  scenario 
planning methodology applied to find the robust strategic option for generated scenarios by 
ANFIS in Chapter 6. This approach is validated through a case study related to power capacity 
expansion.  
 
The chapter begins with an introduction to the existing optimisation methods for power 
capacity  expansion.  Then,  the  intelligent  robust  scenario  planning  methodology  will  be 
described.  A  case  study  is  introduced  in  Section  7.4  with  a  discussion  and  conclusion  in 
Section 7.5 and Section 7.6, respectively.  
 
7.2  Existing Optimisation Methods in Power System Capacity Expansion 
Planning for capacity expansion forms a crucial part of the strategic level decision making 
(Ahmed  et  al.,  2003).  This  kind  of  planning  has  applications  in  many  industries  such  as 
manufacturing industry (Eppen et al., 1989; Manne, 1967; Sahinidis and Grossmann, 1992), 
power industry (Bermon and Hood, 1999; Murphy et al., 1987; Murphy and Weiss, 1990; A Methodology for Robust Intelligent Scenario Planning                                             Chapter 7 
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Rajagopalan et al., 1998), communication network (Chang and Gavish, 1993; Laguna, 1998) 
and  service sector (Berman and Ganz, 1994; Berman et al., 1994). Power capacity planning is 
complicated  by  uncertainties  such  as  expansion  costs  or  future  electricity  demand.  This 
research identifies the advantages of using the intelligent robust scenario planning framework 
compared to other approaches in this area. 
 
7.2.1  Traditional Formulation 
This  formulation  is  based  on  the  general  optimisation  framework  which  was  presented  in 
Section 5.2. The objective of traditional formulation is to meet load demand and minimise the 
capital and operational costs. Traditional formulation is as follows (Ahmed et al., 2003): 

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t it t it
I i
y x y x Min
1
, ) (               [7.1.a] 
Subject to 
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t it ,..., 1
1
  
 
        [7.1.c] 
  I i T t yit    ; ,..., 1 1 , 0       [7.1.d] 
Where: 
 = The operational cost  
 = The fixed investment cost  
d = The demand parameters 
M = The upper bound on the capacity additions 
Variables: 
x = The capacity expansion of each resource 
y = The boolean variable for the corresponding capacity expansion decision 
Indexes: 
i=Resource type 
t=Time period 
 
Eq.  [7.1.b]  denotes  the lower and  upper bounds for  capacity  expansion  and  Eq.  [7.1.c] 
represents  the  total  capacity  which  will  satisfy  the  future  demand.  In  this  approach,  it is 
assumed that the problem parameters are certain and constant. The solution is only optimum 
under the assumption that future conditions will occur as predicted (Gorenstin et al., 1993). A Methodology for Robust Intelligent Scenario Planning                                             Chapter 7 
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Therefore, there is a need for other approaches to find the optimum solution based on uncertain 
future variables.  
 
7.2.2  Stochastic Optimisation 
The concept of stochastic programming was described in Section 5.3.1. The application of 
stochastic  programming  in  power  capacity  expansion  will  be  described  in  this  section.  
Stochastic optimisation method considers different scenarios with an occurrence probability for 
each of them, while the traditional method does not consider any scenarios. The goal of this 
approach  is  to  define  a  unique  expansion  plan  which  is  optimum  on  the  average  for  all 
scenarios (Gorenstin et al., 1993). The stochastic optimisation formula is as follows (Ahmed et 
al., 2003):  
 
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


) 0 (
, ) (
n I i
in in in in n y x y x p Min                       [7.2.a] 
Subject to: 
I i n n y M x in in in      ); ( 0                  [7.2.b] 
) (
1
n n d x
m I i
n im    
 
                 [7.2.c] 
  I i n n yin     ); ( 1 , 0                        [7.2.d] 
Where: 
 = The discounted variable 
 = The fixed investment cost component 
d = The demand parameters   
M = The upper bound on the capacity additions   
n p = The occurrence probability of scenario n  
Variables: 
x = The capacity expansion of each resource    
y = The boolean variable for the corresponding capacity expansion decision  
Indexes: 
i= Resource type   
t= Time period 
n = Scenario 
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Stochastic  programming  finds  the  minimum  capacity  expansion  investment  satisfying  all 
realised scenarios. This approach is computationally intensive in some cases as it is looking for 
a solution which is feasible for all scenarios. Moreover, it is not possible to find a feasible 
solution which suits all scenarios in some cases. To overcome these shortcomings, another 
approach called Robust Optimisation (RO) was introduced by Mulvey et  al. (1995).  
   
7.2.3  Robust Optimisation 
Robust optimisation was explained in Section 5.3.1. The main advantages of the robust 
optimisation formulation compared with stochastic programming formulation are as follows 
(Mulvey et al., 1995): 
1.  Introducing a variance minimisation term produces cost structures that are less volatile 
over time. 
2.  Introducing a penalty term minimises the levels of shortage across different scenarios. 
 
Mulvey (1995) presented a nonlinear robust optimisation model specifically for power capacity 
expansion as follows: 
          ) ) ( ) ( ( ) (
2
2
2
1
2
, s is s s s s s s s y x
z z p p p p Min        [7.3.a] 
Subject to: 
  
s
i is i z y x 1  For all  S s I i   ,             [7.3.b] 
s s
s
i is s pl z y      2  For all  S s I i   ,           [7.3.c] 
i x ,  is y 0   
The function  s   is defined by 
   is is s s i i s s y toc p x c p      
Where 
s p = The occurrence probability of each scenario ( s ) 
i c  = The capital cost of electricity resource i  
s   = The duration of electricity consumption of each scenario (s ) 
is y = The allocation capacity from electricity resource i  for each scenario (s )  
s pl = The level of electricity demand for each scenario (s ) 
i x  = The total power capacity of resource i  A Methodology for Robust Intelligent Scenario Planning                                             Chapter 7 
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 = The goal programming parameter 
  = The infeasibilities weight parameter 
is z1 = surplus electricity of resource i in scenario (s ) 
s z2  = lack of electricity in scenario (s ) 
is toc = total operational cost of electricity resource i  for each scenario (s ) 
Index 
i = Resource (1, 2 ...) 
 s Scenario (1, 2 …) 
 
There  are  three  terms  in  the  objective  function  of  this  model.  The  total  capital  and 
operational  costs  for  all  possible  scenarios  are  the  first  term.  The  second  term  is  the  cost 
variance  which  is  weighted  byand  final  term  penalises  feasibility  deviations  which  are 
weighted  by .  Constraints  [7.3.b]  and  [7.3.c]  denote  the  surplus  and  lack  of  electricity 
produced by resource  i in scenarios , respectively. Section 5.4 discussed that why the new 
scenario  planning  framework  applies  two  optimisation  methods  under  uncertainty  (robust 
optimisation and fuzzy programming). The details of how the new methodology uses these 
optimisation methods will be presented in the following section.   
 
7.3  Methodology Overview  
In  this  section,  the  main  phases  of  integrated  intelligent  robust  scenario  planning  will  be 
described. Phase 1 is related to generating scenarios based on Intelligent Scenario Generator 
(ISG)  as  described  in  Chapter  6.  Then  an  intelligent  robust  optimisation  method  will  be 
employed in phase 2. This optimisation method uses the generated scenarios from the first 
phase.  As  the  generated  scenarios  contain  fuzzy  variables,  fuzzy  programming  methods  
(Negoita et al., 1976; Zimmerman, 1977) will be employed to solve the resulting fuzzy robust 
optimisation model. Figure ‎ 7.1 shows the main phases of integrated intelligent robust scenario 
planning. A Methodology for Robust Intelligent Scenario Planning                                             Chapter 7 
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Figure ‎ 7.1 - Flow diagram of intelligent robust scenario planning 
 
Scenario generation phase starts with defining the scope and internal and external variables. 
The rules are then determined by experts. Based on these rules, an Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy 
Inference  System  (ANFIS)  tunes  the  membership  function  of  each  uncertain  variable. 
Sensitivity analysis studies the effects of input variations on outputs. The result of this phase is 
a set of scenarios which contain the tuned membership function of each uncertain variable.  
 
The intelligent robust optimisation phase starts with defining different alpha-cuts
36 for each 
uncertain variable in generated scenarios. Next, the best alpha -cut is selected by minimising 
costs (or maximising profits)
37 of different alpha-cuts for each scenario. Then, the intelligent 
robust optimisation model is run based on different values of goal programming parameter (  ) 
and  infeasibility  weight  parameter  ( ).  Subsequently,  the  average,  standard  deviation  and 
excess capacity are measured for each and . Finally, robust solution will be selected by 
lower average with lower standard deviation and acceptable limit for excess capacity. Figure 
‎ 7.2  shows  the  different  steps  of  each  phase  in  the  intelligent  robust  scenario  planning 
framework. The details of each step of the framework will be discussed in the next section.     
                                                           
36 This concept was explained in Section 4.2. 
37 Costs and benefits are defined based on the case study under examination. For example, fixed and operational 
costs for generating electricity are considered in a power capacity expansion case study. 
Phase 2: Intelligent Robust Optimisation 
 
Robust Solution  
Phase 1: Intelligent Scenario 
Generator 
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Figure ‎ 7.2 - The flowchart of intelligent robust scenario planning framework 
 
7.4  Case study  
The proposed method is tested on a case study. The power capacity expansion plan is looking 
for a solution minimising fixed and operational costs and satisfying customer demands and 
resource  constraints.  Power  system  planning  determines  an  investment  plan  for  generating 
plants which ensures an economic and reliable supply to the predicted demand (Gorenstin et 
al.,  1993).  The  main  steps  of  this  methodology  for  the  power  system  capacity  expansion 
problem are as follows:    
Phase 2 – Intelligent Robust Optimisation 
 
 
Step 2: Determining rules from expert 
Step 3: Preparing ANFIS system 
Phase 1 – Scenario generator   
 
Step 1: Defining different alpha-cuts for each uncertain variable 
Generated scenarios 
Step 3: Running the intelligent robust optimisation model for 
each goal programming parameter ( ) and infeasibility weight 
parameter ( ) 
Step 4: Measuring the average, standard deviation and excess 
capacity for each   and  
Step 2: Finding the best alpha-cut among other alpha-cuts for 
each scenario 
Step 5: Defining the robust region based on the average, standard 
deviation and excess capacity  
Robust solution 
Step 4: Sensitivity analysis 
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Phase 1: Intelligent Scenario Generator (ISG) 
Step 1: Defining scope, internal and external variables 
Load  duration  ( j  )  and  level  of  demand  ( pl)  are  the  main  variables  defining  different 
scenarios. The power demand ( j d ) is obtained from the load duration curve shown in Figure 
‎ 7.3 by rearranging the instantaneous demands in decreasing order (Mulvey, 1996). 
 
j j j j pl pl d      ) ( 1     [7.4] 
 
Figure ‎ 7.3 - Power demand based on load duration curve (Mulvey et al., 1995) 
 
Step 2: Determining rules from experts  
In this step, the knowledge of experts should be gathered and summarised in the form of if-then 
rules. As this case study is virtual, 9 rules with assumed ANFIS weights
38 are considered for 
tuning the membership functions as shown in Table ‎ 7.1.  
 
Table ‎ 7.1 - Fuzzy rules with assumed ANFIS weight 
Demand level  Demand duration  Assumed ANFIS 
weight 
Low 
Low  0.7 
Average  0.6 
High  0.9 
Average 
Low  0.9 
Average  0.8 
High  0.75 
High 
Low  0.8 
Average  0.6 
                                                           
38 As this is a virtual case study, it is assumed that data is given from experts. 
1    2    3   
2 pl  
Level of 
demand ( pl) 
(MW) 
Load duration ( j  ) 
(Hrs) 
(Hrs) 
1 pl  
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High  0.8 
Step 3: Preparing ANFIS system 
The RO formulation of the power system planning model introduces a set of scenarios for 
uncertain electric power demand (Mulvey, 1996). As it is difficult to distinguish the borders 
between load duration and the level of demand, it is possible to express these variables as fuzzy 
numbers. Figure ‎ 7.4 demonstrates the fuzzy number for the level of demand and duration of 
demand which is tuned by ISG. The details of the tuning process by ANFIS can be found in 
Chapter 6.   
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Figure ‎ 7.4 - The initial and final membership functions of fuzzy level and duration of demand 
Phase 2: Intelligent Robust Optimisation 
Step 1: Defining different alpha-cuts for each uncertain variable 
As there are fuzzy variables in the optimisation problem, two fuzzy programming approaches 
discussed in chapter 5 will be applied. This step defines different alpha-cuts for each uncertain 
variable which will be used in Negoita‟s approach. The alpha-cut set of  A (fuzzy set with
) (x A  ) is defined as (Negoita et al., 1976): 
 
} ) ( { ) (       x X x A R A      [7.5] 
 
Table ‎ 7.2 shows 5 different alpha-cuts for each uncertain variable. Cases with 3 and 10 
different alpha-cuts have also been considered to investigate the effect of the number of alpha-
cuts on the final results. This will be discussed in Section 7.5.  
 
   
Table ‎ 7.2 - Different alpha-cuts for the level and duration of demand (L: Low, M: Medium and 
H: High) 
cut  
    
(L-M-H) 
pl  
(L) 
cut  
    
(L-M-H) 
pl  
(M) 
cut       
(L-M-H) 
pl  
(H) 
0.1  6-8.7  8-11.7  0.1  6-8.7  8-12  0.1  6-8.7  8-12 
0.25  6-8.3  8-10.7  0.25  6-8.3  8.3-11.7  0.25  6-8.3  9.3-12 
0.5  6-8  8-10  0.5  6-8  9-11  0.5  6-8  10-12 
0.75  6-7.8  8-9.6  0.75  6-7.8  9.4-10.6  0.75  6-7.8  10.4-12 
0.9  6-7.5  8-9.3  0.9  6-7.5  9.7-10.3  0.9  6-7.5  10.7-12 
0.1  6-10  8-11.7  0.1  6-10  8-12  0.1  6-10  8-12 
0.25  6.3-9.7  8-10.7  0.25  6.3-9.7  8.3-11.7  0.25  6.3-9.7  9.3-12 
0.5  7-9  8-10  0.5  7-9  9-11  0.5  7-9  10-12 
0.75  7.4-8.6  8-9.6  0.75  7.4-8.6  9.4-10.6  0.75  7.4-8.6  10.4-12 
0.9  7.7-8.3  8-9.3  0.9  7.7-8.3  9.7-10.3  0.9  7.7-8.3  10.7-12 
0.1  6.5-10  8-11.7  0.1  6.5-10  8-12  0.1  6.5-10  8-12 
0.25  7.3-10  8-10.7  0.25  7.3-10  8.3-11.7  0.25  7.3-10  9.3-12 
0.5  8-10  8-10  0.5  8-10  9-11  0.5  8-10  10-12 
0.75  8.4-10  8-9.6  0.75  8.4-10  9.4-10.6  0.75  8.4-10  10.4-12 
0.9  8.7-10  8-9.3  0.9  8.7-10  9.7-10.3  0.9  8.7-10  10.7-12 
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Step 2: Finding the best alpha-cut among other alpha-cuts for each scenario 
An optimisation model minimising the fixed and operational costs is employed to find the 
best alpha cut for each scenario. The cost variation and feasibility penalty functions considered 
in Mulvey‟s robust optimisation model are not considered in this step as they are related to 
differences among scenarios but alpha cut sets associate to only one scenario. This model has 
fuzzy coefficients in its objective function and constraints as follows: 
) (
,   is is s s i i s y x y toc p x c p Min
is i
         [7.6.a] 
Subject to: 
   0 is i y x  For all  S s I i   ,           [7.6.b] 
s s is s pl y     For all  S s I i   ,           [7.6.c] 
i x ,  is y 0   
Where 
s p = The occurrence probability of each scenario ( s ) 
i c  = The capital cost of electricity resource i  
s   (Fuzzy coefficient)= The duration of electricity consumption of each 
scenario (s ) 
is y = The allocation power capacity from resource i  for each scenario (s ) 
s pl (Fuzzy coefficient)= The level of demand for each scenario (s ) 
i x  = The total power capacity of resource i  
is toc = The total operational cost of resource i  for each scenario (s ) 
Index 
i = Resource (1, 2 ...) 
 s Scenario (1, 2 …) 
 
 
Two  methods  ((Zimmerman,  1977)  and  (Negoita  et  al.,  1976))  converting  Fuzzy 
Programming (FP) to Linear programming (LP) are applied to find the best alpha cut among 
other alpha-cuts for each scenario. Zimmerman‟s approach defuzzifies the objective function 
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fuzzy  constraints  by  applying  different  alpha  cuts.  The  modified  model  based  on  these 
approaches is as follows:     
 

 Min                 [7.7.a] 
Subject to: 
0     is is s s i i s y toc p x c p     For all  S s I i   ,     [7.7.b] 
   0 is i y x  For all  S s I i   ,         [7.7.c] 
s s is s pl y     For all  S s I i   ,         [7.7.d] 
i x ,  is y 0   
Where 
  = The degree of achievement of the fuzzy goals   
 
Constraint [7.7.b] denotes the fuzzy objective function which is considered by introducing a 
new variable  . Constraint [7.7.c] means the total capacity for each resource should be equal 
to the allocation capacity of that resource for each scenario. Constraint [7.7.d] denotes that the 
allocation  capacity  should  not  exceed  the  total  demand  for  each  scenario.  The  model  was 
implemented for each scenario by using fmincon function in Matlab optimisation toolbox
39. 
Fmincon  function  attempts  to  find  a  constrained  minimum  of  a  scalar  function  of  several 
variables  starting  at  an  initial  estimate  which  is  referred  to  as  constrained  nonlinear 
optimization or nonlinear programming  (Mathwork, 2008). Figure  ‎ 7.5 shows the value for 
different alpha-cuts related to each scenario. The alpha-cut having the minimum cost is selected 
for each scenario.  
                                                           
39 The programming code is available on the attached CD. A Methodology for Robust Intelligent Scenario Planning                                             Chapter 7 
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Figure ‎ 7.5 - The total cost of alpha-cuts for each scenario 
 
9 (3*3) scenarios were developed based on the categories of load and duration variables 
(Low, Medium and High). The best alpha-cuts were chosen for each scenario and the ISG 
weights were measured. The details for calculating the ISG weight were explained in Chapter 
6.  These weights show the importance of each scenario compared to other scenarios based on 
the  experts‟  viewpoints.  The  normalised  ANFIS  weight  set  can  be  used  as  an  occurrence 
probability  set  because  it  contains  all  possible  fuzzy  scenarios  in  the  sample  space.  This 
occurrence probability will be used in Step 3. Table ‎ 7.3 shows different scenarios and their ISG 
weights and probabilities.  
 
Table ‎ 7.3 - The details of different scenarios based on the level and duration of demand 
Scenario     pl  ISG weight  Probability 
1  Low (6-8)  Low (8-10)  25.83  0.14 
2  Medium (7-9)  Low (8-10)  17.93  0.097 
3  Large (8-10)  Low (8-10)  23.94  0.1297 
4  Low (6-8)  Medium (9-11)  28.13  0.1525 
5  Medium (7-9)  Medium (9-11)  17.33  0.094 
6  Large (8-10)  Medium (9-11)  25.98  0.141 
7  Low (6-8)  High (10-12)  16.74  0.091 
8  Medium (7-9)  High (10-12)  12.02  0.065 
9  Large (8-10)  High (10-12)  16.60  0.09 
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Step 3: Running the intelligent robust optimisation model for goal programming parameter (
) and infeasibility weight parameter ( ) 
The set of best alpha cuts for each scenario and their probabilities are imported into the 
intelligent robust optimisation model for solving a power capacity expansion problem. This 
model is also implemented by using fmincon function in Matlab optimisation tool box
40. The 
intelligent robust optimisation model is as follows: 
          ) ) ( ) ( ( ) (
2
2
2
1
2
, s is s s s s s s s y x
z z p p p p Min
is i
       [7.8.a] 
Subject to: 
  
s
i is i z y x 1  For all  S s I i   ,             [7.8.b] 
s s
s
i is s pl z y      2  For all  S s I i   ,           [7.8.c] 
i x ,  is y 0   
The function  s   is defined by 
   is is s s i i s s y toc p x c p      
Where 
 = The goal programming parameter 
  = The infeasibilities weighting parameter 
is z1 = The surplus electricity of resource i in scenario (s ) 
s z2  = The lack of electricity in scenario (s ) 
is toc = The total operational cost of resource i  for each scenario (s ) 
Index 
i = Resource (1, 2 ...) 
 s Scenario (1, 2 …) 
 
There  are  three  terms  in  the  objective  function  of  this  model.  The  total  capital  and 
operational costs for all possible scenarios form the first term. The second term is the cost 
variance which is weighted by. The final term penalises the feasibility deviation which is 
weighted  by .  Constraints  [7.8.b]  and  [7.8.c]  denote  the  surplus  and  lack  of  electricity 
produced  by  resource  i  in  scenarios ,  respectively.  Robustness  is  obtained  by  varying  the 
                                                           
40 The programming code is available on the attached CD. 
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penalty  parameters,    and   ,  and  observing  the  changes  in  expected  value  and  expected 
infeasibility (Malclom and Zenios, 1994).  
 
Step 4: Measuring the average, standard deviation and excess capacity for each  and  
A higher amount of   means more utilisation of all installed capacity and higher   produces a 
set of design capacities and allocations whose cost is intensive to whatever scenario evolves 
(Malclom  and  Zenios,  1994).  The  standard  deviation  shows  the  relationship between  cost 
variation and different values of   and . Figure ‎ 7.6 shows the different standard deviations 
for different   and  values. Figure ‎ 7.7 shows the expected cost based on different    and 
where there is an upward trend for a given   and increasing . Increasing    for a given    
reduces excess capacity to zero (in the limit) (Malcolm and Zenios, 1994). Figure ‎ 7.8 shows the 
excess capacity based on different lambda () and omega ( ).  
 
 
Figure ‎ 7.6 - The standard deviation of cost for different  and  
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Figure ‎ 7.7 - The expected cost for different  and  
 
 
Figure ‎ 7.8 - The excess capacity for different   and  
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7.5  Discussion 
The factors participating in defining the robust solution are cost, standard deviation and excess 
capacity. The robust region is identified according to the following criteria: 
 
1-  Satisfying the required excess capacity 
Decision-makers define the required excess capacity based on their knowledge of the required 
excess electricity. The assumed excess capacity for this case study is around (140-160MW). 
According to this, the robust region contains the points for different   (0.2, 0.4, 0.6) and . 
This region has been highlighted in Figure ‎ 7.8.     
 
2-  Lower cost and standard deviation 
Considering lower cost and standard deviation is another factor for defining a robust option. If 
the robust region is transferred to cost curves, it is possible to measure the expected cost of 
eachand  value. Decision-makers may consider the points of the robust region where there 
is a trade-off between lower standard deviation and cost and satisfying the required  excess 
capacity. A robust coefficient assisting decision-makers in this regard is defined as follows: 
 
Robust coefficient = Growth in cost / Reduction in excess capacity 
 
Table  ‎ 7.4  shows  the  comparison  of  intelligent  robust  optimisation  with  stochastic 
programming ( 0    and 0   ) for the power capacity expansion problem. While the cost in 
robust optimisation is higher than the cost in stochastic programming (by 4.1% for  40 . 0    
and 200   ), there is a 9.1% reduction in excess capacity.  
Table ‎ 7.4 - The comparison of intelligent robust optimisation with stochastic programming for 
the power capacity expansion problem ( 40 . 0    and 200   ) 
          Optimisation method           Expected cost    Variance of cost  Excess capacity 
Intelligent robust optimisation  4253172  385  153 
Stochastic programming  4085772  438  169 
 
Decision-makers should have a trade off between the increasing cost and decreasing excess 
capacity to find the exact point in the robust region. Table ‎ 7.5 shows the robust coefficients for 
different  and  in robust region. The lower coefficient means the minimum growth in cost 
and maximum reduction in excess capacity compared with stochastic programming. The lowest A Methodology for Robust Intelligent Scenario Planning                                             Chapter 7 
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robust coefficient is for  20 . 0    and 200    where there is only 0.423% increase in cost with 
5.49% reduction in excess capacity.  However, decision-makers may prefer a greater increase 
in cost with a greater reduction in excess capacity. Therefore, the final decision about the exact 
point in robust region depends on the additional budget that decision-makers will pay to reduce 
the excess capacity. 
Table ‎ 7.5 - Robust coefficient for differentand  in robust region 
     
Growth in cost 
(%) 
Reduction in 
capacity expansion 
(%) 
Robust coefficient 
0.2 
200  0.423  5.49  7.7 
400  1.02  5.19  19.7 
600  1.65  4.87  33.8 
800  2.3  4.54  50.6 
1000  2.97  4.19  70.8 
0.4 
200  4.1  9.1  45.1 
400  5.4  8.43  64.5 
600  6.8  8.03  84.9 
800  8.2  8.85  93.1 
1000  9.69  9.71  99.8 
0.6 
200  11.6  15.53  75.1 
400  13.82  16.18  85.9 
600  16.21  16.87  96.1 
800  18.61  17.61  105.7 
1000  21.1  18.39  114.7 
 
The average run time depends on the number of scenarios and alpha cuts. For this case 
study there is only a 0.3% difference between the cost among 3 alpha cuts and 5 alpha cuts for 
a given ( 20 . 0   , ), while the average run time increases by 60%. This means that if the 
number of scenarios is high in reality, it is better to choose the low number of alpha-cuts. It is 
recommended to select 5 alpha-cuts in this case study as there is no change in average cost and 
standard  deviation  if  the  number  of  alpha-cuts  is  increased  further.  Table  ‎ 7.6  shows  the 
comparison of average run time for a different number of alpha-cuts.   
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Table ‎ 7.6 - The comparison of average run-time for a different number of alpha-cuts 
Number of alpha-cuts for 
each uncertain variable 
Average run time 
(seconds) 
Average cost for (
20 . 0   , ) 
Standard 
deviations for (
20 . 0   , ) 
3  25  4162827  372.627 
5  40  4151367  398.0687 
10  75  4151367  398.0687 
 
7.6  Conclusion  
This chapter addressed the application of the intelligent robust scenario planning framework in 
a  power  capacity  expansion  problem  with  uncertainties  such  as  demand  and  resource 
constraints.  This  framework  employs  a  robust  optimisation  formulation  and  fuzzy 
programming to deal with these uncertain variables by identifying trade-offs between shortage 
and excess capacity for electricity demand scenarios. The framework defines a robust region 
based  on  which  decision-makers  can  decide  on  the  best  strategic  option.  This  option  may 
depend on different circumstances such as additional budget, or a required excess capacity 
enforced by  government. Finally, the advantages  of the proposed method  are  compared to 
classical stochastic optimisation method.  
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8  Chapter 8: Intelligent Robust Scenario Planning for Power 
Capacity Expansion in South-West Interconnected System 
(SWIS), Western Australia (WA) 
 
Key points: 
-  Evaluating the intelligent robust scenario planning framework through a 
case study regarding power capacity expansion in SWIS, WA  
 
 
8.1  Introduction 
The intelligent robust scenario planning for power capacity expansion has been described in 
Chapter 7. In this chapter, this framework will be applied to power capacity planning for SWIS 
in Western Australia.  The  chapter  explains  global  warming  issues  and  the  significant  of 
applying the intelligent robust scenario planning framework for power capacity expansion in 
SWIS. The steps of framework will then be explained in Section 8.3. Section 8.4 will discuss 
the results, followed by the conclusion.  
 
8.2  Background 
The world‟s average temperature continues to increase each year and global climate change is a 
growing  international  concern  because  of  the  effects  of  human-induced  Greenhouse  Gas 
(GHG)
  41 emissions. Global climate change not only alters weather, but also threatens fresh 
                                                           
41 Greenhouse gases are components of the atmosphere that contribute to the greenhouse effect. Greenhouse gases 
include  in  the  order  of  relative  abundance  water  vapour, carbon  dioxide,  methane,  nitrous  oxide,  and  ozone 
(Department of Resource Energy and Tourism, 2008).  Intelligent Robust Scenario Planning for SWIS, WA  Chapter 8 
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water availability, agriculture and reduces life expectancy. As Australia is one of the countries 
with the highest GHG emissions per capita in the world, the Australian government has enacted 
policies to reduce GHG emissions such as Mandatory Renewable Energy Target (MRET). The 
objectives of MRET are as follows (Diesendorf, 2005): 
 
1.  Encourage the additional generation of electricity from renewable sources 
2.  Reduce emissions of GHG; and  
3.  Ensure that renewable energy sources are ecologically sustainable. 
 
To attain the GHG emission objectives, there is a need to explore the main resources of 
GHG emissions. Power plants, especially coal-fired power stations, are found to be one of the 
main sources of GHG emissions. A national study shows that Australia‟s GHG emissions from 
stationary energy sources can be reduced by 50% up to 2040, compared to GHG emissions in 
2000 (Diesendorf, 2005). Efficient energy usage and cleaner energy supply are the general 
strategies identified to reduce GHG emissions. These two general paths which will be applied 
in developing an intelligent robust scenario planning framework for WA‟s future electricity 
expansion are explained as follows:  
 
8.2.1  Reducing the demand growth by efficient energy use
42 
Technical, economic and market potentials are the three factors when dealing with increase in 
energy efficiency (Department of Resources Energy and Tourism, 2008). Technical potential 
represents the minimum consumption of energy for a given output of required energy services, 
irrespective of cost (Saddler et al., 2004). If it is considered that the cost of energy efficiency 
technologies falls, they become very valuable in terms of reducing GHG emissions. Another 
potential  level  is  the  economic  potential  which  adopts  all  cost  effective  opportunities  to 
improve  energy  efficiency.  The  critical  point  in  this  level  is  the  balancing  between  return 
capital investment and avoided energy purchases. Finally, the last potential is market potential 
which links economic modelling approaches to projecting energy futures (Saddler et al., 2004). 
It is also related to choosing which energy efficiency technologies are economically suitable 
for each sector in the market.  
 
                                                           
42 For more information regarding energy efficiency programs, please refer to (Department of Resources, Energy 
and Tourism, 2008). Intelligent Robust Scenario Planning for SWIS, WA  Chapter 8 
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8.2.2  Cleaner energy supply 
Clean energy supply is discussed in two categories: base-load and peak-load supply (Garnaut, 
2008). Base-load supply provides electricity regardless of the total demand in a specific time. 
Burning coal and natural gas are the main sources of the base load supply. Wind farms can be 
another source with low reliability however they need partial backup with gas turbines. On the 
other hand, peak-load supply considers the highest required demand in the peak time. Gas 
turbines provide the quickest peak-load supply and they can be readily installed within a two-
year period.  
 
8.3  The Significant of Developing Intelligent Robust Scenario Planning for 
SWIS 
Intelligent  robust  scenario  planning  aims  to  identify  a  capacity  expansion  plan  for  WA‟s 
electricity  industry  that  reduces  the  GHG  emissions  and  also  meets  the  future  electricity 
demand.  Since  an  electricity  capacity  expansion  plan  deals  with  renewable  energy 
implementation restrictions and uncertain future variables such as population and economic 
growth, these variables should be analysed in detail. The intelligent robust scenario planning 
framework determines the robust investment option for the future of WA‟s electricity industry 
by considering the following criteria: 
 
1)  Meeting WA’s future electricity demand 
WA‟s future electricity demand is an uncertain and critical variable in determining the 
required  electricity  capacity  expansion.  This  variable  depends  on  other  economical 
variables such as population and industrial growth. The proposed research considers all 
possible scenarios and finds the best reliable investment option.   
 
2)  Increasing the wider use of renewable energy  
The proposed framework considers technical and economical barriers for increasing the 
usage of renewable energy in WA‟s electricity market. An optimisation model considers 
two types of costs for each resource: energy and environmental costs.  Fossil fuels are 
cheaper but pollute the air and increase GHG emissions; on the other hand, renewable 
energy is expensive but reduces the GHG emissions. As a result, the proposed optimisation 
model  attempts  to  balance  energy  and  environmental  costs  for  meeting  WA‟s  future 
electricity demand.     
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3) Reducing the suppliers’ investment risks 
Energy suppliers and decision-makers dealing with uncertain electricity demand can use the 
result of this research. Robust investment option helps decision-makers find out the future 
expansion plan in electrical industry which is categorised by renewable and non-renewable 
resources.  As  this  plan  considers  many  scenarios,  suppliers  can  reduce  their  future 
investment risks. 
 
4)  Using cleaner energy supply  
There is a worldwide trend to use renewable energy because of the limitations related to the 
use of fossil fuels (Department of Climate Change, 2007). GHG emissions which are the 
main  cause  of  global  warming  can  be  reduced  through  the  use  of  renewable  energy. 
Therefore, it should be considered in any further development in the electricity industry. 
Although  it  is  preferred  to  use  renewable  energy  instead  of  fossil  fuels  in  electricity 
generation, this study considers a number of limitations regarding the commercial use of 
renewable energy. For example, it is not possible to replace a coal or gas power plant with a 
wind farm since the output of wind farms is inherently variable due to the nature of wind. 
Moreover, renewable energy is not an economic alternative for meeting peak-load supply 
and generally needs greater capital investment than non-renewable energy such as coal and 
gas.  
 
8.4  Case Study 
The  intelligent  robust scenario planning  framework  (Chapter 7) is  applied in  SWIS power 
systems capacity expansion as follows:    
 
Phase 1: Intelligent Scenario Generator (ISG) 
Step 1: Defining scope, internal and external variables 
The  first  step  analyses  the  problem  and  defines  the  boundaries  of  the  system  under 
examination. Western Australia‟s electricity networks include the South West Interconnected 
System (SWIS), North West Interconnected System, Esperance System, and Electricity Supply 
Authorities supplying some regional towns (Office of Energy, 2006b). The SWIS is the border 
of this study. Its powerlines stretch nearly 88,000 kilometres from Kalbarri in the north to 
Albany in the south and east to Kalgoorlie (see Figure ‎ 3.3).  
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Identifying variables, relationship between variables and defining key variables are the main 
objectives  of  this  step.  In  this  study,  variables  are  categorised  into  economical  and 
technological variables. Economical variables consist of WA‟s Gross State Product (GSP
43), 
State population growth. Technological variables involve the attributes of each resource and 
the capacity of each power plant.  
 
Step 2: Determining rules from experts  
The  rules  are  determined  by  a  study  regarding  the  future  of  WA  in  2029  (Department  of 
Commerce and Trade, 1993). This research considered four potential economic development 
scenarios related to population growth and the status of different industries. These are named as 
follows: Business as usual, accelerated growth, gentle decline and quantum expansion. The 
retrieved data from this study will be used to tune the initial membership functions for WA‟s 
population and industrial growth rates. 
 
Scenario 1 - Business as usual  
It is assumed that there is no major change in WA‟s development and the world‟s economy has 
a  smooth  growth  without  any  global  recession.  In  this  scenario,  state  population  growth 
averages 1.7 percent per annum and Gross State Product grows at an average rate of 3.5 percent 
per annum (Department of Commerce and Trade, 1993). The major profitable industries in this 
scenario are mining and agriculture with further development in other industries such as the 
manufacturing, service sector and tourism. 
 
Scenario 2 – Accelerated growth   
Industrial development is considered to be more successful but there are similar assumptions 
regarding the world economy and changes compared with the business as usual scenario. State 
population  growth  averages  1.95  percent  per  annum  and  Gross  State  Product  grows  at  an 
average rate of 4 percent per annum (Department of Commerce and Trade, 1993). 
 
Scenario 3 – Gentle decline 
In this scenario, it is considered that WA will not be able to compete with major world class 
competitors. The population growth is around 1.4 percent per annum and Gross State Products 
grows by an average of 2.5 percent per annum (Department of Commerce and Trade, 1993).    
 
                                                           
43 Gross state product (GSP) is a measurement of the economic output of a state or province. Intelligent Robust Scenario Planning for SWIS, WA  Chapter 8 
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Scenario 4 – Quantum expansion 
It  is  assumed  that  there  is  a  tremendous  growth  in  WA‟s  economy  in  this  scenario.  The 
estimated population and GSP growth are around 2.5 and 5 percent per annum, respectively 
(Department of Commerce and Trade, 1993).  
 
 Table ‎ 8.1 shows the comparison of four possible scenarios for Western Australia. This data 
will be used  as  training data in  tuning the initial  membership  function for population and 
industrial growth in the next step. 
 
Table ‎ 8.1 - The comparison of four possible scenarios for Western Australia in 2029 
(Department of Commerce and Trade, 1993) 
 
Economic variable 
Scenarios WA 2029 
Business as 
usual 
Accelerated growth  Gentle decline  Quantum expansion 
Population growth 
(annually) 
1.7%  1.95%  1.4%  2.5% 
Industrial growth 
(annually) 
3.5%  4%  2.5%  5% 
 
 
Step 3: Preparing ANFIS system 
As it is difficult to distinguish the boundaries between population and industrial growth which 
affect the electricity demand, it is possible to express these variables as fuzzy numbers in this 
methodology.  Figure  ‎ 8.1 demonstrates the fuzzy  numbers  for the population  and industrial 
growth which have been tuned by ISG. The details of tuning process by ANFIS can be found in 
Chapter 6.   
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Figure ‎ 8.1 - The initial and final membership functions of fuzzy variables for population and 
industry growth 
 
 
Phase 2: Intelligent Robust Optimisation 
Step 1: Defining different alpha-cuts for each uncertain variable 
Scenarios consist  of different  values  of fuzzy  variables (population  and industrial growth). 
Using Negoita‟s approach, different alpha-cuts for each uncertain variable are considered. The 
alpha-level set of  A (fuzzy set with ) (x A  ) is defined as (Negoita et al., 1976): 
} ) ( { ) (       x X x A R A      [8.1] 
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In this case study the number of scenarios will be calculated as follows:  
The number of scenarios = 5 (different types of population growth)* 5 (different types of 
industrial growth) * 5 (number of alpha cuts for population growth) * 5 (number of alpha cuts 
for industrial growth) = 625  
 
 625 generated scenarios are related to different population and industrial growths for WA. 
A total growth (TG) is the product of these growth variables (PG and IG) and it is assumed that 
future electricity demand (D) depends on this growth factor as follows:  
 
IG PG TG         [8.2] 
 TG Total growth 
PG = Population growth 
IG  = Industrial growth 
TG D D c *        [8.3] 
 D Future electricity demand 
c D = Current electricity demand 
 
Step 2: Finding the best alpha-cut among other alpha-cuts for each scenario 
There are seven resources for generating electricity in SWIS with the fixed and operational 
costs as given in Table ‎ 8.2.  
 
Table ‎ 8.2 - The fixed and operational costs of electricity generation resources (DOE, 2007) 
Resource  Fixed cost 
($ per KW) 
Operational cost 
(operation and maintenance) 
($ per KW) 
Coal  25.91  4.32 
Open Cycle Gas (OCG)  11.01  1.88 
Combined Cycle Gas (CCG)  11.75  1.94 
Oil  11.40  3.36 
Wind  28.51  0.001 
Biomass  50.18  2.96 
Solar  10.99  0.001 
Landfill Gas  107.5  0.001 Intelligent Robust Scenario Planning for SWIS, WA  Chapter 8 
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An optimisation model minimising the fixed and operational costs is employed to find the 
best  alpha  cut  for  each  scenario.  The  cost  variation  and  feasibility  penalty  functions  in 
Mulvey‟s  robust  optimisation  model  are  not  considered  in  this  step  as  they  are  related  to 
differences among scenarios but alpha cut sets associate to only one scenario. This model has 
fuzzy coefficients in its objective function and also constraints as follows: 
 
) (
,   is is s s i i s y x y toc p x c p Min          [8.4] 
Subject to: 
   0 is i y x  For all  S s I i   ,         [8.5] 
s s s is s g pl y     For all  S s I i   ,       [8.6] 
i x ,  is y 0   
Where 
s p = The occurrence probability of each SWIS scenario (s ) 
i c  = The capital cost of electricity resource i  
s    = The duration of electricity consumption of each SWIS scenario (s ) 
is y = The allocation capacity from resource i  for each SWIS scenario (s ) 
s pl  = The level of electricity demand for each SWIS scenario (s ) 
i x  = The total power capacity of resource i  
is toc = The total operational cost of electricity resource i  for each SWIS 
scenario (s ) 
s g (Fuzzy coefficient) = The WA growth coefficient for each scenario ( s ) 
Index 
i = Resource (Coal, OCG, CCG, Oil, Wind, Biomass, Solar, Landfill gas) 
 s Scenario (1, 2 …) 
 
Two methods ((Zimmerman, 1977) and (Negoita et al., 1976)) converting Fuzzy Linear 
Programming (FLP) to Linear programming (LP) are applied to find the best alpha cut among 
all alpha-cuts for each scenario. Zimmerman‟s approach defuzzifies the objective function and Intelligent Robust Scenario Planning for SWIS, WA  Chapter 8 
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adds a constraint to the existing model. Negoita‟s approach works on defuzzifying the fuzzy 
constraints by applying different alpha cuts. The modified model based on these approaches is:    
 

 Min                [8.7] 
Subject to: 
0     is is s s i i s y toc p x c p     For all  S s I i   ,     [8.8] 
   0 is i y x  For all  S s I i   ,         [8.9] 
s s s is s g pl y     For all  S s I i   ,       [8.10] 
i x ,  is y 0   
Where 
  = The degree of achievement of the fuzzy goals   
 
Constraint [8.8] denotes the fuzzy objective function which is considered by introducing a 
new variable   . Constraint [8.9] means the total capacity for each resource should be equal to 
allocation  capacity  of  that  resource  for  each  scenario.  Constraint  [8.10]  denotes  that  the 
allocation  capacity  should  not  exceed  the  total  demand  for  each  scenario.  The  model  was 
implemented for each scenario in Matlab by using fmincon function in Matlab optimisation 
toolbox
44. Fmincon function attempts to find a constrained minimum of a scalar function of 
several variables starting at an initial estimate which is referred to as constrained nonlinear 
optimization or nonlinear programming (Matlabworks, 2008).  
 
The best alpha cuts with the lowest cost are chosen for each scenario and the ISG weights 
are  measured.  These  weights  show  the  importance  of  each  scenario  compared  to  other 
scenarios based on the experts‟ viewpoints. The normalised ANFIS weight set can be used as 
an occurrence probability set because it contains all possible fuzzy scenarios in  the sample 
space. This occurrence probability will be used in the next step.  
 
Step 3: Running the intelligent robust optimisation model for goal programming parameter (
) and infeasibility weight parameter ( )
45 
A set of the best alpha-cuts for each scenario is imported into the intelligent robust optimisation 
model for solving the power capacity expansion problem. This model is also implemented in 
                                                           
44 The program code is available on the attached CD. 
45 and   were explained in chapter 5.  Intelligent Robust Scenario Planning for SWIS, WA  Chapter 8 
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Matlab  by  using  optimisation  tool  box  and  fmincon  function.  The  intelligent  robust 
optimisation model is as follows: 
 
 
          ) ) ( ) ( ( ) (
2
2
2
1
2
, s is s s s s s s s y x
z z p p p p Min              [8.11] 
Subject to: 
  
s
i is i z y x 1  For all  S s I i   ,                   [8.12] 
s s s s s s
s
i is s g pl lf g pl z y    ) 1 ( 2       For all  S s I i   ,             [8.13] 
      ) ( is js y GPR y  For all  J j S s I i    , ,                        [8.14]         
   i x ,  is y U   
i x ,  is y L   
The function  s   is defined by 
   is is s s i i s s y toc p x c p      
Where 
 = The goal programming parameter 
  = The infeasibilities weighting parameter 
is z1 = The surplus electricity of resourcei in scenario (s ) 
s z2 = The lack of electricity in scenario ( s ) 
lf  = The WA load factor (average/peak of electricity usage) ( s ) 
U = Upper limit for resourcei  
L= Lower limit for resourcei  
GPR= Renewable energy percentage based on government rules 
Index 
j = Renewable energy resource (Wind, Biomass, Solar, Landfill gas) 
 
There  are  three  terms  in  the  objective  function  of  this  model.  The  total  capital  and 
operational cost for all possible scenarios  form the first term. The second term is the cost 
variance  which  is  weighted  by  and  final  term  penalises  feasibility  deviation  which  is 
weighted by . Constraints [8.12] and [8.13] denote the surplus and lack of electricity produced 
by  resource  i  in  scenarios ,  respectively.  Robustness  is  obtained  by  varying  the  penalty Intelligent Robust Scenario Planning for SWIS, WA  Chapter 8 
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parameters  (, )  and  observing  the  changes  in  expected  value  and  expected  infeasibility 
(Malcolm and Zenios, 1994).  Constraint [8.14] considers how much the future plan should 
shift  from  fossil  fuels  into  renewable energy based on the  government rule. Moreover,  an 
interconnected  electricity  system  will  also  consider  additional  capacity  by  defining  a 
coefficient which is called load factor. This factor can be measured as follows: 
 
Load factor = Average/Peak of daily electricity usage     [8.15] 
         
The SWIS load factor is measured by extracting the daily data from Independent Market 
Operator (IMO)
46 website between January 2008 and March 2008 which was 81% during this 
period (See Appendix 5
47).   
 
Step 4: Measuring the average, standard deviation and excess capacity for each  and  
Higher amount of    means more utilisation of all installed capacity and higher    produces a 
set of design capacities and allocations whose cost is intensive to different scenarios (Malcolm 
and Zenios, 1994). Figure ‎ 8.2 shows the downward trend of standard deviation for different 
values of   and . Cost standard deviation shows the relationship between the cost variation 
and different values of   and . Figure ‎ 8.3 and Figure ‎ 8.4 show the average cost and excess 
capacity based on different  and , respectively. The average cost has an upward trend for a 
given  and increasing  while expected capacity reduces  to zero (in the limit) (Malcolm and 
Zenios, 1994).   
 
 
 
 
                                                           
46 http://www.imowa.com.au/ 
 
47 Data extraction from http://www.imowa.com.au/ occurred at April 17, 2008  
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Figure ‎ 8.2 - The standard deviation of cost for different  and  
 
 
Figure ‎ 8.3 - The average of cost for different   and  
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Figure ‎ 8.4 - The excess capacity for different   and  
 
 
8.5  Discussion  
A robust solution was defined by considering the following criteria: 
 
1-  Satisfying the required excess capacity 
The total demand for future of Western Australia is around 5000-6000 MW based on different 
 and  (see total robust values in Table ‎ 8.5 and Table ‎ 8.6). As Western Australia„s load 
factor is 80%, the excess capacity is considered around 1300-1000 MW.  Therefore, a region 
containing  the  points  for  different    (0.2,  0.4)  and   is  highlighted  as  the  robust  region 
highlighted in Figure ‎ 8.4. 
 
2-  Lower cost and standard deviation 
Considering lower cost and standard deviation is another factor for defining a robust option. If 
the robust region identified by excess capacity is transferred to cost curves, it is possible to 
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excess capacity. A robust coefficient which may assist decision-makers in this regard is defined 
as follows: 
 
Robust coefficient = Growth in cost / Reduction in excess capacity 
 
Table  ‎ 8.3  shows  the  comparison  of  intelligent  robust  optimisation  with  stochastic 
programming ( 0    and 0   ) for the power capacity expansion problem. While the cost in 
robust optimisation is higher than the cost in stochastic programming (by 4.1% for  40 . 0    
and 200   ), there is a 9.1% reduction in excess capacity.  
 
Table ‎ 8.3 - The Comparison of intelligent robust optimisation with stochastic programming for 
the power capacity expansion problem ( 40 . 0    and 400   ) 
Optimisation method  Expected cost  Variance of cost  Excess capacity 
Intelligent robust optimisation  10235  1939  1116 
Stochastic programming  10216  1976  1521 
 
Decision-makers  have  a  trade  off  between  the  increasing  cost  and decreasing  excess 
capacity to find the exact point in the robust region. Table ‎ 8.4 shows the robust coefficients for 
different  and  in the robust region. The lower coefficient means the minimum growth in 
cost  and  maximum  reduction  in  excess  capacity  compared  with  stochastic  programming  (
0   ). However, the lowest robust coefficient is for  20 . 0    and 800    where there is 
only 0.18% increase in cost with 27% reduction in excess capacity. As the decision-makers 
may prefer more increase in cost with more reduction in excess capacity, the final decision 
about the exact point in robust region depends on the decision-makers‟ viewpoints and also the 
additional budget for increasing cost. 
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Table ‎ 8.4 – Robust coefficient for different and  in robust region 
     
Growth in cost 
(%) 
Reduction in 
excess capacity 
(%) 
Robust 
Coefficient 
0.2 
200  0.1997  26.64  0.0074 
400  0.1937  26.63  0.0072 
600  0.1878  26.62  0.0070 
800  0.1821  26.61  0.0068 
0.4 
200  0.279  37.13  0.0075 
400  0.270  37.12  0.0072 
600  0.262  37.10  0.0070 
800  0.254  37.09  0.0069 
 
There is only a 2% reduction in GHG emissions based on the current trend which means that 
there is no limitation on the coal-fired power plant expansion. Table ‎ 8.5 shows the amount of 
gas emissions for the future of Western Australia ( 20 . 0    and 800   ). The major changes 
are related to a reduction in the amount of expansion in coal-fired power plants and investment 
in renewable energy and other fossil fuel resources.  
 
Table ‎ 8.5 - The gas emissions for the future of Western Australia based on the current trend 
Resource 
 
Current 
Value 
(MW) 
Future Robust 
Value (MW) 
Gas Emission 
(Kg per MW) 
Current Gas 
emission (Kg) 
Future Gas 
Emission (Kg) 
Solar  4.3328  30  100  433.28  3000 
Landfill Gas  21.66  50  32  693.248  1600 
Wind  140  344  30  4200  10320 
Coal  1490  1400.9  800  1192000  1120720 
OCG  1098  1358.89  440  483120  597911.6 
Biomass  31.4128  146.36  30  942.384  4390.8 
CCG  1647  1914.59  400  658800  765836 
Oil  65  708.4  550  35750  389620 
Total  4497.41  5953.14    1.2127(per 
capita) 
1.1815(per 
capita) 
 
Figure ‎ 8.5 shows the different energy sources in SWIS electricity generation in 2013 based 
on the current trend for  20 . 0    and 800   . 10% of total shares are related to renewable Intelligent Robust Scenario Planning for SWIS, WA  Chapter 8 
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energy where they are around 6 % in 2008 (see Figure ‎ 8.6). Figure ‎ 8.7 shows the comparison 
of the GHG emissions for SWIS resources based on the current trend.  
 
 
Figure ‎ 8.5 - The shares in SWIS electricity generation in 2013 by energy sources 
 
 
Figure ‎ 8.6 - The shares in SWIS electricity generation in 2008 by energy sources based on 
current trend 
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Figure ‎ 8.7 – GHG emissions for different SWIS resources based on the current trend 
 
Sensitivity  analysis  results  show  that  if  there  is  a  constraint  in  the  model  limiting  the 
expansion  of  coal-fired  power  plants  to  1000  (MW),  it  is  possible  to  have  11  %  GHG 
reduction. This result is shown in Table ‎ 8.6. According to this sensitivity analysis, the new plan 
also needs an energy efficiency program
48 to reduce energy consumption by 200 MW. Figure 
‎ 8.8 shows the shares in SWIS electricity generation in 2013 by energy source based on the 
sensitivity analysis. The comparison of the GHG emissions for SWIS resources based on the 
sensitivity analysis is shown in Figure ‎ 8.9.  
 
Table ‎ 8.6 - The gas emissions for future of Western Australia based on sensitivity analysis 
Resource  Current 
Value 
(MW) 
Future 
Robust 
Value 
(MW) 
Gas 
Emission 
(Kg per 
MW) 
Current 
Gas 
emission 
(Kg) 
Future Gas 
Emission 
(Kg) 
Solar  4.3328  30  100  433.28  3000 
Landfill 
Gas 
21.66  41.43  32  693.248  1326 
Wind  140  350  30  4200  10500 
Coal  1490  1000  800  1192000  800000 
OCG  1098  1293.52  440  483120  569148 
Biomass  31.4128  149.76  30  942.384  4492.8 
CCG  1647  2012.661          400  658800  8805064 
Oil  65  868.57  550  35750  477715 
Total  4497.41  5745.945    1.2127(per 
capita) 
1.0908 
(per capita) 
                                                           
48 This is a program to reduce the electricity consumption in the residential, commercial and industrial sector.  
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Figure ‎ 8.8 - The shares in SWIS electricity generation in 2008 by energy sources based on 
sensitivity analysis 
 
 
 
Figure ‎ 8.9 - GHG emissions for different SWIS resources based on sensitivity analysis 
 
  Disendorf (2005) presented a plan to cut WA‟s GHG emission from electricity up to 2010 
by another substantiation 500 MW coal-fired power station with natural gas, renewable energy 
and efficient energy use in residential, commercial and industrial sector. Table ‎ 8.7 combines 
the results of this research with Disendorf‟s plan to reduce the GHG emissions in WA. This 
results  in  a  GHG  emission  reduction  of  20%.  This  plan  also  needs  an  energy  efficiency 
program to reduce energy consumption by 300 MW.  Figure ‎ 8.10 shows the shares in SWIS 
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electricity generation in 2013 by energy source based on Disendorf‟s plan. The comparison of 
the GHG emissions for SWIS resources based on the Disendorf‟s plan is shown in Figure ‎ 8.11. 
 
Table ‎ 8.7 - Gas emissions for the future of Western Australia based on Disendorf‟s plan 
Resource  Current 
Value(MW) 
Future 
Robust 
Value 
(MW) 
Gas 
Emission 
(Kg per  
MW) 
Current 
Gas 
emission 
(Kg) 
Future Gas 
Emission 
(Kg) 
Solar  4.3328  40  100  433.28  4000 
Landfill Gas  21.66  50  32  693.248  1600 
Wind  140  443.626  30  4200  13308.78 
Coal  1490  500  800  1192000  400000 
OCG  1098  1853.89  440  483120  815711.6 
Biomass  31.4128  149.09  30  942.384  4202.76 
CCG  1647  2012.661         400  658800  805064.4 
Oil  65  600  550  35750  330000 
Total  4497.41  5640.269    1.2127(per 
capita) 
0.9693 
(per capita) 
 
 
Figure ‎ 8.10 – The shares in SWIS electricity generation in 2008 by energy sources based on 
Disendorf‟s plan 
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Figure ‎ 8.11 - GHG emissions for different SWIS resources based on Disendorf‟s plan 
 
 
8.6  Conclusion  
This chapter explained WA‟s electricity system development by implementing an optimisation 
model  to  balance  between  technical  and  economical  issues  in  an  integrated  framework. 
Moreover,  the transition  to  the renewable  energy  resources  and an assessment  of  different 
scenarios to determine the best strategic option for further development in WA‟s electricity 
industry were also addressed. Cleaner energy resources are more expensive and less reliable 
but reduce the GHG emissions. On the other hand, fossil fuels are cheaper and more reliable 
but  increase  GHG  emissions.  The  application  of  the  optimisation  model  found  a  robust 
strategic option using both of these resources. Although, it is not possible to completely shift to 
cleaner  energy,  the  proposed  framework  aimed  at  reducing  the  use  of  fossil  fuels  by 
considering future WA‟s scenarios and existing expansion budget limit.   
 
The results of the case study show that there is a need to substitute the coal-fired power 
plants with other low-GHG emission fossil fuels (oil and gas) and renewable energy to reduce 
the GHG emissions. Three plans were presented based on the current trend, sensitivity analysis 
and Disendorf‟s plan. The current trend showed only a 2% GHG emission reduction, while 
sensitivity analysis and Disendorf‟s plan presented a 11 % and 20 % GHG emission reduction 
by limiting coal-fired power plant to 1000MW and 500MW, respectively. The only issue for 
this substitution is related to the reliability of the system. Coal-fired power production is very 
reliable but the availability of renewable energy or relying on a gas pipeline may cause a 
serious problem. Therefore, the robust solution finds that it is possible for Western Australia to 
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plan for an 11% or 20% GHG emission reduction by accepting the risk of shutting down the 
coal-fired power plants. This plan is based on the robust solution dealing with future industrial 
and population growth scenarios which may occur in Western Australia and other technological 
and environmental constraints. 
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9  Chapter 9: Conclusion 
 
Key points: 
-  Explaining  research achievements and future studies  
 
 
9.1  Conclusion  
This thesis has: 
 
1-  Reviewed existing methodologies and grouped them into two distinctive categories: 
qualitative and quantitative. 
 
2-  Identified the shortcomings of previous methodologies.  
 
3-  Determined new trends and techniques such as ANN and fuzzy logic applied in 
scenario planning methodologies. 
 
4-  Developed a new scenario planning framework to generate a robust solution by 
considering the main uncertainties and changes in a business environment. 
 
5-  Successfully  applied  the  proposed  framework  to  a  case  study  regarding  WA‟s 
power system capacity expansion.  
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  The  first  contribution  of  this  research  was  to  group  the  existing  scenario  planning 
methodologies into two distinct categories: qualitative and quantitative. This study identified 
the  main  differences  between  these  two  categories  and  extended  points  to  overcome 
shortcomings of both categories which is the second contribution of this research (Identified the 
shortcomings of previous methodologies). The results showed that optimisation techniques for 
uncertainty management would be a possible way to better deal with incomplete and qualitative 
data existing in scenario planning. Therefore, the new scenario planning framework was based 
on the intelligent robust optimisation method to deal with uncertain and qualitative data.  
 
  Thirdly, this research considered the new trends and techniques in scenario planning (fuzzy 
logic  and  Artificial  Neural  Network  (ANN)).  Some  methodologies  focus  on  applying  the 
concept of fuzzy logic to have the ability to work with incomplete and ambiguous data and 
ANN is utilised as a tool to forecast the basic trends. The results of this research showed that 
these two techniques assist decision-makers to better manage existing uncertain variables in 
scenario planning.   
 
  Fourthly,  a  new  intelligent  robust  scenario  planning  framework  was  developed  to 
overcome  the  shortcomings  of  previous  methodologies.  This  methodology  has  two  main 
phases: a “scenario generation phase” and an “intelligent robust optimisation phase”. In the 
scenario generation phase, an Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) was applied in 
dealing with uncertain and ambiguous data. Moreover, it tunes the data acquired from experts 
by using ANFIS learning algorithm. In the second phase, an intelligent robust optimisation 
method was developed to find a strategic solution which has the ability to work with more 
probable  scenarios.  Moreover,  this  hybrid  optimisation  method  manages  the  uncertainties 
available in scenarios generated by ANFIS in the first phase.  
 
   Finally, the new framework was validated by a case study related to WA‟s power system 
capacity expansion. Scenarios were generated based on the different population and industrial 
growths affecting the future electricity demand. Moreover, transition to the renewable energy 
and other technological constraints for further development in WA‟s electricity industry were 
considered in the proposed framework. Cleaner energy resources are more expensive and less 
reliable but reduce the GHG emissions. On the other hand, Fossil fuels are cheaper and more 
reliable but increase GHG emissions. The intelligent robust scenario planning framework found 
a robust strategic option to meet the future electricity demand and also satisfy other constraints Conclusion       Chapter 9 
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in WA‟s power capacity expansion. Although, it was not possible to completely shift to cleaner 
energy, the proposed framework aims  to reduce the use of fossil fuels  according to WA‟s 
existing expansion budget limit and future scenarios.  
 
9.2   Future Research  
During the course of this work, future areas of study outlined in the following paragraph were 
identified.  
 
  The intelligent robust scenario planning framework applied a hybrid optimisation method 
in  identifying  a  robust  solution  derived  from  uncertain  data.  Although  the  results  of  this 
research showed that the hybrid optimisation method could assist decision-makers in solving 
complex problems, it is still required to further evaluate the hybrid method using different 
industrial case studies and compare the results with other optimisation methods in terms of 
calculation  time  and  also  other  criteria  such  as  standard  deviations  and  total  costs.  Some 
recommended application areas would be financial management and supply chain management 
where different optimisation methods have been successfully applied in many case studies.  
 
  This  framework  has  been  implemented  in  MATLAB  software  which  is  a  numerical 
computing environment and programming language. Therefore, another extended point for this 
study would be to develop commercial software to aid decision-makers with the minimum 
knowledge of programming.  The proposed software gives end-users ability to define uncertain 
variables, generate scenarios, and find out a robust region for a specific problem
49.  
 
  Although the intelligent robust scenario planning framework was tes ted on WA‟s power 
capacity expansion, this framework has been evaluated through a case study with the limited 
scope. Therefore, it is necessary to apply this case study to a number of more industrial case 
studies  to  strengthen  the  credibility  of  this  framework  in  scenario  planning  literature. 
Moreover, if this framework considers the network limitations for power capacity expansion, 
the result will be even more significant and worthwhile from an industrial perspective.  
 
 
                                                           
49 A prototype of this software has been prepared for Murdoch University to find an industrial partner in this 
research area.          
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10  Appendix 1 - Micmac Software 
The  first  input  of  this  software  is  based  on  the  matrix  of  direct  influence.  The  range  of 
influences is from 0 to 3 representing no influence, weak, moderate influence, strong and very 
strong  influence,  respectively.  Figure  A1.1  shows  the  representative  relationships  of  direct 
influence between variables. 
 
Figure A1.1 - Matrix of Direct Influence (MDI) taken from Lipsor-Epita-Micmac software 
 
Table A1.1 shows the sums of the rows and columns of Matrix of Direct Influence (MDI). 
Two  variables  which  have  more  influence  on  the  other  variables  are  information  and 
telecommunication technology investment, and market demand with the total number of rows 
summing up to 10 and 7, respectively. This shows that they have a strong influence on the 
other variables and are the key drivers of change. In this stage, it is essential to analyse these 
determinant variables in developing scenarios. The result variables (supply and chemical) do 
not affect variables and depend on other variables. Labour force is a neutral variable and has 
low influence or dependence on other variables. Two variables (trans and chemical) are in the 
middle of the diagram and it is important to acknowledge them as key drivers of change after 
the determinant variables. The direct influence map is shown in Figure A1.2 .  
Table A1.1 - The sums of row and columns of the MDI matrix 
N  Variable  Total number 
of rows 
Total number 
of columns 
1                        Market demand (demand)  7  3 
2                        Transportation cost (trans)  4  3 
3                        Relationship of distributors (distribute)  0  7 
4                        Relationship of suppliers (supply)  2  5 
5                        Market price of Chemicals (chemical)  2  4 
6                        Labour force (labour)  1  3 
7                        IT and telecommunication technology investment   10  1 
  Totals  26  26 
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Figure A1.2 - Direct influence/dependence map 
 
After studying MDI, it is essential to focus on indirect influences. A variable which does 
not have direct influences on other variables may affect other variables indirectly.  According 
to Godet‟s Micmac software, the indirect matrix is calculated by raising the matrix of direct 
influence to the power of 3 (Godet, 2006). The Matrix of Indirect influence (MII) and the sums 
of rows and columns of this matrix are shown in Table A1.2 and Figure A1.3, respectively. 
Information and telecommunication technology investment and market demand have indirect 
influence on other variables. The labour force which has a low direct influence is the third 
highest indirect influence variable. This means that labour force variable plays a key role but it 
does not have direct influence.  
Table A1.2 - The sums of rows and columns of the Matrix of Indirect Influence (MII) 
N  VARIABLE  TOTAL 
NUMBER 
OF ROWS 
TOTAL NUMBER OF 
COLUMNS 
1  Market demand  35  11 
2  Transportation cost  10  11 
3  Relationship with distributors  0  31 
4  Relationship with suppliers  8  41 
5  Chemical price in market  8  32 
6  Labour force  29  13 
7  Information  and  telecommunication 
technology 
56  7 
  Total  146  146 
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Figure A1.3 - MII taken from Lipsor-Epita-Micmac software 
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11  Appendix 2 - Mactor Software 
The first input of this software is MDI and experts show the power of influential actors on 
influenced actors in this matrix with representative data, which is shown in Figure A2.1. It is 
assumed that experts consider these relationships among actors. The scale range of this matrix 
is from 0 to 4 meaning no, low, medium, high and very high influence, respectively. The 
second input is the position of actors over objectives called position matrix (1MAO). Position 
is treated as the opinion of each actor on each objective determining whether it stands for (1), 
against (-1) or is neural (0) to a particular objective (Bendahan et al., 2003) . The third input is 
the salience of actors over objectives in a matrix called the Salience Matrix (SM) ranging from 
0 (unimportant) to 4 (extremely important). 2MAO is a matrix which is the product of position 
and salience matrices. Figure A2.2 shows this matrix with representative data. 
   
 
Figure A2.1- MDI taken from Lipsor-Epita-Mactor software 
 
Figure A2.2 - Aggregation of the salience and position of actors taken from Lipsor-Epita-
Mactor software  
 
In  retrospective  analysis,  there  is  a  need  to  calculate  the  Matrix  of  Indirect  and  Direct 
Influence(MIDI) by Equation [A2.1]  (Bendahan et al., 2003). 
  
c
b c c a b a b a MID MID MID MIDI )) , (min( , , , ,       ) ( , , Actors A c b a all for             [A2.1] 
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Global influence and dependence coefficient will be calculated according to MIDI. Equation 
[A2.2] and [A2.3] show the coefficients which are the sum of columns and rows (Bendahan et 
al., 2003): 
a a b b a a MIDI MIDI I , , ) (             ) ( , , Actors A c b a all for               [A2.2] 
 
a a b a b a MIDI MIDI D , , ) (              ) ( , , Actors A c b a all for             [A2.3] 
 
Figure A2.3 shows the direct and indirect influence matrix for actors. The assumed value of 
matrix  represents  direct  and  indirect  influence  among  actors.  According  to  these  values, 
shareholders have the greatest direct influence ( i D ) among other actors. Furthermore, suppliers 
and customers affect more indirectly ( i I ) than the others.     
 
Figure A2.3 - Direct and indirect influence matrix taken from Lipsor-Epita-Mactor software 
 
In order to comparing actors, there is a need to standardise the coefficient calculated by 
Equation  [A2.4].  This  coefficient  shows  the  competitiveness  of  each  actor  based  on  the 
assumed data. Figure A2.4 presents  a r  for each actor.  
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Figure A2.4 - Actor competitiveness factor ( a r ) taken from Lipsor-Epita-Mactor software 
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3MAO matrix is a total aggregated matrix that contains three main factors for each actor 
and is calculated by Equation [A2.5]. Positive values represent the actor's mobilisation towards 
its objectives and negative values represent the rate of opposition. This matrix is shown in 
Figure A2.5: 
a i a i a r MAO MAO . 2 3 , ,    ) ( ) ( Objectives I i and Actors A a all for          [A2.5] 
 
Figure A2.5 - 3MAO matrix taken from Lipsor-Epita-Mactor software 
 
3MAO is the basis of the most analyses proposed by Mactor (Bendahan et al., 2003). The 
convergent and divergent matrix calculated by Equation [A2.6] and [A2.7] is shown in Figure 
A2.6 and Figure A2.7, respectively.  
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i i b i a i b i a b a MAO MAO MAO MAO DAA 0 3 . 3 . 3 3 .
2
1
3 , , , , ,  
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Figure A2.6– The actors‟ convergence matrix taken from Lipsor-Epita-Mactor software 
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Figure A2.7 - The actors‟ divergence matrix taken from Lipsor-Epita-Mactor software 
 
Based on the divergence and convergence matrices, customers are found to have more 
convergence  with  other  actors  while  suppliers  have  the  largest  diverging  interest.  The 
divergence and convergence diagrams  among actors are shown in  Figure A2.8  and  Figure 
A2.9. 
 
Figure A2.8– The actors‟ convergence diagram taken from Lipsor-Epita-Mactor software 
 
 
Figure A2.9 - The actors‟ convergence diagram taken from Lipsor-Epita-Mactor software 
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Finally,  the  ambivalence  coefficient  (3EQ)  can  be  calculated  for  each  actor,  giving  an 
indication of their expected stability in their potential alliances (Bendahan et al., 2003). This 
indicator  varies  from  1  (very  ambivalent  actors)  to  0  (not  ambivalent  actors).  This  has 
determined the suppliers to have the strongest potential alliances among the other actors and 
labour are more likely to break them. 3EQ is calculated by Equation [A2.8] and the matrix is 
shown in Figure A2.10: 










 


k k k
k k k
i DAAi CAAi
DAAi CAAi
EQ
3 3
3 3
1 3         [A2.8] 
 
 
Figure A2.10 - Ambivalence coefficient matrix taken from Lipsor-Epita-Mactor software  
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12 Appendix 3 - Smic-Prob-Expert Software 
Smic-Prob-Expert  Software  requires  the  List  of  hypothesis  considered  fundamental  to  the 
objectives of study the following data (Godet, 1994). This software has the limitation in the 
number of hypothesis and it is possible to define only 6 hypotheses. The probability of the 
hypothesis is measured as follows (Godet, 1994):  
H = (H1, H2, H3, …, Hr), r <= 6 
The probabilities of a hypothesis at a given time horizon (p(i)). 
The conditional probabilities of the hypothesis 
P (i/j) = probability of H (i) if H (j) occurs 
P (i/not j) = probability of H (i) if H (j) does not occur 
If there are  r  hypotheses in the system,  n
r  2  possible solutions which may happen in the 
future are: 
E(1)= (H(1), Not H(2), …, Not H(r))     
E(2)= (H(1), H(2), …, Not H(r))     
… 
E(r) = (Not H(1), Not H(2), …, Not H(r))  
 
And the probability of H(i) is :  
   
k k ik i p ) (
       ) ( ) ( scenarios possible K k and e hypotheses R i all for              [A3.1] 
Where  0  ik  if H(i) does not occur in E(k)   
             1  ik   if H(i) occurs in E(k)   
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) (
) (
) (
) / (
1 ij v
j p
ijk T
j i p
r
k
k 


      ) ( ) ( , scenarios possible K k and e hypotheses R j i all for           [A3.2] 
Where  1 ) (  ijk T  if H(i) and H(j) occur in E(k)   
             0 ) (  ijk T  if H(i) or H(j)  do not occur in E(k)   
 
The probability of H(i) if the H(j) does not occur: 
) (
) ( 1
) (
) / (
1 ij v
j p
ijk S
notj i p
r
k
k





 
Where  1 ) (  ijk S  if H(i) and not H(j) occur in E(k)   
             0 ) (  ijk S  if H(i) or not H(j)  do not occur in E(k)   
 
In this case study, the six selected hypothesises are:  
  The market demand will increase by 15%. 
  IT will be able to make competitive advantage.   
  Labour force will be competitive. 
  Supplier price will be stable. 
  Supplier price will increase. 
  The price of distributing will increase. 
 
There are 64 possible scenarios with the probability of each scenario to be about 1.5%. In 
practice, the probability of the most probable scenario is about 15% and one third of scenarios 
usually cover 80% of the total of the probable scenarios (Godet, 2001). Scenario 1 (111100) 
with 38 % probability, scenario 2 (001001) with 27 % and scenario 3 (000011) with 20% are 
the most probable scenarios in this case based on the assumed probabilities. SWIS General Information       Appendix 4 
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13 Appendix 4 - SWIS General Information 
General information 
Western Australia (WA), Australia‟s largest State, has a population of more than 2,000,000. Its 
Gross State Product (GSP)
50 has averaged 5.21 % during the past 10 years while Australia‟s 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
51 is 4.34 % at the same period  (Department of Industry and 
Resources, 2005). WA has been known as an attractive location for domestic and international 
investments because of the following reasons (Department of Industry and Resources, 2005): 
  Strong economic growth performance 
-  A proven track record of successful resource projects 
-  Close to existing and emerging markets in Asia 
  A wealth of mineral opportunities  
-  A mineral and petroleum rich State 
-  Extensive industrial land and infrastructure 
-  Abundant and competitively priced energy 
-  Skilled and productive workforce  
  Political stability and low sovereign risk 
  Government supportive of industrial development  
  Relaxed multicultural lifestyle and clean environment  
           
  This  State  has  growth  potential  in  many  sectors  including  mining,  oil  and  gas, 
manufacturing and tourism industry. To meet this growth, it needs to expand its electricity 
supply. The capacity of the South West Interconnected System (SWIS), the principal grid in 
WA, was 4,158 MW in 2004 whereas the summer peak demand in 2003/04 was 2,920 MW. 
Moreover, WA‟s Office of Energy reported that in August 2006, Western Australia had (Office 
of Energy, 2007): 
  6192 MW of installed capacity (95.5% non-renewable, 4.5% renewable) 
  1100 MW of capacity that was committed or under construction to 2008 (99.3% 
non- renewable, 0.7% renewable) 
  762MW of capacity, all non-renewable, that is scheduled to be retired by 2009 
                                                           
50 Gross state product (or gross regional product) is a measurement of the economic output of an Australian state. 
It is the sum of all value added by industries within the state and serves as a counterpart to the gross domestic 
product or GDP. 
 
51 A region's gross domestic product, or GDP, is one of the ways of measuring the size of economy. The GDP of a 
country is defined as the total market value of all final goods and services pro duced within a country in a given 
period of time (usually a calendar year). SWIS General Information       Appendix 4 
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  Figure  A4.1  and  Figure  A4.2  show  the  share  of  energy  resources  for  WA  electricity 
generation in 2005/06. The majority of generated electricity was produced by coal and natural 
gas which are both fossil fuels. Renewable energy only accounts for approximately 3.2% of the 
State‟s electricity generation, nearly half of this being from wind power (Office of Energy, 
2006a).  
 
Figure A4.1 - Shares in Western Australia electricity generation in 2005/06 by energy 
source (Office of Energy, 2006a) 
 
Figure A4.2 - Shares in Western Australia electricity generation in 2005/06 by renewable 
energy source (Office of Energy, 2006a) 
 
 SWIS Wholesale electricity market 
Until  recently,  Western  Power  has  been  the  highly  regulated  electricity  utility  in  Western 
Australia. It was responsible for generation, distribution and retail of electrical power. In an 
attempt to improve the safety, reliability and quality of the electrical power supply the Western 
Australian government restructured the Western Power Corporation to create the wholesale 
electricity market. This was achieved partly by dividing Western Power into 4 entities: Verve 
(generator of electricity); Western Power (distributor of power); Synergy (retailer) and Horizon 
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(remote power off SWIS) (Independent Market Operator, 2006). With the Independent Market 
Operator,  these  now  make-up  the  SWIS  wholesale  electricity  market,  with  the  role  and 
interaction between the different entities described below: 
  Independent Market Operator (IMO) 
IMO is the Market administrator and operator which plans for capacity expansion and 
also estimates the amount of the reserve capacity.   
  Market Generator Cooperation 
Market Generator Cooperation generates electricity based on the demand. WA‟s largest 
electricity  generator  is  Verve  Energy  Cooperation.  It  has  five  main  power  stations; 
Muja, Collie, Kwinana, Cockburn and Pinjar across SWIS and biomass, solar facilities 
in addition to wind farms at Albany and Esperance (Verve energy, 2006).  
  Retail Cooperation 
Synergy Cooperation is the largest energy retailer with over 870,000 customers across 
SWIS. Synergy is the only retailer allowed to serve customers that do not have interval 
meters,  requiring  a  different  treatment  of  the  load  of  these  customers  in  settlement 
(Independent Market Operator, 2006).  
  Network Cooperation 
Western Power is the network operator which distributes and transfers electricity in 
SWIS.  Network  maintenance  and  expansion  are  the  main  responsibilities  of  this 
Cooperation. Figure A4.3 shows the energy and cash flow among electricity market 
entities. Energy flow is among market generators, network operator and customers and 
cash flow is among all market entities. IMO is the market administrator which receives 
and pays market generators and retailers for their services such as ancillary service, 
balancing service and network control system service. Moreover, the network operator 
directly compensates IMO for network support service. Market retailers and customers 
are also charged by market generators for bilateral contract.     
 SWIS General Information       Appendix 4 
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Figure A4.3 - Energy and cash flow in electricity market (Independent Market Operator, 
2006) 
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Appendix 5 - SWIS Electricity Usage (Independent Market Operator, 2009) 
TIME  22/03/2008  21/03/2008  20/03/2008  19/03/2008  18/03/2008  17/03/2008  16/03/2008  15/03/2008 
8:29:40 AM  1841.89  1711.78  2188.8  2044.9  2146.75  2137.22  1659.79  1873.88 
8:59:35 AM  1846.88  1732.38  2200.55  2068.08  2167.4  2155.77  1712.25  1882.41 
9:29:44 AM  1854.26  1750.53  2217.22  2090.14  2177.47  2182.48  1709.08  1899.95 
9:59:42 AM  1862.88  1778.85  2243.44  2094.84  2203.61  2199.17  1719.51  1895.24 
10:29:50 AM  1899.28  1810.75  2270.09  2106.84  2234.87  2208.09  1745.56  1901.98 
10:59:53 AM  1937.33  1851.8  2307.02  2128.81  2259.39  2227.35  1755.28  1908.28 
11:29:52 AM  1971.59  1911.12  2326.32  2131.02  2282.35  2224.55  1783.35  1901.03 
11:59:36 AM  1998.61  1951.67  2350.45  2137.6  2304.45  2230.6  1783.05  1888.11 
12:29:58 PM  2022.83  2001.12  2386.82  2143.71  2331.88  2236.25  1775  1876.57 
12:59:46 PM  2060.51  2043.88  2424.45  2165.9  2375.22  2249.84  1769.27  1878.36 
1:29:37 PM  2088.12  2088.45  2456.29  2187.06  2411.18  2273.46  1774  1880.92 
1:59:56 PM  2106.93  2118.12  2468.76  2195.81  2437.68  2280.16  1778.67  1880.63 
2:29:44 PM  2142.32  2157.69  2476.2  2218.27  2456.68  2290.16  1790.62  1885.96 
2:59:30 PM  2165.71  2175.67  2503.87  2243.42  2480.48  2310.46  1797.93  1889.84 
3:29:47 PM  2178.05  2207.38  2517.57  2254.04  2503.4  2326.14  1805.55  1898.78 
3:59:28 PM  2186.24  2238.65  2505.61  2249.32  2512.98  2324.86  1879.31  1909.02 
4:29:37 PM  2165.51  2254.7  2475.49  2225.91  2492.43  2301.39  1892.9  1907.34 
4:59:52 PM  2161.4  2263.35  2450.86  2193.04  2465.15  2256.95  1896.38  1910.3 
5:29:32 PM  2126.66  2239.02  2413.23  2143.59  2389.14  2196.43  1884.55  1908.69 
5:59:45 PM  2093.53  2207.41  2337.02  2067.36  2351.25  2165  1921.37  1894.27 
6:29:38 PM  2062.33  2162.47  2299.36  2026.28  2290.01  2112.14  1950.05  1875.95 
6:59:44 PM  2086.79  2194.61  2315.48  1999.7  2299.9  2132.6  1905.31  1890.48 
7:29:55 PM  2085.22  2194  2303.63  2008.6  2305.79  2131.17  1841.19  1918.24 
7:59:34 PM  2044.97  2123.93  2254.45  2029.24  2246.09  2091.64  1767.19  1881.62 
8:29:51 PM  1985.02  2037.45  2157.68  1958.69  2163.71  2004.58  1698.43  1821.18 
8:59:59 PM  1934.17  1955  2054.11  1887.54  2061.53  1902.54  1614.41  1777.85 
9:29:32 PM  1870.55  1889.76  1939.4  1778.96  1964.65  1933.02  1613.88  1723.61 
9:59:36 PM  1788.65  1801.17  1845.88  1685.65  1844.75  1730.07  2106.1  1661.57 
10:29:52 PM  1707.32  1723.12  1768.36  1592.96  1743.55  1658.75  1658.75  1600.88 
10:59:34 PM  1626.05  1651.17  1687.63  1539.02  1661.4  1583.78  1583.78  1542.51 
11:29:48 PM  1567  1586.54  1620.48  1485.63  1616.92  1527.93  1527.93  1493.58 
11:59:53 PM  1506.23  1536.6  1581.93  1440.69  1565.52  1489.16  1489.16  1459 
12:29:59 AM  1454.54  1502.31  1546.98  1411.33  1526.53  1462.95  1462.95  1416.3 
12:59:58 AM  1424.1  1475.03  1516.23  1389.99  1503.38  1436.14  1436.14  1390.46 
1:29:37 AM  1407.11  1461.36  1498.46  1390.49  1490.92  1434.2  1434.2  1372.98 
1:59:43 AM  1403.45  1445.45  1476.85  1382.53  1473.11  1420.5  1420.5  1368.23 
2:29:49 AM  1382.39  1443.86  1462.97  1378.14  1460.22  1419.39  1419.39  1360.61 
2:59:41 AM  1378.48  1433.51  1441.35  1381.51  1451.65  1414.46  1414.46  1354.53 
3:29:26 AM  1372.26  1433.61  1444.49  1394.18  1458.59  1422.5  1422.5  1353.14 
3:59:35 AM  1355.88  1431.79  1438.87  1401.65  1468.44  1437.42  1437.42  1342.22 
4:29:37 AM  1378.37  1461.17  1455.9  1467.98  1539.05  1498.67  1498.67  1372.74 
4:59:54 AM  1390.83  1487.01  1459.61  1536.21  1613.52  1572.47  1572.47  1391.94 
5:29:43 AM  1412.85  1537.02  1488.8  1678.94  1757.02  1726.53  1726.53  1422.69 
5:59:35 AM  1432.63  1584.79  1516.27  1802.32  1900.65  1863.77  1863.77  1445.8 
6:29:35 AM  1452.6  1627.38  1552.11  1920.68  2025.55  2009.24  2009.24  1463.57 
6:59:44 AM  1486.31  1676.37  1586.24  1992.22  2083.86  2091.22  2091.22  1497.96 
7:29:42 AM  1544.27  1748.61  1640.9  2001.98  2117.74  2112.66  2112.66  1568.42 
7:59:49 AM  1600.66  1802.66  1682.72  2007.89  2127.61  2121.52  2121.52  1617.57 
Max  2186.24  2263.35  2517.57  2254.04  2512.98  2326.14  2121.52  1918.24 
Average  1788.5742  1831.2931  1990.775  1876.2638  2036.3629  1948.2781  1729.8592  1692.8581 
Load Factor  0.8181051  0.8091074  0.7907526  0.8324004  0.8103379  0.8375584  0.8153867  0.8825059 WA electricity usage for 3 months (Jan 2008 – March 2008)                      Appendix 5 
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TIME  14/03/2008  13/03/2008  12/03/2008  11/03/2008  10/03/2008  9/03/2008 
8:29:40 AM  2095.27  2251.19  2628.1  2414.12  2162.96  1719.56 
8:59:35 AM  2093.6  2244.73  2645.76  2456.87  2196.19  1751.05 
9:29:44 AM  2127.87  2304.78  2694.77  2504.82  2244.74  1784.28 
9:59:42 AM  2119.71  2311.01  2691.62  2516.99  2242.25  1800.58 
10:29:50 AM  2106.73  2306.52  2719.54  2589.67  2276.93  1828.91 
10:59:53 AM  2113.99  2305.81  2781.51  2637.28  2324.29  1837.24 
11:29:52 AM  2107.26  2313.29  2818.3  2637.92  2359.3  1850.34 
11:59:36 AM  2104.68  2312.96  2848.88  2622.85  2384.94  1897.14 
12:29:58 PM  2123.07  2285.89  2905.48  2729.31  2457.68  1895.95 
12:59:46 PM  2133.82  2310.91  2829.64  2778.26  2497.5  1905.7 
1:29:37 PM  2156.09  2278.88  2862.64  2853.22  2525.66  1895.98 
1:59:56 PM  2170.2  2254.01  2867.11  2888.11  2553.77  1920.57 
2:29:44 PM  2173.54  2257.55  2874.74  2922.12  2580.07  1968.64 
2:59:30 PM  2163.54  2242.48  2918.58  2933.98  2602.11  1983.54 
3:29:47 PM  2185.55  2241.75  2966.35  2887.43  2646.02  2005.11 
3:59:28 PM  2166.9  2259.21  2967.47  2889.29  2635.98  2037.23 
4:29:37 PM  2133.87  2161.99  2917.68  2822.76  2615.92  2063.18 
4:59:52 PM  2098.4  2177.33  2886.79  2774.1  2600.59  2102.07 
5:29:32 PM  2002.71  2148.2  2801.18  2723.38  2597.28  2083.76 
5:59:45 PM  1968.69  2127.16  2746.36  2866.24  2583.14  2059.79 
6:29:38 PM  1940.56  2135.95  2660.74  2845.72  2523.8  2038.66 
6:59:44 PM  1965.99  2132.96  2623.14  2850.5  2466.57  2046.03 
7:29:55 PM  1984.42  2103.72  2641.13  2851.11  2479.92  2093.87 
7:59:34 PM  1950.76  2051.9  2564.85  2749.27  2478.2  2080.93 
8:29:51 PM  1894.52  1969.94  2517.66  2661.06  2401.02  2034.37 
8:59:59 PM  1833.9  1936.28  2459.57  2650.91  2307.54  1990.3 
9:29:32 PM  1769.69  1905.72  2292.17  2551.12  2182.2  1909.62 
9:59:36 PM  1698.21  1829.29  2144.87  2463.49  2078.34  1823.26 
10:29:52 PM  1626.73  1794.47  2026.71  2361.74  1971.63  1737.25 
10:59:34 PM  1574.62  1670.75  1971.87  2266.66  1935.89  1676.26 
11:29:48 PM  1519.31  1644.43  1920.62  2198.37  1859.28  1652.7 
11:59:53 PM  1473.27  1609.57  1860.38  2183.63  1732.34  1501.81 
12:29:59 AM  1459.67  1585.67  1825.45  2169.35  1739.25  1502.96 
12:59:58 AM  1419.62  1540.68  1786.21  2121.63  1749.04  1496.65 
1:29:37 AM  1412.12  1535.94  1773.98  2084.67  1701.58  1482.51 
1:59:43 AM  1403.44  1527.88  1693.04  2059.74  1677.15  1486.96 
2:29:49 AM  1396.67  1458.52  1693.54  2046.65  1672.64  1489.44 
2:59:41 AM  1391.79  1435.02  1699.59  2044.33  1632.94  1444.69 
3:29:26 AM  1396.77  1467.35  1657.89  2047.07  1650.07  1467.46 
3:59:35 AM  1397.94  1438.65  1651.92  2057.44  1683.01  1484.91 
4:29:37 AM  1428.71  1486.4  1711.83  2104.08  1747.54  1538.02 
4:59:54 AM  1449.38  1578.42  1781.97  2086.9  1798.53  1599.12 
5:29:43 AM  1518.03  1715.02  1843.31  2191.91  1902.66  1683.29 
5:59:35 AM  1569.39  1818.04  2004.77  2271.95  2015.78  1813.79 
6:29:35 AM  1636.68  1927.6  2114.6  2370.54  2170.94  1973.97 
6:59:44 AM  1700.8  2047.67  2214.37  2431.57  2239.5  2095.57 
7:29:42 AM  1774.96  2093.14  2201.75  2509.92  2290.79  2113.07 
7:59:49 AM  1827.69  2073.16  2231.47  2569.54  2356.87  2083.87 
Max  2313.29  2967.47  2967.47  2933.98  2646.02  2113.07 
Average  1971.0373  2373.7896  2373.7896  2505.1998  2198.5904  1827.7492 
Load Factor  0.8520494  0.7999372  0.7999372  0.8538571  0.8309047  0.8649733 
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TIME  8/03/2008  7/03/2008  6/03/2008  5/03/2008  4/03/2008  3/03/2008 
8:29:40 AM  1972.33  2434.83  2357.55  2330.68  2283.4  1804.57 
8:59:35 AM  1997.79  2457.08  2356.42  2396.3  2324.57  1842.68 
9:29:44 AM  2021  2452.75  2349.89  2423.49  2369.88  1875.91 
9:59:42 AM  1976.77  2448.65  2384.97  2458.87  2408.69  1899.12 
10:29:50 AM  1971.25  2502.43  2388.59  2508.81  2452.89  1922.82 
10:59:53 AM  2003.85  2423.76  2386.29  2629.34  2491.26  1951.13 
11:29:52 AM  1986.7  2414.41  2414.52  2682.41  2522.3  1988.94 
11:59:36 AM  1997.02  2384.03  2431.71  2728.83  2577.17  2017.75 
12:29:58 PM  1995.27  2396.31  2487.24  2776.01  2627.67  2047.02 
12:59:46 PM  1985.28  2418.06  2483.27  2684.56  2669.66  2075.05 
1:29:37 PM  1974.33  2441.08  2590.05  2551.09  2694.43  2124.77 
1:59:56 PM  1990.7  2440.34  2596.02  2880.98  2694.43  2177.81 
2:29:44 PM  2012.29  2470.54  2539.2  2942.02  2765.27  2224.76 
2:59:30 PM  2016.37  2449.54  2525.24  2947.78  2780.86  2275.76 
3:29:47 PM  2031.98  2423.24  2500.89  2932.8  2788.59  2330.06 
3:59:28 PM  2045.1  2399.5  2489.82  3042.47  2809.39  2370.53 
4:29:37 PM  2024.73  2365.98  2464.76  2806.21  2770.13  2393.89 
4:59:52 PM  2014.96  2322.74  2436.06  2773.03  2762.46  2414.34 
5:29:32 PM  2020.29  2271.98  2400.23  2742.41  2705.98  2392.72 
5:59:45 PM  1991.28  2185.86  2347.45  2688.62  2686.27  2364.99 
6:29:38 PM  1931.6  2191.32  2393.27  2732.77  2611.09  2313.15 
6:59:44 PM  1949.39  2183.55  2388.76  2704.84  2627.31  2275.32 
7:29:55 PM  2012.5  2210.25  2416.32  2627.74  2436.76  2293.71 
7:59:34 PM  2007.04  2156.99  2390.32  2549.93  2390.17  2269.62 
8:29:51 PM  1950.3  2116.12  2336.86  2404.68  2313.68  2222.99 
8:59:59 PM  1901.68  2060.83  2250.77  2327.47  2313.68  2091.17 
9:29:32 PM  1882.58  1997.29  2162.68  2237.69  2313.68  1981.37 
9:59:36 PM  1798.35  1953.75  2074.81  2170.93  2004.7  1853.24 
10:29:52 PM  1725.77  1918.75  2035.79  2177.17  1917.77  1759.38 
10:59:34 PM  1675.59  1822.6  1922.75  2151.87  1892  1696.73 
11:29:48 PM  1631.2  1754.62  1886.3  2104.59  1800.99  1649.89 
11:59:53 PM  1607.42  1756.23  1840.05  2044.18  1775.36  1608.11 
12:29:59 AM  1604.49  1704.25  1839.51  1963.6  1743.37  1578.84 
12:59:58 AM  1546.51  1674.8  1804.52  1981.5  1695.67  1544.71 
1:29:37 AM  1532.53  1658.81  1777.17  1968.86  1698.53  1521.06 
1:59:43 AM  1538.19  1647.4  1773.67  1970.28  1672.5  1502.49 
2:29:49 AM  1584.25  1632.92  1773.16  1923.95  1638.64  1497.62 
2:59:41 AM  1572.82  1618.32  1761.49  1964.36  1673.78  1486.41 
3:29:26 AM  1551.34  1616.68  1756.23  2006.48  1701.94  1497.52 
3:59:35 AM  1542.99  1632.42  1761.12  2021.58  1662.22  1513.22 
4:29:37 AM  1564.55  1607.28  1853.44  2141.97  1706.89  1569.66 
4:59:54 AM  1596.57  1641.76  1905.84  2188.12  1783.09  1642.35 
5:29:43 AM  1506.46  1638.48  1935.43  2377.36  1893.16  1790.53 
5:59:35 AM  1566.13  1707.2  2059.24  2381.19  2021.59  1919.05 
6:29:35 AM  1573.77  1744.26  2253.92  2446.68  2067.03  2052.56 
6:59:44 AM  1631.39  1814.18  2335.85  2459.66  2143.15  2131.37 
7:29:42 AM  1660.06  1849.09  2386.36  2386.36  2200.29  2186.85 
7:59:49 AM  1667.67  1946.81  2418.64  2418.64  2270.79  2231.08 
Max  2045.1  2502.43  2596.02  3042.47  2809.39  2414.34 
Average  1819.634  2070.0015  2217.1758  2432.5242  2253.2319  1961.9713 
Load Factor  0.889753  0.8271965  0.8540673  0.7995228  0.802036  0.8126325 
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TIME  2/03/2008  1/03/2008  29/02/2008  28/02/2008  27/02/2008  26/02/2008 
8:29:40 AM  1744.02  2063.07  2576.09  2531.8  2380.94  2384.42 
8:59:35 AM  1784.58  2095.84  2636.72  2609.79  2413.7  2434.22 
9:29:44 AM  1821.51  2131.28  2698.93  2692.89  2456.7  2502.46 
9:59:42 AM  1859.68  2158.75  2748.13  2755.8  2497.98  2573.71 
10:29:50 AM  1900.03  2198.1  2799.83  2755.8  2546.45  2660.82 
10:59:53 AM  1935.97  2248.28  2872.63  2754.35  2630.13  2733.57 
11:29:52 AM  1979.31  2284.26  2915.9  3038.66  2681.3  2788.41 
11:59:36 AM  2010.83  2309.02  2952.6  3125.14  2744.82  2844.51 
12:29:58 PM  2043.13  2332.88  3003.41  3184.42  2826.41  2904.68 
12:59:46 PM  2064.28  2362.38  3022.74  3248.26  2897.84  2961.6 
1:29:37 PM  2080.66  2384.11  3041.61  3298.83  2981.8  3018.19 
1:59:56 PM  2099.86  2401.8  3060.2  3326.39  3034.98  3044.38 
2:29:44 PM  2122.15  2422.33  3067.11  3338.54  3096.88  3066.99 
2:59:30 PM  2134.88  2446.29  3097.45  3368.49  3177.9  3110.57 
3:29:47 PM  2148.47  2456.45  3095.64  3392.74  3236.23  3141.94 
3:59:28 PM  2161.1  2459.96  3073.66  3394.11  3280.52  3156.09 
4:29:37 PM  2161.57  2426.61  3037.02  3354.5  3305.35  3111.67 
4:59:52 PM  2165.78  2372.63  2968.81  3336.35  3265.08  3073.64 
5:29:32 PM  2173.94  2315.78  2885.05  3281.65  3195.26  2945.53 
5:59:45 PM  2121.85  2272.4  2773.41  3231.57  3164.98  2898.02 
6:29:38 PM  2086.19  2228.86  2677.38  3178.44  3108.11  2827.25 
6:59:44 PM  2052.74  2174.59  2604.36  3113.9  3057.41  2725.76 
7:29:55 PM  2087.23  2190.03  2576.06  3116.85  3069.39  2711.66 
7:59:34 PM  2077.32  2178.94  2551.68  3054.81  3025.15  2683.33 
8:29:51 PM  2031.5  2141.24  2445.59  2926.76  2928.02  2585.93 
8:59:59 PM  1960.68  2056.61  2345.8  2774.26  2777.53  2490.42 
9:29:32 PM  1890.23  1975.74  2264.18  2612.01  2614.64  2318.7 
9:59:36 PM  1808.63  1896.5  2155.56  2434.88  2424.11  2149.6 
10:29:52 PM  1738.76  1819.26  2046.69  2251.06  2271.44  2017.1 
10:59:34 PM  1668.31  1748.92  1935.78  2117.24  2169.63  1908.04 
11:29:48 PM  1611.85  1703.3  1862.79  2013.14  2043.03  1832.23 
11:59:53 PM  1557.09  1625.67  1803.29  1949.21  1966.19  1764.73 
12:29:59 AM  1521.04  1581.6  1746  1895.05  1913.85  1720.53 
12:59:58 AM  1501.23  1550.79  1706.18  1842.88  1858.03  1683.26 
1:29:37 AM  1492.74  1533.27  1675.67  1813.47  1835.22  1658.01 
1:59:43 AM  1482.73  1510.9  1661.84  1785.37  1794.94  1657.02 
2:29:49 AM  1470.06  1487.55  1645.01  1757.2  1768.75  1653.74 
2:59:41 AM  1464.63  1465.41  1626.03  1737.58  1734.37  1643.07 
3:29:26 AM  1458.89  1465.24  1621.86  1730.85  1733.4  1641.41 
3:59:35 AM  1449.48  1459.9  1609.2  1745.02  1730.28  1641.03 
4:29:37 AM  1474.31  1467.84  1635.4  1800.61  1784.05  1702.7 
4:59:54 AM  1484.18  1472.79  1653.55  1859.62  1835.24  1754.51 
5:29:43 AM  1532.98  1499.85  1702.66  2005.36  1974.5  1903.03 
5:59:35 AM  1556.7  1514.59  1746.76  2109.48  2073.54  2030.66 
6:29:35 AM  1580.42  1529.09  1798.59  2222.83  2202.57  2154.24 
6:59:44 AM  1630.17  1571.67  1859.73  2312.05  2282.76  2241.67 
7:29:42 AM  1704.09  1632.27  1939  2391.32  2364.43  2290.38 
7:59:49 AM  1761.09  1689.23  2014.04  2480.82  2458.39  2317.41 
Max  2173.94  2459.96  3097.45  3394.11  3305.35  3156.09 
Average  1826.0181  1964.8723  2359.1171  2605.2531  2512.7963  2397.1425 
Load Factor  0.8399579  0.7987416  0.761632  0.7675806  0.7602209  0.7595292 
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TIME  25/02/2008  24/02/2008  23/02/2008  22/02/2008  21/02/2008  20/02/2008 
8:29:40 AM  2242.77  1610.93  1795.08  2048.18  2077.94  2024.74 
8:59:35 AM  2299.65  1641.78  1799.77  2050.16  2093.54  2042 
9:29:44 AM  2355.03  1668.05  1807.98  2054.63  2097.38  2051.42 
9:59:42 AM  2400.75  1684.43  1810.7  2057.86  2118.89  2048.91 
10:29:50 AM  2491.78  1714.97  1807.82  2068.19  2139.85  2055.73 
10:59:53 AM  2513.11  1729.82  1813.61  2080.56  2150.5  2073.25 
11:29:52 AM  2558.67  1771.67  1805.84  2070.08  2165.04  2075.46 
11:59:36 AM  2623.69  1801.74  1783.87  2066.37  2170.84  2067.85 
12:29:58 PM  2666.26  1830.84  1792.05  2077.67  2186.31  2060.34 
12:59:46 PM  2713.42  1858.57  1798.53  2098.62  2204.31  2071.77 
1:29:37 PM  2802.12  1890.62  1796.51  2156.76  2252.86  2091.04 
1:59:56 PM  2821.56  1940.88  1811.52  2141.39  2240.36  2110.81 
2:29:44 PM  2854.18  1995.79  1826.83  2153.96  2253.86  2124.5 
2:59:30 PM  2918.41  2038.24  1853.59  2179.7  2279.54  2149.29 
3:29:47 PM  2959.72  2089.76  1884.13  2196.82  2292.74  2136.28 
3:59:28 PM  2983.15  2139.28  1914.67  2205.69  2300.12  2122.6 
4:29:37 PM  2949.2  2180.95  1914.8  2173.72  2278.63  2090.55 
4:59:52 PM  2900.61  2215.93  1928.98  2127.55  2278.1  2060.48 
5:29:32 PM  2823.37  2231.53  1941.65  2058.02  2225.67  2013.78 
5:59:45 PM  2748.17  2225.87  1942.77  2024.07  2190.34  1975.47 
6:29:38 PM  2695.68  2194.35  1907.83  1987.27  2133.97  1933.3 
6:59:44 PM  2598.88  2166.86  1877.7  1967.32  2118.21  1913.83 
7:29:55 PM  2569.51  2153.61  1886.34  1974.63  2128.35  1934.56 
7:59:34 PM  2571.84  2165.94  1909.65  1981.31  2145.94  1958.77 
8:29:51 PM  2443.63  2099.4  1857.03  1920.62  2067.49  1890.52 
8:59:59 PM  2293.11  2001.24  1795.74  1839.13  1959.01  1811.57 
9:29:32 PM  2140.32  1902.55  1731.25  1768.38  1857.06  1727.53 
9:59:36 PM  1982.25  1787.76  1658.07  1690.33  1759.63  1641.2 
10:29:52 PM  1872.51  1680.68  1599.88  1636.61  1659.02  1568.17 
10:59:34 PM  1780.75  1599.58  1536.64  1552.49  1595.95  1495.62 
11:29:48 PM  1699.35  1550.85  1472.81  1498.38  1535.05  1459.97 
11:59:53 PM  1651.68  1502.67  1425.43  1442.59  1487.17  1418.12 
12:29:59 AM  1592.9  1476.84  1386.93  1405.6  1454.2  1405.54 
12:59:58 AM  1566.57  1465.62  1360.3  1378.52  1442.52  1387.57 
1:29:37 AM  1563.69  1457.01  1352.39  1372.99  1432.5  1382.78 
1:59:43 AM  1540.45  1448.85  1347.24  1364.75  1420.94  1374.86 
2:29:49 AM  1531.43  1444.05  1337.09  1351.46  1433.15  1365.54 
2:59:41 AM  1529.3  1450.11  1332.07  1350.09  1410.6  1365.45 
3:29:26 AM  1521.03  1457.13  1323.87  1342.82  1419.16  1377.13 
3:59:35 AM  1529.64  1470.9  1317.83  1344.97  1414.62  1395.15 
4:29:37 AM  1592.02  1544.16  1337.42  1381.12  1463.62  1463.93 
4:59:54 AM  1659.45  1613.6  1349.74  1400.76  1541.2  1539.14 
5:29:43 AM  1808.18  1756.19  1379.27  1465.08  1675.74  1683.17 
5:59:35 AM  1933.25  1880.99  1389.11  1497.54  1796.08  1809.86 
6:29:35 AM  2060.19  2009.85  1397.94  1540.89  1910.72  1942.06 
6:59:44 AM  2149.48  2088.79  1449.57  1608.03  1985.13  2027.98 
7:29:42 AM  2223.5  2152.86  1505.5  1692.71  2016.81  2053.12 
7:59:49 AM  2286.3  2201.35  1560.54  1752.09  2036.86  2070.2 
Max  2983.15  2231.53  1942.77  2205.69  2300.12  2149.29 
Average  2250.2606  1833.03  1658.6642  1804.135  1922.865  1830.0606 
Load Factor  0.7543237  0.821423  0.8537625  0.8179459  0.8359846  0.8514722 
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TIME  19/02/2008  18/02/2008  17/02/2008  16/02/2008  15/02/2008  14/02/2008 
8:29:40 AM  2044.9  2176.59  1734.9  1951.24  2405.35  2658.82 
8:59:35 AM  2068.08  2307.04  1775.26  1984.98  2409.67  2694.21 
9:29:44 AM  2090.14  2209.1  1809.65  1997.02  2414.81  2750.41 
9:59:42 AM  2094.84  2215.88  1827.34  2022.19  2426.16  2798.84 
10:29:50 AM  2106.84  2221.4  1854.97  2030.03  2456.28  2843.51 
10:59:53 AM  2128.81  2238.04  1875.3  2039.97  2459.58  2885.18 
11:29:52 AM  2131.02  2238.26  1906  2049.19  2454.24  2908.77 
11:59:36 AM  2137.6  2246.94  1919.09  2062.36  2454.02  2931.89 
12:29:58 PM  2143.71  2271.07  1923.57  2064.04  2458.66  2960.85 
12:59:46 PM  2165.9  2293.19  1928.96  2070.58  2458.27  2972.66 
1:29:37 PM  2187.06  2304.41  1947.6  2092.77  2467.16  2984.52 
1:59:56 PM  2195.81  2310.09  1967.73  2114.16  2471.31  2970.21 
2:29:44 PM  2218.27  2307.05  1988.55  2136.49  2467.71  2959.15 
2:59:30 PM  2243.42  2317.48  2021.62  2161.03  2467.82  2974.2 
3:29:47 PM  2254.04  2325.66  2041.15  2188.14  2464.43  2992.04 
3:59:28 PM  2249.32  2299.97  2072.85  2202  2439.07  2991.05 
4:29:37 PM  2225.91  2262.84  2084.63  2181.43  2387.5  2942.21 
4:59:52 PM  2193.04  2222.38  2094.54  2173.47  2328.45  2916.83 
5:29:32 PM  2143.59  2151.18  2094.47  2167.01  2265.8  2840.63 
5:59:45 PM  2067.36  2115.85  2080.74  2115.65  2212.07  2765.02 
6:29:38 PM  2026.28  2052.73  2047.41  2063.13  2158.09  2683.36 
6:59:44 PM  1999.7  2013.95  2027.91  2033.68  2139.76  2624.49 
7:29:55 PM  2008.6  2006.67  2020.47  2015.46  2128.29  2598.62 
7:59:34 PM  2029.24  2030.22  2054.26  2041.13  2149.89  2588.77 
8:29:51 PM  1958.69  1978.09  1999.97  1986.36  2101.83  2497.4 
8:59:59 PM  1887.54  1887.73  1931.47  1931.64  2025.97  2365.47 
9:29:32 PM  1778.96  1784.27  1842.92  1874.1  1957.7  2255.26 
9:59:36 PM  1685.65  1688.37  1759.86  1795.99  1877.79  2128.24 
10:29:52 PM  1592.96  1593.67  1677.62  1717.03  1785.86  1991.01 
10:59:34 PM  1539.02  1523.99  1618.85  1656.33  1700.51  1896.22 
11:29:48 PM  1485.63  1485.18  1569.57  1607.99  1647.16  1822.71 
11:59:53 PM  1440.69  1445.83  1524.03  1551.28  1551.28  1755.94 
12:29:59 AM  1411.33  1418.72  1488.53  1518.29  1518.29  1713.88 
12:59:58 AM  1389.99  1405.35  1468.42  1493.78  1493.78  1687.4 
1:29:37 AM  1390.49  1391.58  1451.15  1471.95  1471.95  1667.03 
1:59:43 AM  1382.53  1381.58  1446.74  1455.31  1455.31  1653.87 
2:29:49 AM  1378.14  1382.66  1439.82  1446.22  1446.22  1647.23 
2:59:41 AM  1381.51  1380.02  1439.99  1444.89  1444.89  1650.41 
3:29:26 AM  1394.18  1375.64  1445.16  1443.8  1443.8  1639.11 
3:59:35 AM  1401.65  1409.33  1462.28  1442.67  1442.67  1659.23 
4:29:37 AM  1467.98  1474.34  1519.89  1461.06  1461.06  1718.19 
4:59:54 AM  1536.21  1538  1591.41  1461.49  1461.49  1797.18 
5:29:43 AM  1678.94  1669.26  1728.08  1489.79  1489.79  1930.21 
5:59:35 AM  1802.32  1779.06  1840.38  1508.44  1508.44  2051.35 
6:29:35 AM  1920.68  1906  1969.48  1524.07  1524.07  2184.1 
6:59:44 AM  1992.22  1986.31  2056.49  1567.07  1567.07  2284.25 
7:29:42 AM  2001.98  2013.77  2106.79  1633.65  1633.65  2345.18 
7:59:49 AM  2007.89  2027.19  2140.57  1685.94  1685.94  2377.27 
Max  2254.04  2325.66  2140.57  2202  2471.31  2992.04 
Average  1876.2638  1917.9985  1825.3842  1835.9644  1992.519  2394.8829 
Load Factor  0.8324004  0.8247115  0.8527561  0.8337713  0.8062602  0.8004181 
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TIME  13/02/2008  11/02/2008  10/02/2008  9/02/2008  8/02/2008  7/02/2008 
8:29:40 AM  2474.38  2573.24  1777.5  1900.45  2230.73  2237.91 
8:59:35 AM  2513.69  2643.05  1822.35  1924  2253.18  2239.04 
9:29:44 AM  2562.02  2719.98  1876.93  1936.37  2282.73  2243.98 
9:59:42 AM  2614.94  2780.24  1929.31  1950.75  2307.65  2245.7 
10:29:50 AM  2669.25  2871.43  1995.05  1963.76  2326.45  2233.28 
10:59:53 AM  2733.58  2934.5  2070.65  1988.3  2344.15  2245.04 
11:29:52 AM  2775.59  2994.82  2143.94  1999  2356.75  2247.6 
11:59:36 AM  2835.67  3059.28  2206.08  2013.44  2374.97  2241.8 
12:29:58 PM  2911.23  3117.23  2265.74  2023.53  2384.85  2244.14 
12:59:46 PM  2970.35  3155.06  2319.87  2042.49  2404.93  2251.68 
1:29:37 PM  3022.29  3216.39  2379.32  2055.98  2428  2263.26 
1:59:56 PM  3067.32  3257.76  2435.38  2081.49  2433.51  2252.97 
2:29:44 PM  3116.55  3309.97  2488.53  2114.35  2420.97  2262.14 
2:59:30 PM  3155.03  3336.95  2534.95  2146.46  2419.33  2269.04 
3:29:47 PM  3174.35  3375.43  2588.91  2187.86  2421  2272.4 
3:59:28 PM  3197.51  3391.48  2641.72  2221.12  2421.03  2244.1 
4:29:37 PM  3200.84  3359.86  2672.97  2225.78  2421.03  2222.68 
4:59:52 PM  3195.11  3322.3  2703.46  2240.83  2308.38  2220.34 
5:29:32 PM  3139.45  3249.86  2720.66  2246.72  2222.39  2161.42 
5:59:45 PM  3099.46  3209.56  2714.68  2229.36  2167.8  2126.39 
6:29:38 PM  3040.37  3127.72  2691.2  2187.03  2102.76  2090.98 
6:59:44 PM  2993.52  3059.81  2646.95  2149.63  2071.97  2076.18 
7:29:55 PM  2960.68  3000.8  2626.56  2141.99  2047.42  2063.85 
7:59:34 PM  2969.13  2981.41  2654.06  2164.95  2068.11  2071.7 
8:29:51 PM  2862.9  2915.32  2584.91  2137.78  2020.44  2008.87 
8:59:59 PM  2735.55  2766.8  2478.49  2078.64  1956.06  1918.11 
9:29:32 PM  2569.96  2618.35  2333.77  2015.9  1880.69  1830.59 
9:59:36 PM  2393.89  2429.43  2178.67  1929.75  1808.5  1738.33 
10:29:52 PM  2230.72  2267.57  2045.68  1850.78  1715.01  1646.41 
10:59:34 PM  2120.05  2106.05  1944.82  1768.32  1635.45  1586.94 
11:29:48 PM  2034.06  2008.1  1859.06  1699.83  1572.42  1545.92 
11:59:53 PM  1967.55  1933.43  1797.21  1651.29  1520.19  1486.59 
12:29:59 AM  1908.11  1874.88  1752.12  1594.99  1477.08  1462.82 
12:59:58 AM  1866.16  1837.23  1717  1566.48  1455.32  1440.69 
1:29:37 AM  1843.89  1790.24  1692.79  1534.06  1451.14  1439.09 
1:59:43 AM  1825.26  1761.03  1703.11  1516.42  1445.69  1438.8 
2:29:49 AM  1804.78  1759.42  1700.27  1516.42  1443.53  1437.24 
2:59:41 AM  1792.18  1748.52  1696.93  1515.39  1441.37  1435.37 
3:29:26 AM  1792.06  1740.22  1687.46  1505.15  1430.13  1429.62 
3:59:35 AM  1806.03  1700.55  1692.09  1477.38  1435.8  1469.93 
4:29:37 AM  1862.82  1738.35  1750.86  1491.88  1464.21  1535.2 
4:59:54 AM  1921.99  1794.51  1822.35  1499.56  1490.72  1609.95 
5:29:43 AM  2054.4  1919.98  1959.27  1510.14  1549.49  1749.64 
5:59:35 AM  2170.89  2011.82  2069.09  1507.28  1575.01  1871.36 
6:29:35 AM  2297.3  2129.85  2207.89  1536.72  1630.51  2010.87 
6:59:44 AM  2420.06  2225.42  2314.34  1580.5  1703.59  2095.11 
7:29:42 AM  2493.26  2298.12  2397.77  1646.74  1784.87  2138.23 
7:59:49 AM  2577.71  2365.37  2479.1  1713.93  1843.84  2179.31 
Max  3200.84  3391.48  2720.66  2246.72  2433.51  2272.4 
Average  2536.331  2578.931  2182.7463  1874.6035  1957.3156  1948.596 
Load Factor  0.7923954  0.7604146  0.8022856  0.8343735  0.8043179  0.8575057 
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TIME  6/02/2008  5/02/2008  3/02/2008  2/02/2008  1/02/2008  31/01/2008 
8:29:40 AM  2637.6  2600.48  2010.75  2059.91  2340.71  2222.41 
8:59:35 AM  2637.6  2615.91  2104.71  2106.73  2382.55  2245.36 
9:29:44 AM  2767.3  2651.98  2212.14  2171.18  2434.88  2277.04 
9:59:42 AM  2793.4  2689.04  2296.04  2228.18  2498.45  2295.12 
10:29:50 AM  2833.28  2753.4  2392.78  2287.21  2565.95  2328.69 
10:59:53 AM  2868.92  2823.11  2478.21  2348.12  2619.47  2354.64 
11:29:52 AM  2903.44  2872.22  2569.21  2403.51  2680.27  2389.21 
11:59:36 AM  2951.79  2918.77  2644.54  2480.38  2750.11  2421.77 
12:29:58 PM  2993.44  2991.3  2689.24  2549.94  2819.34  2455.52 
12:59:46 PM  3020.67  3044.4  2717.87  2623.93  2885.38  2513.71 
1:29:37 PM  3061.97  3111.31  2740.71  2677.5  2940.7  2572.57 
1:59:56 PM  3081.35  3111.75  2771.84  2721.26  2998.96  2611.75 
2:29:44 PM  3122.86  3138.95  2781.69  2768.71  3015.31  2658.01 
2:59:30 PM  3176.38  3185.72  2809.84  2817.22  3038.36  2696.19 
3:29:47 PM  3191.7  3205.35  2809.63  2859.93  3062.98  2724.09 
3:59:28 PM  3227.76  3221.49  2813.89  2889.89  3062.12  2747.32 
4:29:37 PM  3199.16  3182.75  2803.51  2924.54  3029.95  2730.65 
4:59:52 PM  3151.01  3131.08  2808.56  2889.36  2976.59  2721.03 
5:29:32 PM  3151.01  3052.49  2805.66  2882.38  2908.77  2677.57 
5:59:45 PM  3151.01  2993.87  2775.6  2836.25  2817.42  2641.83 
6:29:38 PM  3151.01  2920.68  2753.76  2753.58  2739.17  2595.77 
6:59:44 PM  3089.93  2856.11  2700.3  2701.28  2670.54  2540.41 
7:29:55 PM  2913.32  2814.61  2665.2  2679.41  2631.49  2488.45 
7:59:34 PM  2896.87  2811.77  2699.84  2687.73  2636.45  2506.66 
8:29:51 PM  2823.67  2750.38  2662.33  2658.37  2609.02  2448.12 
8:59:59 PM  2713.24  2652.47  2562.57  2593.52  2529.33  2326.64 
9:29:32 PM  2554  2479.62  2433.65  2514.97  2436.21  2214.29 
9:59:36 PM  2389.35  2353.21  2312.92  2399.18  2308.63  2058.2 
10:29:52 PM  2227.49  2217.07  2165.78  2294.13  2164.45  1971.75 
10:59:34 PM  2080.94  2075.63  2038.31  2169.69  2058.14  1838.19 
11:29:48 PM  2002.24  1984.25  1953.53  2095.25  1953.18  1759.58 
11:59:53 PM  1914.9  1926.52  1882.24  2010.24  1886.63  1698.53 
12:29:59 AM  1850.58  1879.52  1831.62  1911.93  1817.18  1656.04 
12:59:58 AM  1824.84  1853.56  1781.73  1864.85  1765.14  1620.64 
1:29:37 AM  1797.14  1827.52  1759.85  1814.02  1731.41  1593.04 
1:59:43 AM  1763.94  1812  1712.9  1778.46  1699.74  1570.21 
2:29:49 AM  1740.67  1799.73  1685.58  1743.52  1660.07  1542.33 
2:59:41 AM  1736.27  1794.73  1672.96  1726.88  1637.96  1522.22 
3:29:26 AM  1681.77  1823.48  1667.04  1711.12  1619.9  1544.01 
3:59:35 AM  1707.44  1820.97  1678.93  1704.93  1616.4  1554.8 
4:29:37 AM  1738.11  1876.67  1741.95  1702.49  1635.27  1611.24 
4:59:54 AM  1781.02  1941.55  1804.95  1701.01  1650.94  1663.19 
5:29:43 AM  1913.94  2080.43  1935.69  1724.56  1706.1  1792.67 
5:59:35 AM  2010.74  2170.73  2033.7  1697.7  1716.44  1860.03 
6:29:35 AM  2119.93  2328.15  2181.7  1726.2  1769.25  1985.16 
6:59:44 AM  2207.06  2329.07  2286.42  1771.85  1839.07  2098.23 
7:29:42 AM  2233.56  2329.07  2341.11  1834.73  1915.54  2198.09 
7:59:49 AM  2225.66  2328.51  2420.3  1915.76  1999.32  2285.9 
Max  3227.76  3221.49  2813.89  2924.54  3062.98  2747.32 
Average  2521.0683  2523.6121  2320.9017  2279.4477  2338.1508  2183.9348 
Load Factor  0.7810582  0.783368  0.8248018  0.7794209  0.7633582  0.7949328 
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TIME  30/01/2008  28/01/2008  27/01/2008  26/01/2008  25/01/2008  24/01/2008 
8:29:40 AM  2286.51  1840.1  1613.85  2228.16  2570.29  2504.86 
8:59:35 AM  2318.35  1892.87  1870.5  2283.58  2652.28  2545.44 
9:29:44 AM  2357.8  1944.84  1941.3  2358.21  2735.18  2618.09 
9:59:42 AM  2392.37  1997.87  2014.11  2427.74  2762.32  2700.98 
10:29:50 AM  2416.29  2064.2  2079.63  2476.93  2844  2780.82 
10:59:53 AM  2454  2097.57  2141.05  2522.64  2916.58  2841.85 
11:29:52 AM  2479.85  2152.02  2213.26  2549.75  2964.1  2897.61 
11:59:36 AM  2501.12  2183.13  2274.34  2576.67  3006.83  2942.23 
12:29:58 PM  2536.89  2215.47  2296.34  2596.73  3040.12  2987.88 
12:59:46 PM  2579.39  2250.56  2341.44  2607.59  3087.57  3042.66 
1:29:37 PM  2643.67  2276.36  2353.81  2615.13  3113.29  3058.05 
1:59:56 PM  2673.73  2305.27  2363.15  2608.25  3139.52  3113.41 
2:29:44 PM  2717.03  2332.41  2382.22  2627.73  3151.33  3137.25 
2:59:30 PM  2754.71  2357.18  2391.59  2674.34  3163.73  3163.63 
3:29:47 PM  2780.88  2383.41  2393.52  2671.62  3171.44  3174.14 
3:59:28 PM  2802.65  2409.78  2400.08  2676.46  3175.62  3174.66 
4:29:37 PM  2783.25  2423.02  2425.88  2640.88  3123.18  3138.91 
4:59:52 PM  2756.19  2439.75  2406.48  2603.72  3080.36  3110.12 
5:29:32 PM  2693.09  2417.44  2400.6  2568.54  2960.89  3110.12 
5:59:45 PM  2656.92  2389.36  2386.14  2515.57  2868.43  3081.99 
6:29:38 PM  2591.52  2347.12  2344.02  2442.57  2812.64  2885.84 
6:59:44 PM  2572.26  2296.87  2271.88  2373.7  2715.28  2809.45 
7:29:55 PM  2468.49  2247.36  2224.92  2298.03  2662.01  2743.96 
7:59:34 PM  2462.6  2272.06  2243.41  2283.26  2636.42  2722.6 
8:29:51 PM  2405.52  2258.3  2235.24  2256.85  2611.57  2663.1 
8:59:59 PM  2307.19  2174.93  2178.7  2215.51  2540.42  2543.74 
9:29:32 PM  2190.26  2112.34  2126.57  2193.92  2449.44  2466.44 
9:59:36 PM  2033.2  1966.32  2021.59  2137.74  2304.91  2259.47 
10:29:52 PM  1887.3  1850.68  1931.91  2067.41  2212.14  2136.31 
10:59:34 PM  1779.14  1761.7  1865.35  2001.99  2073.81  1981.83 
11:29:48 PM  1709.69  1699.61  1783.12  1900.77  1998.47  1906.83 
11:59:53 PM  1651.42  1651.44  1716.28  1832.15  1921.54  1828.9 
12:29:59 AM  1591.97  1611.84  1665.29  1788.96  1855.06  1767.16 
12:59:58 AM  1561.15  1594.18  1637.76  1726.18  1797.14  1734.57 
1:29:37 AM  1540.02  1566.27  1614.35  1675.32  1764.34  1709.36 
1:59:43 AM  1522.52  1547.18  1577.83  1636.61  1746.39  1684.54 
2:29:49 AM  1506.43  1527.86  1558.72  1607.8  1712.88  1677.51 
2:59:41 AM  1493.55  1509.32  1530.08  1569.64  1693.69  1659.4 
3:29:26 AM  1500.53  1510.65  1530.9  1558.18  1691.43  1665.01 
3:59:35 AM  1503.76  1519.07  1531.17  1544.87  1683.21  1670.21 
4:29:37 AM  1543.99  1571.23  1541.58  1538.49  1700.94  1727.95 
4:59:54 AM  1603.37  1628.14  1542.98  1539.74  1716.76  1780.53 
5:29:43 AM  1728.73  1753.05  1581.79  1557.79  1757.03  1907.53 
5:59:35 AM  1795.68  1828.88  1574.33  1531.03  1758.39  1974.18 
6:29:35 AM  1928.67  1954.83  1619.25  1562.71  1815.12  2111.98 
6:59:44 AM  2020.52  2069.35  1668.39  1613.85  1897.62  2242.06 
7:29:42 AM  2103.79  2173.29  1726.16  1613.85  2000.47  2369.36 
7:59:49 AM  2169.47  2256.44  1775.03  1613.85  2093.11  2490.28 
Max  2802.65  2439.75  2425.88  2676.46  3175.62  3174.66 
Average  2182.4465  2013.1858  1985.581  2135.6877  2440.6102  2463.4333 
Load Factor  0.7787082  0.8251607  0.8184993  0.7979524  0.7685461  0.7759676 
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TIME  23/01/2008  22/01/2008  20/01/2008  19/01/2008  18/01/2008    
8:29:40 AM  2279.7  2275.16  1678.21  1917.77  2421.9    
8:59:35 AM  2316.46  2290.48  1715.86  1927.93  2409.55    
9:29:44 AM  2373.18  2327.61  1759.91  1937.25  2399.63    
9:59:42 AM  2440.28  2372.88  1788.64  1951.08  2400.82    
10:29:50 AM  2494.33  2413.21  1820.47  1961.18  2414.01    
10:59:53 AM  2562.23  2469.75  1845.31  1967.56  2430.41    
11:29:52 AM  2624.38  2516.66  1901.3  1962.34  2438.48    
11:59:36 AM  2692  2559.81  1918.26  1969.82  2456.76    
12:29:58 PM  2767.68  2615.07  1937.35  1976.14  2470.65    
12:59:46 PM  2839.5  2664.36  1947.16  2000.77  2488.93    
1:29:37 PM  2885.04  2717.99  1984.09  2020.57  2498.93    
1:59:56 PM  2927.94  2764.74  2030.73  2058.47  2500.35    
2:29:44 PM  2964.57  2813.97  2076.01  2109.25  2520    
2:59:30 PM  2986.16  2851.28  2115.56  2157.65  2509.17    
3:29:47 PM  3016.89  2866.4  2180.79  2201.45  2507.46    
3:59:28 PM  3021.84  2892.93  2230.33  2255.94  2498.15    
4:29:37 PM  2997.1  2877.56  2272.14  2253.04  2475.96    
4:59:52 PM  2933.96  2824.2  2295.13  2265.04  2411.66    
5:29:32 PM  2842.74  2748.84  2319.37  2262.53  2356.59    
5:59:45 PM  2808.3  2697.46  2314.92  2260.01  2286.94    
6:29:38 PM  2719.54  2627.69  2296.13  2220.99  2225.54    
6:59:44 PM  2646.14  2551.67  2273.23  2178.85  2168    
7:29:55 PM  2582.06  2474.88  2220.57  2139.02  2131.03    
7:59:34 PM  2560.92  2470.41  2245.16  2147.54  2129.68    
8:29:51 PM  2537.35  2435.62  2229.61  2138.64  2109.04    
8:59:59 PM  2441.26  2361.51  2201.23  2079.35  2048.08    
9:29:32 PM  2300.37  2242.4  2052.49  2011.5  2014.03    
9:59:36 PM  2136.14  2103.81  1924.89  1920.77  1893.19    
10:29:52 PM  2025.71  1968.04  1822.17  1864.02  1814.13    
10:59:34 PM  1891.22  1883.82  1718.85  1738.43  1740.51    
11:29:48 PM  1814.23  1800.26  1653.9  1656.39  1669.84    
11:59:53 PM  1777.39  1745.55  1585.79  1601.77  1614.91    
12:29:59 AM  1731.08  1692.23  1545.2  1539.49  1567.84    
12:59:58 AM  1696.28  1654.73  1521.33  1499.4  1525.34    
1:29:37 AM  1664.72  1641.54  1510.01  1475.05  1515.55    
1:59:43 AM  1650.65  1621.08  1493.25  1457.78  1490.64    
2:29:49 AM  1636.14  1590.79  1490.41  1438.76  1472.62    
2:59:41 AM  1614.02  1578.17  1480.79  1427.45  1451.46    
3:29:26 AM  1618.28  1579.18  1499.31  1426.37  1452.68    
3:59:35 AM  1620.06  1570.92  1505.46  1409.33  1457.52    
4:29:37 AM  1672.09  1602.95  1559.18  1423.76  1485.25    
4:59:54 AM  1730.75  1658.43  1626.45  1430.98  1511.59    
5:29:43 AM  1859.18  1776.81  1743  1452.67  1574.2    
5:59:35 AM  1925.11  1843.18  1811.63  1442.69  1584    
6:29:35 AM  2058.58  1960.7  1931.29  1485.38  1641.94    
6:59:44 AM  2178.13  2064.38  2037.09  1530.15  1716.5    
7:29:42 AM  2294.66  2153.37  2128.71  1581.11  1799.31    
7:59:49 AM  2396.82  2219.69  2215.95  1637.62  1864.35    
Max  3021.84  2892.93  2319.37  2265.04  2520    
Average  2324.0242  2238.2119  1905.3046  1849.3969  2032.6067    
Load Factor  0.7690759  0.7736834  0.821475  0.8164963  0.8065899    References          
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